r;i, Garden and Household,

of the most noted guides of the Yellowstone country, who was one of the
party that
found Evarts at tin: time he was lost for thirty-seven days hero ill the wilderness, with no
other food but thistle roots and
grasshoppers!
I was shown t lie very spot where he was found
The point where we crossed the bridge i.-onIv about forty miles below the (terser's basin,
one

Canning Fruits.
wins, the

simplest ate the best,
gutss. with glass covers, a rub>1 and a screw ring, are as easily
t
the} are unsealed,, and can be
-• '•!
by any intelligent child of
1

thirloiThe porcelain-lined

a

nisi good
A tin tunnel, just jit
to the lieek id these, can he made
:.ty cents, and with this the cans
tilled very rapidly and without
As to trait, it should be
periccLat.d sound, and
carefully picked
tout no ill llavor
its
injures
,pia!iit comes on the table.
Idle time
1
ruit
should
somewhat
van
aig
to.nd, ranging Iroin live to thirty
al.dlows- Cherries
raspherkllerrtes <1, plums 10, whorllepeaches whole
peaches halved
pears hah a d ~j>>, pineapples
In. : ipe currants d. grapes Pi, tog" ’-el.iwi'ics s, i)iiin<‘es sliced
lit wi
keep just as well with's with it, and inanv
es
prefer it
la

canning peaches,

it

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1870
Agricultural Notos.
A lihode Islam! i inner turned his tinkeys into his potato patch, and they at
once cleaned out the
potato bugs.
The pear blight is
unusually prevalent
this year. The man who can discover a
remedy will be a public benefactor.
shoo worth of moss is
annually raised
a I arm at \\ aterloo, X
1
ali of which
is used by the
nursery men for packing
trees.
on

Alt Jdmira. X. 1 farmer feeds his hogs
parsnips, which he finds is the only
vegetable of the root kind they will eat,
unless forced by extreme hunger.
.,

on

two or

put in without removing the
iter almond llaujr will
pervade
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in.
As to the
cloth it, ihe

process—place

disji-pan ;

wet

ilaving previously rinsed it by
hi t watei
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they will
;1 lie busy
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save
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handy ami
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will pay lo build the
house with the view of savinp
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it
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i’ll

ui•

:
and reniiideliup I heir
Would lio Well lo consult

’,i

mas

wilt s.
iliev would suppest
vim ii tin* iiome could be made
ii 'mien!
If will pay to use more
i '-a' and out
It n il! pay to entiie laiiidr.-n tiive them an oct-aday f i' recreation. (.ive the boys
i "i s "dl l" raise, and lot them have
i js sold for, to invest in some
im .'!' with
It
yumr approval
: .1 to pia’.e home so attractive that
i always he pleasant lor a man to
\ "1* 1: s ! "I in od dais.
oi
A pleasant
M ill make
Im tier bo\
;U1,1 better
!' v.' d pal lo
supply tile house with
hi d. :.o,
of pood reudinp matter,

A gardener considers salt necessary to
the dev elopment of cabbage, especially in
places far hum the coast, lie sprinkles a
little line salt on the centre of each plant
a lew
days after setting out, and lepeats
the operation occasionally afterward, putting more ill on plants which seem to lie
diseased. The salt makes the veget ible
crisp, fd better Haver, and helps preserve

■

them

Mil.i.l* Sr.vTl.sTRs.

According to the
reliable authority, the present number -1 sheep in the I ’nilcd States is about
•'u.hOO.iiiM, yielding an annual clip of
wool of 1 bo ilrtitytiiti pounds
'I'lie nummost

■

tp.' •u’tural pipers, etc., and as
e ran ulhird.
It will
'Aiiy as
and etiliii ate fruit trees of ail
p
I I 'li"
I
;ooii fruit promotes
and lonpevity. I'iualiy i; will
pay
tin ho : s we have enumerated,
a
hundred others that tire now
eh d, \\ Ideh many of us weuid do if
ii ill
mil take time to think.
[< \.lcI.iirai World

ber of sheeji
ly is about

slaughtered for mutton yearThe capital in7.0(It»,(wto.
sheep and sheep husbandry in
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tlysiug
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d< tenuin
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vested in
the I'nited States is

win the

liramicau, lw.«
ol
unples nl
tin.of

;
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a, ee
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gk iiea vier

an;
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in number, 70.(i00,<X)i1 sheep. The total
-umber o. sbeep in tlie Ihiti.-h Islands is
l.oi"I.l o-i. i-.ngiand is tlie greatest sheepproducing country in the world in proportion to ii-cultivated iand. The Spanish
Hie in -I of the slice]) is gold
prov e, ii.
is true with the Ilritish, lor they receive
aiiniiallv from -heir sheep the sum of
>- j.'tl.tMH 1.01*11.
[A. K. J’erkiiis.
1

light

pi Him! Pr
in proi" e
i'll. e.
T e i■ i■'i!It show "I.
1.
lei.:
.npo.'iiaio’ light, aial
oat
nous kinds w hen taken in
is
a on
i• 1 • t11 i.-.I
i here were,
i a I
■ v
’a:.
in which colld m dill. •: >•! vs w,a(. 1.111:: 11 I,, c \ ij
it one in which tie- lightest sjieci!
I tile 1 Wen! y-six that were test- I
d a high- r inilruitc value, in
ill hi t'> weight iaia cither ol the
a i.■

i

over

1 be annual product of these slice]) is
about s'■ f.i■'h i,l)tio.
Phis is not a large
exhibit tor a country ol the size and population of the I’nited States. Hrazi! has.

by Weight.

eh iiii-’.

r
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A Linn man writes that In- lias saved
Ins currant bushes by sprinkling them
through a garden syringe with a .solution
of hellebore
lie now lias, at an expense
ol go ■■••ills lor the he I let lore, and an hour's
time, fifty large bushes loaded with fine
bait and nourishing foliage, while his
neighbors who used no remedy have neither limit or loliage on their bushes.

of tile

Iln e\peiisi s of ei.iiistrui'ting
times m r It will alivny s pay

|

ears, la.-1 year with corn, potato bugs arc
tin viug, while on a-pie.ee ploughed for
lii" lirsl time last spring the old bugs have
disappeared, and the young ones have
burst open in the hack and died. He is
puzzled and wants somebn ly to explain

y

*

will pay t"
t's .•lean, that prass
•
Ilia! your
ami

.O

;

of
several

piece

l.very tanner should gather a quantity.
road-dust during I he dry summer weather, which will be found very useful for
the fowls to dust themselves in during I Inwin t < T to rid themselves of vermin, also
for applying to cattle when troubled that
It is an
x< client disinfectant
for
way
pt ivies, and one ol Hie best tilings to use
in earth closets in the winter.
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b
tile
lie
time, on t!
heaviest
Ininulile. each hectolitre of witieli.
I e. 1 lli ibs. At t lie end o! 1 lie
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i'Senalloll no difference could lie de1 in Hie appearance oi (lie two teams,
iioi'cs iuing ai! in eve!lent eomli:
and ..I working order,
file oal s.
//a a//// and uni
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practical
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Something New About Pears.
Mr. I-

f

<,hiinu

te :-.

the

following

slon

“Kural Topics,” in Scribner for
lew jeai
:
gentleman iivot Mew Via I... anxious
large piaar trees I lint waudd bear
"lit 'I,.
IIIiaeletl willi a tree agent
a-

a

'olio*

ilariiei(iiio

price

of

which

was

d id 'flu apii ie
1 tie trees came in
time and Were set ml.
in two years
nnn the time of planting, they bore a
mall round russet pear, llial hung on tin*
lrees until late in October.
About this
,iue. tile very same agent made his appearance, and being reminded of tIn* counet to furnish Iiarlletts. in* asked to lie
a

■

ne

.flowed

to

examine the

trees

and Iruit,

lln- intier still hanging on the trees.
He
examined both carefully, ami suddenly
aiming toward his victim, said witli a
-tent expression. ■•Well, sir, when I sold
ton those trees. I
supposed you were a
well-read, intelligent man; nit now 1 am
of a different opinion/’
This very singular remark brought
forth the ipiery.
■

Why

from the

owner.

••Why!1'

was

'.lie response from the agent, “think of a
man <d culture at this
day and age, who
does not know the fact, that a llarliett
tree never bears iiarllctt pears the iirst
\ ear." The gentleman admitted his
ignorance, ami the peddler lell, master of the
'ituaii n. Some weeks after, the victim
mad*! inquiry of a neighbor to know if he
was aware of this
strange phenomenon in
horticulture.
Since then this tree agent
Ini'not made his appearance in this section of the country".

1’i.a
Tne celebrated fanner, dnhu
itu
Johnston. ol Geneva. N. Y,, says he has
used plaster even year since he came on
Ids larm, now lilt v four years : and it has
in1 vvondi rs lor tiiin on e-'ni. ek-ver. and
The first he used was on corn,
sensing tie; corn in water, then mixing it

with piaster when wet.
lie planted the
plastered corn, and a hired man planted
tin- corn that was not plastered. When the
corn was up, that which was plastered

was stronger and better colored than tinother.
It kept ahead throughout the season. and when ripe, a blind man could
have t- -Id the ditl'erenee by feeling the

stalks and

No amount of experiments, talk, anil
n -nils will draw fanners in a
body
away from keeping live stock, and the

ears.

[Chicago

Tribune.

An idea of the immensity of the statue
of l.iliui'ty \v liieli i- ranee is about to erect
in New fork Harbor mav be obtained
from a description of the hand and wrist
of the ligure, w hich arrived in Now York
on

The thumb, whieli partly

Monday,

encircled the torch that is to serve as a
light-house beacon, is a ludicrously gigantic member. < >11 the thumb nail alone
a man ot several hundred
pounds avoirdupois might find a roomy seat. As lor
Ike arm below the elbow and opening
into (lie palm ol Ihe hand three men ol
ordinary stature might walk abreast within its ulterior.
It is said that inside the
upper and broader part of the arm above
the ellmw as many as nine men can ho
comfortably accommodated. This fragmentary part is made of bronzed copper,
almut a sixteenth ol an inch in thickness.
It is in line, evenly rolled plates, riveted
and screwed
most

together

elaborate

in the firmest and

manner.

The completed

statue will be about Y_'0 feet in height,
from the crown of the head to the sole of
the toot. Hie elevation of the
be-

pedestal

ing perhaps

a third of the altitude of the
It is understood that a staircase
w ill lie
placed within the right arm, by
which a.-rent can be made to a
balcony
limning around the edge ol the llambeau.
The height of the complete arm is thirtyOf course, the statue is
live leet.
upright.
1 he lclt arm is bent so as to cnluld and
hold lightly toward the body a set of tablets upon whieli the Declaration ol Independence is supposed to lie inscribed,
file head is surrounded by a diadem,
from which projects a circlet of prongs
that ealcli the sun's rays and construct a
brilliant nimbus of glory out of them. Its
estimated cost is .*ig,f,i)0(l, halt of which
has already been subscribed.
Doth pedestal and statue will be completed in two
years from iimv, and it will be the joint
•nterprise of ! ranee and America.

-1 line.

■

Mary ('lemmer Ames complains that
smoking is done in the chamber ol the
House ol Representatives, and that the
spitting ol tobacco juice on the carpet is
1'lie pale blue carpet.” she
common.
says,

ed

in the

as a

Independent,

stable iloor.

"is almut as soil1 walked through it.

when it was empty, the other morning,and
was astonished, not at tins number ol siiiLtoons, but that they had rarely been used;
that tobacco quids stained the delicate
manure pile, and turn them wholly to
tints of tlie carpet, and that the piles of
■‘chemical farming." The compost heap debris had been
swept into the corners.
will still be an adjunct of the prosperous A nastier place would be dillieult to imfarmer's barn-yard ; nor would we have it agine
Even the outside porticos and steps
otherwise. There is a great deal of un- are furnished with these detestable recepnecessary work expended upon this plant tacles in vain, while the entire surface of
tood factory, however, in repeated shovcl- the steps of the great marble wings are a
ings to prevent overheating. Thorough disgrace to the nation. The marble reeks
mixing and proper pulverization are of with tobacco excrescences from beginning
to end. and is discolored from top to botcourse essential; beyond this, work spent
n shoveling is thrown away.
Heating is tom.
the oxidation by the oxygen of the air of
various substances in the compost, and is
I.acly lilessington told a good story ot
having fallen desperately in love
necessary, to a certain extent, for the decomposition of the coarse materials. Over- with Grisi, and findingajut that she was
heating is usually checked by frequent sitting for her portrait, made an excuse to
stirring. Hut this only checks it for a call on the artist. On being shown into
time, and afterwards, by the increased ac- his painting room, lie found his divine
cess of atmospheric oxygen, the heating
Giulia making her luncheon, with half a
(oxidation) is accelerated. A better way loaf on her knees, a German sausage in
is to pack the surface down solidly, by one hand, and a pint pot of porter hi the
simply treading upon the heap with the other. 11 is love vanished.
feet, (after pulverization) or, still better,
to spread a little earth over the pile, takA pair of twins were born in Indiana
ing care to compact it somewhat. Either the other day, and one of them was named
method tends to exclude air, and thus pre- Hayes, the other Wheeler. They stood it
vents too rapid oxidation. By adopting for about three hours. When they passed
this practice so far as advisable, a large in their little checks. It killed them quickproportion of the expense in making com- er Ilian a case of cholera infantum would
post may be avoided. [Scientific Farmer. have done.

large

leap

From crag t<> crag of truth, with
O’er precipices sleep.

sight undulled,

Hut when our fathers trod the level plains,
I he stars shone brightly in the gentle streams,
The rainbow arched above the summer rains,
And sleep brought happy dreams.
The world is rolling swift and far away
From morning mists and early morning
And in the fulness of the middle day
No shadows meet the sight.

light,

Hut reaching from that soft and shifting sky
Of early dawn a radiant pathway shone,
And angels in the morning ventured nigh,
Who in the noon are gone!

The

Devoted

'Wife.

A

ap-

id'
Bring out your dead !”
almost the only sound that broke
the dismal stillness of the streets—at that
time, we say, a man in tin; prime of lile,
surrounded by his wife and little ones, was
smitten by the devastating scourge.
('pen the first appearance of the fearful
symptoms, the wife immediately gave her
children into the care of her friends, with
a
request that they should bo forthwith
taken Irom the city to the country.
And you must go with them."
•'.No!" she replied; “the place of the
wife is by tlie- side of her husband—especially in Bis darkest hour of need.”
••But lie will die, and you become a
victim also."
•'As God wills,” she piously rejoined.
“But why remain, and thus expose
yourself and make your children orphans?”
"Would you have me leave my husband
in the hands of strangers?”
“But lie will soon become delirious,
and know not who attends upon him.”
“lint I shall know!” returned the devoted wife; “and should 1 survive, it will
ever be a consolation to me to remember
I did my duly.”
■No remonstrance, no persuasion, could
induce that heroic woman to depart. Taking leave ol her beloved little ones with
maternal tenderness—perhaps for the last
time—she resigned them to heaven's care
and her friends, and went hack to the
gloomy dwelling, which had till late been
a
bright and happy home. Already the
dreadful sign was upon it—the sign winch
told the passers-by there was another victim of the pestilence within, and would
probably soon he another burden for those
whose duty it was to bear the remains of
the. departed to the common sepulchre;
but with the heroism of a martyr that
angel wife crossed the threshold to perish or to save.
We will not dwell with a physician’s
minuteness upon the alarming symptoms
and progress of the disease. Sutliee it to
say, that the sick man became delirious,
laved like a maniac, and in spite of the
best medical attendance which could be
procured anil the most careful and devoted
nursing of that devoted wife, gradually
sunk, grew weaker and more weak, and
at last lay still and became rigid and cold
in death.
In that solemn moment, when the fond
wife, kneeling beside the corpse of him
she loved, his cold hand clasped in hers,
was
pouring out her loving and agonized
soul in prayer to heaven for strength and
resignation to hear the earthly separation,
i;i (hat dread moment, when not a living
thing stirred in all tiic house except herself-—and the night lamp burned dim—and
the lock, with its steady tick, as it measured time to her, but not to him, made the
only sound besides her sobs that broke the
dreary stillness—in that awful moment,
we say, there came a low distant, rumble,
the noise gradually increasing; and then
the appalling words, “Ifring out your
dead !” resounded along the almost deserted street, striking a fearful chill to many
a tear-fevered
eye that rested mournfully
upon the beloved that must soon by the
living be beheld no more forever.
'There were two or three ominous pauses
of this dread semi-hourly visitor—two or
three repetitions of the dismal cry—and
then it seemed to pause under the very
windows of that death chamber, and the
awful words, ‘Tiring out your dead!”
seemed to pierce the very heart of that
poor, horror-stricken wife and mother.
“No dead here!’’ she cried, with a
strange unaccountable impulse, starting
to her feet, clasping her temples with her
hands, and gazing wildly upon the ghastly, withered form of him she loved. “No
(lead here ! lie is not dead ! lie still lives !
lie only sleeps! Great Heaven, give me
power to wake him, ere he lie torn from
me !”
Ami as these sentences were Jittered
rapidly am! wildly, heavy steps were
heard advancing along the hall, and ascending the stairs with slow and measured
The next moment the door of the
tread.
death chamber was slowly opened, two
rough visages am! ligures were presented

palling cry

■

to the view of the

deep, grulf
woman

?”

agonized wife,

voice said, “is it,

Hark! there are steps along the hull
there is the same measured, heavy tread
upon the stairs—the door once more slowly opens, and with a suppressed shriek of
agony the almost frantic wile once more
turns and beholds the same grim, unsvmpathizing visages before her.
“We’ve come again for your dead !”
said one. as both advanced toward the
bed.
“Hack!" shrieked (he wife; “there is
no dead tor you here !”
The man still advanced and came up to
the corpse.
■‘This here’s perfect folly!" said the
spokesman. “It is our duty to take awav
dead bodies wherever we, litid 'em; it's
the only chance to keep down this horrible disease; so stand aside, good woman,
and let us take the body quietly. H urt
Lake on so; it's got to be done; you can’t
keep it with you, and the longer it. remains here, the less chance you’ll have of
escaping the same late yourself.”
‘'lint m\ hushaml is not dead," cried
the wile wringing her hands, and keeping
her place between the bodv and those
who had come for it.
“We can see, good woman, and our
eyes tell Its belter," was the somewhat
grulf reply. “Come, stand aside, and
\ ield to what you can't avoid !”
“Oh. no, no, never! He is not dead, I
tell you—and you shall not touch him !”
“(lo, woman, we’ve got to do our duty,”
—

were

A Nashua farmer says Ilia! on a
his land that has been planted

ling.

screw

circumference, full shelled and

period.

lltunape
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thy
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fuel.

in

Present.

great many years ago, during tlie
prevalence ol'that terrible Southern pestilence, the yellow fever, in the city of Boston— when thousands, becoming frantic
with fear, were deserting their homes and
doillde-yolked egg which a
their stricken friends in the hands
hen laid, was found a dimin- leaving
of strangers—when the heavy rumble of
an
inch
and
threemeasuring
the death carts, with the solemn and

I aside a
(in an 'ester
utive egg

quarters

and

Tl»i' age is wise with wisdom slowly culled,
And men, grown bold, like well-trained hunters,

Kansas complains that her crops of coreals is too great this year to lie utilized.
.Millions id bushels of wheat will be lost,
and large quantities will have to he used

the

sel

Past

over,

and

a

purse d the man,more
t. put her aside

positively,attempt-

ing

“For Heaven’s sake, spare us!” she
cried, dropping on her knees, clasping
lief hand, amt looking up imploringly.
“•Spare us, I beseech you! See, 1 am
kneeling to you 1 am praying to you!
For the love of Heaven, spare us a little
longer! He will soon revive! lie only
—

sleeps!”

I lie men, perceiving that the only
chance of getting at the corpse would be
by a forcible removal of its guardian angel, again conferred together, and then
agreed to give Iter another half hour.
As soon as the friendless wife again
heard the welcome sound of the departing
footsteps of her dreadful visitors, she
again renewed her ellbrts to resuscitate
that which to reason appeared hopelessly
dead. She took a new course. She raised
his head—almost sat him up in bed; heated flannels and rolled them around his
limbs, placed hot onions upon his feet;
and thus worked with the will and strength
of love and hope united with despair.
lint vain were all her efl'orts. No life—
no signs of life !
Yet time was rolling
swiftly on; and what seemed to that nearly distracted woman but a lew brief moments, again brought around the terrible
half hour, and with it those whom she
now regarded as her most terrible foes.
This time, those men, in the performance of their painful duty, would listen to
no prayers, no entreaties, no remonstrances.
They told her plainly that she was
as unreasonable as a lunatic; and though
they pitied her. their duty must be done;
the body must be removed, and the apartment funiigatad: there was no alternative; and what could not be done peaceably, would have to be done forcibly.
Accordingly they put her aside, approached the body, and laid hold upon il.
Hut she burst frantically in between, threw j
herself upon the corpse, clung to it with
spasmodic, convulsive tenacity; at the I
same time shucking fort It in the most
heart-rending tones "As God Almighty
livctli, you siiail not separate us! If you :
bury him, you bury me with him !"
"Good woman," said the spokesman,
We don't !
"why will you go on this way
want to use force; but we'll have t a if'
you don't let us do our (inly without. The
man's dead, and 1 tell yen we've, got to
take away the body this time; and we’ll
do it, too, by fair means or foul."
‘•Then you will take me will) my husband !” persisted the wile; "we shall both
have the same grave i’ tiii, for tile love of
Heaven!" she pursued, in tones of the
most

passionate entreaty, "give

me

one-I

half hour more! du-! one-half hour ? only ;
one !"
"lint it will be ail tins same when we
come again," returned the other; "you i
will light just as hard tortile body."
"No. no—give me one-half hour more
—and if you liml him not living when you
return, ! will make no further resistance."
And there was a brief consultation between the two men; and the spokesman
rejoined, "If you will solemnly promise
us this we will agree I" wait till the next
round, but don't Impe to put us olf any \

longer.”
"1 solemnly vow t.o you,” cried
wife, with a gleam ol joy, "and if you

him not alive on
for the grave.”

the
liml

your return, he is yours,

The death men departed once more;
and once more that poor wife, with led
mgs which no pen can describe, set to
work about llie hopeless task of recalling
the dead to life.

One-hall hour—only one-half hour—no
hope beyond! She glanced at the clock;
but the light was too dim to show its
face; and tearing outlier watch, she hung
it on the post ot the bed, and recommenced her task more eagerly and trem-

than ever.
good blingly
she re-heated the

flannels, and re-wrap-

ped the limbs; she placed hollies of hot
water against different parts ot the cold
Without making a reply, the foremost body; site lorccd hot brandy through the
she renewed tin* hot
advanced, took up the light, walked to death-locked teeth;
the In'il, held it close to the face of the onions; she blew her breath into the
she. applied ammonia to the olfacghastly form that 1 i.y there, and quietly lungs;
observed: “He’s as dead as he ever will tory nerves; she did. in fact, all that love
he !" Then turning to his companion, he and hope, and despair could suggest.
itut alas! all to no purpose; all were id'
added, "Let’s take niui down !”
claimed his victim! the
"No, no !” cried the startled wife throw- no avail! Death
loved form remained cold and rigid, withherself
“I
before
them.
tell
he
is
ing
yon
the faintest sign of life or animation.
living and will soon he well! Go; he is out
not a subject for you ! Come to-morrow, 1‘oor woman! with a deep, heavy groan,
she looked for the hour, and saw with
it you will, and witness the truth of
my
feverish eyes it wanted bill a lew points of
words—but touch him not to-night 1”
"No, no—it is not over! My husband
still lives; he will soon recover!”

the fatal moment; and while she looked
the distant rumbling of the death cart became audible, and
the appalling words
"Hack !” screamed the almost frantic “Bring out your dead !” once more rewife; "you shall not touch him! Hack! sounded along the dismal street.
Then it was —in the very agony ot deand do no murder here, or the curse of
heaven will light, upon you?”
spair—with the last faint spark of hope
The two men whispered together a lew extinguished—the poor wife Jet fall the
moments; and the spokesman rejoined, head she had been supporting, and from
"We’ll leave him he a half hour, till we her hands the powerful ammonia was
come again; Imt if we was to leave him
spilled on the pallid face. And then it
was, most strange and wonderful to reIn eternity, you’d tind no life there.”
With tiiis, they slowly withdrew; and late, a mighty change took plane. There
a
as that
quiver—a short, quick gasp—a
self-sacrificing wife heard their came
heavy, descending steps, she threw her- struggle for life—and then, with a wild
shriek of joy the late despairing wife
self upon her knees,
thanking heaven for
a living husband in her arms
the: briet respite, and prayed tor
strength clasped
We need not dwell upon a scene which
and power to deliver her
companion from
no language can portray. When the death
the already yawning grave.
Strange prayer was this to follow the men came again for the body, to their litter amazement—also terror—they beheld
other in which she had asked for
strength a
ami resignation to bear the
living man sitting in place of the dead
earthly part- —his
now speechless wile clinging fondly
ing! Wherefore the change? Why did
to him and weeping such tears of joy as
she believe him
living, who reason told
her was dead ?
rarely flow from mortal eyes.
That husband so miraculously snatched
l'liore lie lay, ghostly and cold, without
motion, without breath, without life. One from the very jaws of death by the strange
and unaccountable devotion of his wile,
hall hour—one brief halt hour—and
they
lived many long years alter, to speak of
whose duty it was to
the
quickly consign
the providence of lleaven, and make hapdead to the dust, that the awful
contagion
might not spread through mortal decry, py by true affection the loving heart of
would again be there to claim that belov- the being who had saved him.
ed form.
There was not a moment to be lost. And
The wreck of the Albion is now forgotwith an invocation to heaven for assist- ten in the
long catalogue of marine disasance, that trembling wife began the seemters, and yet it was this which has kept
ingly hopeless task of restoring her dear Catharine lieceher in single life to the
partner to life. She chafed his temples, present day. Miss lleeeher is the oldest
his body, his limbs, rolled him to and fro of the
family, and the only one that never
on the bed, and called upon him in the
married. She was betrothed to Professor
terms.
most endearing
Porter, of Yale College, who perished in
She was thus engaged, using almost the above-mentioned wreck, and his memsuperhuman exertion, when again she ory has been cherished by her to the exheard, with a chill of despair, the distant clusion of all other attractions.
rumbling ot the vehicle of the grave, and
the appalling cry of "Bring out your
A candy-store window displays, in worsdead!”
ted letters, the inspiring text, “The Lord
Nearer and nearer it comes—louder and will provide.” A boy who passes daily
louder sound those awful tones—still more says it ain't so ; and"you can’t git no canactively and painfully she labors, and yet dy in there on the credit of Providence.
no signs of life—the same cold, ghastly’,
Nickels is the only thing that gits them
inanimate form !
gum drops.”
"She

raves, poor woman!” said
“but we’ve got to do

spokesman;
duty."

she

our
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The first of .Stanley’s recent letters was
written on the g'Jtli of July, 1875, ami
alter more than a year, is published in
tlie New York Herald. It contains the
following graphic description of a light

of the
J out
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NUMBER

two canoes loaded
out in pursuit from another small cove. 1 permitted them t>
come within 100
yards oi us. and this
time I used the
rifle with
men

cove we saw

Letter

coming

elephant
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West.
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The

following interesting
all airs in the west,
explo- cerning

letter

con-

is from Mr.

and the water is >o strongly charged with sulphur, and the atmosphere so tilled with its
vapors as to give the idea that it is Satanic
Majesty’s head-quarters are not far oil', it (the

basin)

is within the limits of the National Park.
From here we travelled all along the foot of the
renowned Specimen or Amythyst Mountains,
which abound in beautiful specimens of ame-

thysts, agates, er\stals of every description
and a great variety of petrifactions.
At tlie east lork ot the

1

cl

lows tone

we

campsive balls, hour shots killed live men Augustine II. Horsey, a Belfast
boy, who ed directly beneath that miracle, tin Petrified
and sank the canoes.
This decisive allfair has been a
long time in that region. It Forest. It consists of a large number of huge
disheartened the enemy, and we were lett
trees standing just a* they giew, only divested
to pursue our way unmolested, not, how- is written from Clark's Fork of the Yel- j
with tlie natives of Bumbirch Island. On
of their branches and changed to rock as solid
ever, without heating a ringim' voice lowstone. near the Great National Park,
his way from M’tesa’s capital to tlie southI as the cliffs against which they stand. From
shouting out to us, “Go and'di” in the to a relative in the Fast:
ern end of the lake, the explorer ran short
here we followed up the valley of Soda Butte
When the savages counted
Nyanza !
Wyomixc Territory, July 14, Is;*;.
id provisions, and approached the island,
their losses they found fourteen dead and
(’reck, and passed the celebrated Soda or Alum
I have just received your letter dated June
which was large and thickly populated,
eight wounded with buckshot, which 1 IStli, it
Spring, which is the n lie of an extinct geyser.
to get supplies
lie says,—
having been brought out here by a The water
consider to be very dear payment for the
must have once spopied up in a
We halted at the distance of twenty
party of miners by whom this returns to Bozeot eight ash oars and a drum,
volume and to a great height, but nothman.
\W are so far out of the world that to great
yards from shore, and 1 observed that the robbery
ing remains now hut the cone-shaped mound
wild behavior of the natives changed, as though barely equivalent, in our estima- get a letter is Hot li a
joy and a surprise, and I
tion, to the intended massacre of ourformed of its water deposits and the little
they approached, to affability and friend- selves.
need not tell you now welcome yours was.
liness. Wo exchanged tlie usual friendly
spring which i-sues from the ground below it.
'W ill) the letters were a tow
r.-ivoreu hy ;i .siii^ht hrec?ze Iron) the
newspapers, the
Its waters conta'ii soda, sulphur and alum, and
ami
invited
to
were
come
greetings,
first
we
have
seen
since
we
left
we
and.
hoisted our sail, and hy night
Bozeman,
ashore in such tones as dissipated the land,
are so strong one can scarcely -wallow it withv
e
them
learn
flu*
were eight miles southeast of lilimhireh.
result
by
of tin* Cincinnati
least suspicion from our minds.
No
out nausea. The Indians have long understood
A little alter dusk tin* breeze died, and <’unwedi ni, all the Centennial new- ami also
sooner, however, had tlie keel of the boat
its curative properties ai d used to make
we continued on our course
pilthe melancholy story of the massacre of (»en.
paddling.
grounded than the apparently Iricudly All night 1
grimages to it from great distances. Here we
the men hard at work, Custer and so
kept
of
his
natives rushed in a body and seized the
many
gallant men.
had some great sport, latching trout. Ail it
<> how criminal lias been the course
making, however, but little progress
boat and dragged Imr high and dry on
pursued w *ueces-ary to do was to go into the water
through the water. At snr.rise we were by the government in its
laud, with all on hoard, flic reader may about
management of tin*
in any of the mountain streams and chase them
miles southeast of Humtwenty
(lie
number
of
and
natives
Indians,
how
much
bloodshed
imagine
might have
required lurch, and
about, running them into shallow water, then
by noon were twenty live been averted, how
<o perform this teat when i state that the
many \ aluahh* lives saved,
miles ( tl.
At this time we bad a stroll0killing them with sticks. That sounds like a
boat. baggage, ami crew weighed nearly
but for the vacillating policy which has led to
ze
brei
Irom the northwest, and we sped
fish story to you, but it is true.
l.ooo pounds
iwiee I raised my tevoia succession of cruel war-, topow cd
as
mam
by
before it at the rate of live knots an hour.
We ha<l a hard time getting up here with our
vers to kill anti be killed. Inti the crew reAt sunset we were about twelve miles treaties of peace, which have mver been look- cart, a< there had
never been a vehicle of any
strained me, saying it was premature to
northeast ol Nosua or (Josua Island, and ed upon by the Indian in any ulier light than kind over the load
before, it only having been
light, as the-e people were friends, ami I n tie breeze
tha of a temporary arml-Ur. of which li> gladcontinued
lavorable
we
all wouitl be right. Accordingly I sat
used a- a pack or bridle trail
We got in here
lv
to
a\
ails
be
able
him-elf
to
to
;
make
ml
a
haven
some
for
strengthen
hoped
prepare
down in tlie stern sheets and waited paon the Jtthot June, uid camped out
until we
time before midnight,
luture
lint the breeze,
depredations and slaughter, and in could
lint
tiently for tlie decisive moment.
pm iip bmldiii'js, which were finished
about ts p. in., rose to a tierce gale, and
which lie is always kimNy a--,sted bv I nele
two week- ago. when we moved in and an
savages fast increased in numbers, and
to the loss ot our oars, we could
Samuel, or bv tho-c vv lio represent him
the hubbub grew greater.
Violent lan- owing
now quite comfortable.
not keep the boat before the wind.
As
The greatest evil of this
guage and more violent action we receivcm of peace
I suppose it will seem strange to you, hut we
we were swept h\ the island we made
ed u ithoiit comment or word on our part
in which government undertakes to sup- are surrounded on a.I sides
Irantie Hurls to get to leeward, but it: policy
by snow, and tin;
i
Spears were held in their 1,amis as if on Was to no
port and defend tile Indian, establishing rev iair is a,I the lime coo! as in the early spring or
purpose; we therefore resign- \
the launch, arrows were drawn to the
atioiis
and agencies for that purp >se, is that it
We are something like -even or eight
ed ourselves to the wind and waves, the
autumn.
head and pointed at each ot us with frenfurious rain, and the horror of the tem- places the entire and absolute control in tin* thousand feet above the level of the sea. There
zied looks tiled eyes almost bursting out
pest. Most of your readers, no doubt, hands ot men who are accountab e to no one are mountain- here that arc over twelve thouof their sockets.
have experienced a gale of wind at sea; for tin- manner in which they administer allaiis sand feet, according to Prof. Ilayd- n
o
lie apparently meniuv s:1 cages seemeu
in tin* little principalities over which they hold servati ms, and
can have witnessed it. in a
to be now pcrsoniliedl'uries.
I lirouglmut few. however,
they are -o sleep as to be in
small boat
lint our situation was more dominion. The eonsetpumee is ti at
all tlie seeues of civilized and savage life
un-crupu
many places like a \ a-t perpendicular wall
which 1 have witnessed, I never saw mad dangerous even than the latter. We had l«»us and designing men use the power thus towering far above us for hundreds of feet.
rocks and unknown islands in our neighgiven them to promote their own selli-di inter- There are waterfalls ail around us that would
rage or wild fury painted so truly belore
borhood, and a few miles further, a main- e'ls. ami the result is dissatisfaction
*
on
human features.
It led them to the
among the make Minnehaha a-hamed of it-clf.
land peopled by savages, who would have
Imbans.who know perfectly well when they arc
I am much obliged t<> you for the Be fast
verge el absurdity even. They struck no
in
us
all to death or
scruples
putting
the ground and the boat, stamped, learnrobbed and cheated, and the good ends of the news, it is the lirst I have heard in a long lime.
ed al the mouth, gnashed their teeth, making slaves ot us. li our boat capsiz- system t w hich i- all rigid in
principle through It is no use to -end me the lb-publican Journal,
the crocodiles of the lake would make
slashed the air with their spears, hut they ed,
incapable of b ing carri lout in practice) aiv I never receive it. You might cut out the local
short
work
of
if wo were driven ml
us;
shed no blood. The chief Sliekka preUrns perverted, and imieh more harm doth
columns and send by letter.
an uninhabited island, death by starvation
vented this, reserving that pleasure, i
than good. What other nation on earth was ;
awaited
us.
Vet
with
all
these,
terrors,
presume, for a more opportune time, W(»
ft- ever known to furnish iis for- with arms, \
WO!*?? nnf \yifh huno-pr
With love I remain ever your a ft’.
when a new excitement would be requirequipments anil all the necessary munitions of
v.
II. it.
ed.
Our interpreters, in the meantime, tigue. and anxiety, that, excepting the
watchman, we till fell asleep, though war to be used against itself? Would it n.*t
were by no means idle; they employed
seem
ridiculous
but tor the terrible results
awakened mnv and then by his voice callto the utmost whatever gifts of persuaGoneralitioM.
the men to bail the boat out.
which tlow lrom it, results which hav culminsion nature had endowed them with, and ing
At daybreak the tempest and high
ated
at last in the death of one of tin bravest
An
Indian
oeeasionnllv
makes an arrow
fear created in them, without, however,
waves subsided, und we perceived we
otiieors who ever laid down his life in tin- «MP«.
exhibiting any servility or meanness, had drifted
eight miles westward of .Snsua sen ice of his country, together with more than
Turkey will not yet he served up on the Euindeed, 1 was struck with admiration by
and to within six miles of the large island
ropean plan.
three hundred of his gallant followers.
the manly way in which they stated our
of Mysomeh.
We
had
not
a morse! of
When the heat increases, the thermometer
This may have as salutary an elfeet its did ;
objects and purposes in travelling on to food in the boat: 1 had but a little
ground tin- murder of Canhy and the Commissioners ! rises to explain.
Nyanza, and by the composure of their eoll'ee, and we had tasted
nothing else for
A man should m ver he contented with his
the Mudoes tliree \ears ago, leading t<» the
bearing. The savages themselves obthe crew, when by
served this, and commented on it with forty-eight hours; yet
decimation of that tribe, and the condign pun- lot until it i- paid lor.
to resume their
rough paddles, ishment of its leaders, and I
This calm behavior of the called
The early riser- nowaday-are the thermomesurprise.
hope tin* eountrv
cheerfully responded and did their duty
ter and t!»e hou-e-ily.
crew and interpreters acted as a sedative
may at last awake to tin* true nature of the
A
breeze
set
in
Irom
manfully.
gentle
on the turbulence and ranting violence of
It takes two negatives to make one atlirmathe westward, which bore us ipiieklv east situation, and that before allot her winter comes
the savages, though it broke out now and
that those bloodthir.-tv red devils inav be swept ti\e, hut one negative w iii make ">n,OU0 picture.-.
of Snsua. and carried us by
p. m. to an |
then, sputtering fitfully with the wildest
A New York man ha- eliri-tened his daugh1 have distinguished bv the from the faee of the earth. Tin- eotintn owes ]
of gestures and most murderous demon- island which
name of Hefuge
Island.
On exploring tin in not in_ : they have never re-oee!ed a ter <ilyeerine. lie-ays it will he ease to prefix
strations
Mho, if her temper resemble- her mother's.
island we found it to tie about two treaty, never have coniiued themselves to tin
For tim e hours I sat in the stern sheets this
I ae youii" man who pa Is up early these
miles in circumference, to have been forre'*'*rva!ion
al
otted
tlu-m.
but
haw
made
raio
of the boat observing all these preliminacool, delicious mornings to practise on the orries of a tragedy which 1 felt sure was merly inliabitatcd and cultivated, and, to after raid upon tin* setth rs her in tiii- valley, pan lias a larpe circle of acquaintances, hut no
our great joy, we found an ubuiidunei of
who are more than om- liundn-d miles north friends.
about to be enacted, silent, except now
and of small ripe fruit re- ot the
and then communicating a suggestion to green bananas,
country tiny claim as their hunting
A hammock swimp under a tree i- a nice
in
cherries
and
appearance
size, ground-.
the interpreters, and seemingly an uncon- sembling
thin:: to rest in. If lake- nn;> four or live men
the taste ot dates. To add to
to
ii"i'I it while you ae; in. m ; in pettinp out
cerned spectator, lint ! was not idle, ! but having
There i- one thing that thi- campaign dethis bounty i succeeded in shooting two
you fall out.
wished to impose oil the savages by my
monstrates at least to tin- satisfaction of the
brace of large fat ducks, .and when night
1 was busily planning a resistbehavior.
The absent-minded woman is continually ibrclosed in on us. iigniir snug and secure | men in this country, who prob.ubU know more peltinp the location of her
As we were in their
ance an I an escape.
pocket, and when an
about Indians thru all tin* wi-> acres of ( on- I overdre-s is
a
close
of
few
i
worn the search for a nickel bebeach,
camp
by strip
sandy
power ii only remained for us to be quiet
and that i- that government
come. ;In* work of time.
together,
blessed
God
more
gre.-s
put
lcrvenl.lv
than
until they proceeded to acts ot violence, people
will iie\ i• r whip tin- S1.*iiv w ith i
I
;.uiiy.
There i- a man in the I'tica Asylum whose
and in the mean time endeavor to pur- we did.
eij) 1 ii!c ! troops who can only be handled in insaniis consist-, in beijevinp that he’s dead,
chase peace, or at least postpone the
A* Missouri Statesman.
wh:e11 ii;:no-r a- absurd a- tin*
>1 ling to tin- regulation- and lacticaction
lunacy of
strife.
Conformably with these ideas,
>e i*iyI■ i* « :ll'ax, who thinks he’s alive,
|(,'inofei\iliyed warfare can never contend mi
j From tin- .V \v York ,Mri-i:u ry.'
the interpreters were instructed to oiler
eitmali Enquirer.
How little know s tile world i.l'the w ays lulls’ with Indians, and tlie onl\ way to concloths and heads to the chief Shckka, who
Our
di mpe- are coi
\ arious \ isappeared to have despotic authority ever ami means whereby men ine into pome cur/ lie in i- to call (Hit a volunteer force of J ions <*t “the It irlc r shop- of tin* Future.*’ < >m*
all, judging liom the reverential and ! 11 ity ami power. 1’oor Bill Sloan ul .Mis- 'men ol it,.- frontier. who have pa-sed the great- idea! is om* where the ton- ‘rial am-b- -ball be
read1, obedience paid to his commands, souri, when 1 write the above sentence 1 er pa rt of ! 1:• ii* lives among Indians, and who mutes, and ha\ no Patent Hair luviporaior to
4
ishckka demanded lour cloths and ten think of you. Blight genius ! impractica- understand and know how to tight them. At re'"mmt ml.
necklaces ot large beads as his price for ble eit’I where art thou limiting on the lea"t two thousand men in these two TerA lasuiou exciiaiipc -ay
that **tiic jahon is
now
11
I b
.Methiuks ‘twas ritories of Montana and
married ladies.*’
this
permitting us to depart in peace. They great sea id liumanity
Wyoming, would wouldpemrally
seem to indicate that a harmless hut inwere paid to him.
Having secured them, near twenty years ago, when I knew Bill. respond to the- call. I am sure I would, for | correct
of
method
speliinp jawbone is now prelie ordered his people to seize our oars, He was then a twelve-humireil-iiolhir clerk
one.
valent in polite society. [Norwich Kulletin.
which was done Indore we understood in the treasury at Washington. We boardBerhaps you think 1 say a yreat deal about
Most K' im dops -ii in the backyards and
what they were about. This was the sec- ed at the same house, and were in eon
this, but i! is a question which interests in out
howl ail nipht -o that people will know they
ond time that Shckka had acted cunning- slant communion. “Biil." said I one dav,
arc not away any where killinp si..
A man
ly and treacherously, anil a loud jeering “I have just read tile speech made in the h»'re more m arly than it does you who live >o lei- |»* o\\ li l.'t'JJ I *J -peep l*elore he appreciates
far from the theatre of the teirileo ><*enes mi the pram I air of -licit eouduct.
laugh from Ids people showed him how house yesterday on ‘the public expendi[Koine SeiiliAfter tures’ by your congressman. Judge Allen, lately enacted, and who realize so little of the mi.
much they appreciated his wit.
Indian cii-foms
seizing the oars, Shckka and his people from Missouri, it is a very able produc- truth. We are here within forty miles of the
m- lobe nacliinp Ea-t.
Wind Iliver Mountain in which the ret ivatiny (»ld-.M in-AlVaid-of-JIi.-- Witi- calm- home bate
slowly went to their village to eat their tion. Do you know Hie judge ?"
tli
other
ami
ci
aw led urn hr the bed, hut
niplit.
and
to
discuss
what
other
“I’m!
Yaas!
I
!
noon
meal,
do, ami Sioux are suppos,- ! to have cntrcnclud tliemmay truly say
was pels ua< let I to n a\ c tiis n-ei \ ai ion am I b
measures should be adopted toward the
selvrs,but an almost insurmountable mountain come one of tin St»r -Heads.
(this in confidence) to my sorrow.’
Norwich Kuile“limy so—explain, will you!1"
strangers. A woman came near us, and
so there is
little danyer ot tin.
mye innrven<
told us to eat honey with Shckka, as it
“Weil, Allen was a 1 it tie probate follow I heir pa \ iny iis a \ i>i t.
I'll.* Hutch have a way <»| rurillu laziness hv
to save our lives, for
in one of the back comities years ago,
was tile only way
From lie mountain lops here we can sec tin* putting I lie path lit in a ei-iern ami turning <m
Shckka and his people had determined to while 1 ran a log-cabin school-house in
a stream of water v\ hi<h
runs in at one shir as
con lit r> into which they are supposed to have !
kill us and take everything we had. The the same locality. The fellow thought
last as the man by -mady work can pump i;
tied, qiiil«* dislinetlv wit it the unaided eye.
out. I'liere i- mulling to do but pump or dm.
coxswain of the boat was sent to proll'er himself smart enough for a congressman,
of the men who fell with Custer 1 knew
file and as there were no other aspirants he Many
terms ot brotherhood to Shckka.
Tin* American N<ed!e Maker- have ju-t had
Well, as we had a part of his reyimeiit j
quite
to
was
told
lie
at
no
harm
slide
in.
Just
ease,
alter lie was
coxswain
a eoiiventioti a; >pruigticld.
T-bo-c who were
managed to
as you know, on the I.oundan
wit.ii
us,
Line
to follow the t bread of the Various speeches
able
was intended us, and Shckka promised
elected, he came to me and said: 'Bill,
-ee
and
the
that
points,
say
they partook of
that on the next day he and Ins people how would y oil like a twelve huudred-dol- Survey.
< o.m.
much that was gross in their character,
Capt. Keoyh. v, ho tell covered with w otiuds. j Adv.
would eat, honey and make lasting and lar clerkship at the capital?’ 'A decided
'One hundred per so bravely liyhtmy that his bod\ was untoiiehsure brotherhood with us.
improvement,’said 1
Boston is to iiave a Sunday paper edited by
The coxswain returned to us with tri- month as clerk is more congenial Ilian ed by the Imlians ( is iud<*cd was (;»*n. ( tMit*s,
ladies. They will d<> m» writing lbr their palie
and
communius
a
month
and
some
was
with
our
i
all
cries,
others.)
the
twenty-live per
speedily
party
umphant
pedagogue.’
The
per after -i\ o’clock P. M. on >.uurday.
cated his own assurance to tile crew. Hut So to Washington I went with Allen. I'he summer of 1ST.;, and he was a thorouyh and 11.1erveiinig hour- until midnight will be miin
this
their
hair
for
I cheeked
over-euniidetice and trust- judge had a suit place, I tell you. He was accomplished yeiitiemaii, ami one of t!i.* host pioved
erimpim.
Sunday.
fulness in such cunning and treacherous assigned a place on one or two commit- ollieers ill t he si-r \ i.-e. lie was a personal friend [Norristown Ib r tid.
It the Sioux Indians would only organize
people, and told tin m to trust in nothing tees, but never attended, his time being of !!
Nove--*. If the government does not
a
number of base-ball chibs,
save our own wit, and by means to leave
chietly spent at a second-rate tavern, en- bestir itself to avenye the liv es so cruelly sacri- themselves into
and
indulge in lie healthy American game,
the neighborhood of the boat, for their gaged in euchre, at which game he is an
ficed, many will feel convinced licit Belknap they would soon i.eeomc so crippled up that
seizi the guns in the unequalled adept.
1 seldom saw him.
next act, would lie l
was not
tin* only one in the administration’ (Jeneral Crook could capture the whole hand
same manner as they s nzed the oars
however; but one day lie called at my
without l'*-ing a man. |Nor. Herald.
who has made a fat tliiny out of the Indian
the
crew
saw
the
truth
of
and
w
ished
to
see
me
Immediately
boarding-house
pri- liny.
d’lie occasional appearance of a man wearing
this suggestion, and I had no reason to vately, in my room, on special business.
a du-b r, with a small demijohn in one hand,
Wi
have
liecii
nmv
over
a
licit:
month.
and
and a package in the other containing a copy of
complain that they paid no hoed to my To my room we proceeded, and there he
At ;> ]i. in. the natives began to said: •Bill, I'm getting letters from my have mad'1 considerable progress in our work, “Song- for the Sanctuary" and a euchre deck,
words.
assemble on the ridge of a low hill about, eonstituei ts all the time, demanding 1 though we have not, got along quite as last as show- that the cam*•-meeting season has arrived. [Norwich Bulletin.
100 yards horn the boat, and presently shall speak on the great question of the we intieipaied, as we have met with some undrums were heard beating the call to acquisition of California, (food joke, that locked for delays and dillieulties, but 1 feel conPerhaps there is nothing in this world that
makes a man so mad as to pose when he sees
war, until within half an hour aboutbOO
—my oratory on California. Now, Bill, fident we shall Ik* able (.» do a little smelting that a
landscape photograph is to he taken,
warriors had gathered around Shckka, you must get me out o the scrape. You this si ason, at least enough to demonstrate and, " hen
printed, discovers that he appears
down
his
was
me
a
must
write
out
Do
win)
it in whether the
addressing
sitting
not like Washington or Napoh on, hut like a
peospeech.
enterprise is to he a success.
lie
had
about
bO
rushed
done,
dilapidated pinhead, with Ins right boot on his
splendid style, and I’ll give you throe hunple. Wlien
This is a most wonderful country, and will left shoulder.
down and took our drum, and kindly told dred dollars’ ‘Will you, and let me have
one day
he
the
resort
of
the
world,
greatest,
j
it in a week, Judge?’ said I. taking his
us to get our guns ready for tight, as they
Brougham, speaking of the -alary attached
were coining presently to cut our throats.
hand. ‘You shall have tile speech.’ I went After we left I’ozemau we crossed a range of to the rumored appointment of a new judge1 traced the his- mountains on which the snow had lain hut a ship, said it was all moonshine. Lvndhurst, in
As soon as 1 saw the savages had arrived to work on that speech.
hiand waggish way, remarked, “it may
in the presence of Shckka with our drum, tory of California from the time of its dis- lew days before to the depth of si\ feet! and he dry
-o; Inn 1 have a strong nolion that, moonI shouted to inv men to push the boat into covery, reierred to its mountains and riv- the road of course was very had, hut. we suc- shine though it he,
you Would like to see the
With one desperate effort my ers, mines, woods, fisheries, and Inis; ceeded in reaching the valley of the Yellow- first quarter of it."
the water.
crew of 11 men seized the boat as it she
it
was
how indispensilde
to the prosperity stone without serious accident.
There are j
“Where are the men?" writes a female corhad been a mere toy and shot her far into of the whole nation, etc., and embodied some most beautiful and
picturesque spots in j respondent from a watering place. There are
all the thoughts these subjects would
the water. The impetus they had given
that mountain nan go —natural parks and quite a number of them in this town, but the
her caused her to drag them all into deep elicit into that speech. It eo-t nte a world
probabilities are that the particular men alludglades,
abounding in which the grass attains ed to are skirmishing around trying to raise
water,
in the meantime the savages, ut- of labor. At the end of the week I handed
a
of two feet, and llovvcrs of in finite money to pay for a new -nit of eiothes before
height
tering a furious bowl of disappointment it to the judge, lie was delighted. Did he
the air with fragrance. they .an make a respectable appearance in
and baffled rage, came rushing like a deliver it in the house? Not a hit of it. variety bloom, tilling
Herald.
There are some settlements here as well as “society." [Norristown
whirlwind toward the water’s edge.
lie coulmrt have accomplished the task.
At the dost* of :i concert, while :i \ mng gen1 discharged my elephant nlle, with its During the rush of business one day lie in a part of the valley of tin* Yellowstone, hut
tleman was struggling with his hat,cane, overtwo large conical balls, into their midst; asked consent to have his speech printed, most of the ranch-men are engaged in stock coat, opera-glass and his
young lady’s fan, all
man
One
of
whom of which he was trying to retain on his lap, a
and then, assisting one of the crew into and consent having been given, away that raising.
(Nelson Story,
hlaek
bottle
fell on the lloor
the boat, told him to help his fellows in
speech Hew over the judge's district. 1 tell you have probably read in the papers lately as suspicious-looking
while L continued to light. My double- you it raised him up to the summit of hap- connected with the Crow Agency frauds.) has with a thud. ••There,” he exclaimed to his
company, "I shall lose my cough medicine.”
barreled shot-gun, loaded with buckshot, piness, for every mail brought him con- nearly two thousand head of horses running That
was presence of mind lor you.
j
was next
terrible
with
letters.
Did
1
receive
the
effect;
in
the
mountains. The Yellowstone Valley is
gratulatory'
discharged
The supposed descendant of .John Pierrepont
for, without drawing a single how or three hundred dollars ? you will ask. This not the paradise that it lias been represented of
lloxbury, at present employed as American
launching a single spear, they retreated is my reply: One day Allen came into my in an agricultural point of view. Nearly all minister at the Court of St. ,lames, is not altous
to
exthe
and
seemed
of
the
sociable.
We
to feel a> if he wanted
hill, leaving
room,
up
unusually
slope
the way from the mouth of Trail Creek, where gether happy, and begins
to go home.
For a person of his sensitive
ert our wits to get the boat out of the cove talked over old times, and linally, he said:
we entered it, to a point a little
beyond Gardi- temperament and aristocratic instincts, it is
before the enemy should decide to man ‘Hill, do you play euchre ?’ ‘Occasionally,’
to have the London newsboys
I replied. ‘Well, 1 owe you three hundred ner's River, it is generally of a had land char- veiy wearing
their canoes.
dodge into a blind alley when they see him
The crew was composed of picked men, dollars, and will play you three straight acter, there being but very little vegetation. coming, and yell at the top of their voices,
and in this dire emergency they did ample games, whether it shall be doubled or It looks much like the Marias country where I ••‘ow’s Lady Mary?”
justice to my choice. Though wo were wiped out.’ Six hundred dollars, thought was last summer. The river itself is very rapid,
Yesterday a gentleman discovered an exwithout oars, the men were at no loss for 1, here’s a chance for a good strike. 1 ac- and its waters are dear as crystal, and cold as j quisite poeLe gem, and his delight at the disa substitute.
As soon as they found them- cepted the judge’s proposition, and away the snow and ice of the mountains from which covery invited the attention of two ladies to it.
selves in the boat, they tore up the seats went my three hundred dollars. Now. it tlows. In some places the views are very They listened with intent ear while the reader
and footboards, and began to paddle the you were just talking about that ‘National grand, especially in one place where the. road gave voice to the glowing and graceful thoughts
ot the poet.
When the reading was linisiied
boat out as though she was a canoe, while Expenditure’ speech.
That speech, my is cut through a deep canyon and you look the gentleman turned to his companions for a
1 was left to single out with my lilies the boy, is my production, and the judge down
word
or look of appreciation.
He saw their
the
river
below
upon
just
you, foaming
most prominent and boldest of my enemy.
agreed to pay me $200 for it. lie wants and hissing like the Niagara river just below faces aglow, their lips parted in an intensity of
feeling, and their eyes bright with—what?
Twice in succession I succeeded in drop- to euchre me out ot that amount too, but
the Falls.
Shades of Homer? "Look, look there!” exping men determined on launching the 1 have told hin: ‘Judge, pay up, or I'll
reat Gal- claimed one of the ladies with the utmost eagerFrom near there we could see t>
canoes, and seeing the sub-chief who had give the history ol these speeches to all
ness, "that woman”—pointing to a lady on the
latin Mountain looming up grim and cold in
commanded the party that took the drum, your constituents
I fancy lie’ll pay. All
opposite side of the street—"has got on a polonthe distance, its sides and peaks white with aise buttoned up in the back! I should think.”
1 took deliberate aim with my elephant this in strict confidence, my boy.”
snow.
It is at the head of the Gallatin river. addressing her companion, "she’d have a good
rifle at him. That bullet, as l have since
time getting into it when she wanted to dress
been told, killed the chief and his wife
A hundred years ago, when you failed Near Gardiner’s river we crossed the line be- in a
hurry.” I should think so, too,” returned
and infant, who happened to be standing on a girl she kissed you good-by. Now, tween Montana and Wyoming. Just above the the other, "hut it hangs pretty—don’t you think
a few paces behind him, and the extraorif you suggest anything ot the sort her fa- place where we crossed, were the famous Mam- so?” The gentleman gave one startled look, in
which amazement struggled with horror for an
dinary result had more effect on the su- ther calls you into the library and asks you moth Springs. We did not have time to go and instant,
picked up his hat ami cane, and started
perstitious minds of the natives than all what you are worth. Are wo a nation ? see them, but shall on our way back. We oil pell-mell
to have a look at the polonaise
On
or
shots.
And
is
this progress ? [Norwich Bulletin. crossed the Yellowstone on a bridge, built by that buttoned up the back.
previous
getting
subsequent
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Vindication

Tiiden.

of Mr.

The last hours oi Congress were made
lively by :t tilt between Kasson, Republiin. < d Iowa, and Hewitt, In-meerat, of
York, coimcming the record of (lev.
Kasson made, an abusive attack
on (iov. Tiiden, accusing him of opposition to the war, disloyalty, private dishon-New

1 ilden

est} and complied} with the Tweed

ruption
got into

Sam Co\
a

replied,

and

cor-

speedily

personal altercation with Ku>-

in which very bitter tilings were said.
At a bit. r hour Mr. Hewitt of New York

son,

obtained the ll mr, and completely vindicated (iov. Tiiden, meeting and parrying
the

venomous

tin lists ot the

Republican

side of the House.

We quote trom the
Congressional Record—
.Mr. Hewitt of N»-w York—Mr. Speaker, to
the speech which the gentleman trom Iowa
delivered this evening was a painful surprise
and a melancholy experience. If I had not
heard ii 1 could hot have believed that a gentleman ot his intellectual endowments could so
far abdicate his own self-respect and forfeit the
aood opinion of hi- Icilow-members in this
House as to have indulged in the partisan,
and, 1 am sorry to add, the malicious statements which In* hu< made in regard to (iov.
I ilden.
I confess that 1 do not intend to make
any elaborate reply to what he has said in this
House. 1 approach the subject as 1 would take
hold of a slimy snake, with a desire to get rid
of it at the earliest possible moment,
lint
charges were made against one whom 1 have
known for so many years and with such intimacy that it. seems to me I have no other
course to take than to brand the charges as utterly false before tiiis Ilui;-e and before the
me

country.

-Mr. l’ag»—\\ hat charges does the gentleman
from New ilork mean?
Mr. Hewitt—1 wiii -tale the charges: J was
going to state them. The liist charge was that
tP>v. Tilden had been a secessionist, and there
as authority
were quoted
for that assertion
slat' incuts and passages from an open letter
the a:* Judge Kent, dutevi in HUO. The gentleman from Iowa posses-cs »-nl> extracts lrotn
that letter. He w;:* good enough to allow me
to look at those extract-.
Mr. Hewitt—Now 1 have only to say in regard to that Inter that neither the gentleman
from low a imr any other person can understand
tic* true purport and bearing of it without having Hie entire letter before him and without
having some reference to tie* eircunislanees
under which it was written. It is not saving
much that since 1st 10 a gn at many people in
Hi:-- country have had their theories of government chained and tin ir ideas of political duties
<
niarged. It is po-sji/w that in lsilt), before the
late strife. linv. Tilden may have entertained
iews in common with Jetl'erson. Madison and
Jackson and other great men who have given
construction to the Constitution and Cloveminent of this country, which now would he
modified. Hut ail that I call see in the extract
which he read relates rather to the ra of the
<• wernment when the Mates were bound together not by the Constitution, but by the Articles of Confederation. The next charge that
the gentleman made against <*ov. 'I’ilden was
in exactly these words: “That he was a disunionist."
When tin* question was pressed
home to him lie travelled around the point a
little, but still tin* charge remained that hi was
a disunmuist.
1 do not know upon what he
b*is, d that charge.
I can only say that at the
outbreak of ihe rebellion I w as in daily and almost in hourly communication with him. and
I know that n
more loyal or patriotic heart
heat in the I niled .States at that date: and
when tic* gc: tlcmaii from Iowa challenges his
fi lends to say when and where he ever assisted
a soldier to tit
war, 1 answer him by saving
that w!n*n the lirsi call for troops came, 1 unimany Hall, which had not then fallen into the
hands oi the ring, r.iis. d a n gim. nl, and the
‘.rand Sachem <•! Tammanv Hall, William I>.
Kennedy. was Colonel of (he regiment. It was
otlieered mostly hy members of the Tiimmany
Society, and being myself a member and from
the state of my health unable to go to the war,
although 1 rendered other services, I sent inv
in phew* a* one of th'* o III eel's of that regiment.
Mr. Hapham—Will the gentleman allow nn
to ask him a question?
Mr. Hewitt—Yes, >jr.
Mr. Hapham—Hoes not the gentlemen know
thut tin* call for the meeting at Coop- r Institute Immediately after the fall of l*\»rt Sumter
was presented to Mr. Tihldi for him to sign ami
he i' fused to sign it and refused to attend the
<

meeting.

Mr. iK vyj't I will answer that question that
it is not true that le* refused to si-u the call,
and that it i- true that he did not attend the
meeting—J applause]—ami I defy the gentleman
to bring any authority lbr tin*
charge lie has in—

sinuated.
Mr. Hapham—It is
tin*

a

State of New d ork

fad

well known in
other tacts in its

as

as an\

history.
oil1. Hewitt
II 1 s not so.
Mr. Samuel Sloan,
the present President ol tne Delaware and
Lackawanna Railroad Company, tli<-n a member of the l.'niou Safety Committee of New
York, applied to Mr. Tiiden, at a time when he
wa- engaged in the trial of a ea-e, before a referee, to alli.v hi> name to the eall, and lie said :
*•1 am wry busy just know: send me the resolution- after 1 am out of tins rase, and if tinware entire!} proper i will sign the call.’*
When
the meeting look place lie attended it. The call
w as never sent to him, and he never refused to
sign it, hut like the prudent anil sagacious man
which In* i-. in* d<*-ircd to know the nature of
the resolutions.
They did receive his absolute
and uiep.ialiin-d approve
Mow 1 -ay that
'1 amuiauy Hall rai--*d a regiment, and that
Gov. Tiiden wa- a contributor, and a large contributor, to the fund required to tit out tiie r ei—

inent.

Mr. Conger—How much;
Mr. Hewitt
I am not going to quote dollars
and <a*nLs,
Patriotism l- above dollars and
cent- in some quarters, but enough was raised
by the Democrats of tiie city to lit out a regiment without asking assistance from tin* Government o( tin* lulled States or from thecitv
ot New York.
[Applause.j Now -o much lor
the charge of hi- being a disunionist.
Mr. Conger—Will tiie gentleman allow me to
ask him one que-tiou?
Mr. Hewitt—Certainly. I am here to answer
—

questions.

Mr. Conger.—it is deni-d in the public press
that Mr. Tiiden ever contributed on<* went lbr
any such purpose.
[Laughter on the Democratic side of the House, and a voice, In the
M ational lb-publican ?"j
Mr. Ilewitt—Now, what is the question?
Mr. Conger—If the amiable gentleman
opposite will permit me i will a.-k it.. I sav it i- denied in the public press that Gov. 1'il'den ever
contributed any moi ey whatever to the raising
ot any regiment or corps ot the
army. Will
the gentleman state Jo t‘ <• House when and
where and what amount he ever did contribute?
Mr. Ilewitt—l state when, when I say the
Tammany icgiment was raised; and I state
when-, in the city of Mew York; and I do not
state how much, for 1 do not know the exact
amount, but it was all he was asked to give, and
the Democrats did not go begging, carrying the
hat around among the Republican?—[laughter
j
—:»*-•! certain!} we did not get anv
help” from
M irliigan.
M r. Conger rase.
Mr. Hew itt—Now I have answered that question. and I decline to have any further controversy with him.
Mr. Conger— Then l cannot a-k anv further

questions?

Mr. Hewitt—1 w ill answer no more questions
from }ou, because you do not ask them in a fair

.spirit.

The, speaker pro tempore—The gentleman
from N«*\v York must, address the Chair, and
not the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. Hewitt—I beg pardon of the Chair and
of lie I louse.
Mr. Davy—I supposed we had settled all our
ilillieulties, and that this was a sort of a loveleast.

Mr. Randal!—I’lie love-feast is to he on the
4th of March next.
Mr. Davy—Wo must not get our mad up

again.

Mr. Hewitt—Subsequently to this period I
know of no man in New York who was moie
frequently called into counsel there and in
Washington during the troublous times ot the
war, and when there was delay in raising the
men required to recruit the armies of the United States, I know that twice he was called for
by President Lincoln, and came to Washington
and held careful consultation with him, resulting in the early and ranid tilling of the quota
from the State of New York. And 1 know that
during no period of the whole* of that trying
time was there ever a douht expressed in the
city of New York in any quarter as to the loyalty and patriotism of Samuel .J. Tilden. The
gentleman from iowa says that when Mr. Tilden went to tin; Chicago Convention he was in
favor of a resolution practically declaring that
the war was a failure and ought to he brought
to an end.
That gentleman must have known,
it he reads the newspapers, that within a very
recent period, certainly within a month, there
h as been made public a positive statement from
Mr. Manton Marble, who was Secretary of the
Committee on Resolutions, that Gov. Tilden opposed the resolution of which the gentleman
from Iowa speaks; that lie opposed it publicly
and in private. It is within my own knowledge
that after the nomination was tendered to Gen.
McClellan, Gov. Tilden urged him to make such
a declaration in his letter of
acceptance as would
nullify that portion of the Chicago platform.
Mr. Randall—Which was “the Union at all
hazard'.” Those, were the words.
Mr. He wit!—Those were the words inserted
in McClellan's letter.
Now, the gentleman
from Iowa says that there never was any occasion in which Gov. Tilden made a declaration
in favor of the Union or the prosecution of the
If that gentleman
war for its preservation.
would study the records of the Chicago Convention for the, sake of doing justice, as he has
evidently studied them for the sake of doing injustice to Gov. Tilden. ho would find that in
that Convention, and before the New York delegation, in open meeting, Gov.Tilden said that
the adjustment of the controversy between the
North and the South on any other basis than
the restoration of the Union was impossible;
that the moment any party went out of the
Union the questions must "be settled by war,
and the war must be prosecuted until the questions were settled. These were his declarations, published in the Chicago and New York
papers at the very date of the Chicago Convention, and fortunately for the gentleman, who
likes very recent and modern literature, he can
find those declarations repeated in a sketch
published in the Louisville Courier-Journal on

!ho 25lh of April last. That is my answer to
the statement of the gentleman from Iowa that
Tilden never made any declaration in fa•’
vor of the prosecution of the war and
he
was a disunionist.
We now come down o ‘he
next charge, that Gov. Tilden was the associate
of William 31. Tweed on a Democratic Committee; that he levied a contribution on William 31. Tweed of $5000, and that he issued a
circular in combination with William 31. Tweed
intended to promote the fraudulent election of
a Governor of the State of New York.
It is
true that Gov. Tilden was Chairman of the
Democratic Committee of the State of New
York, and it is also Into that William M.
Tweed was a member of that Committee.
And if the gentleman knows anything about
the organization of such Committees in the
Slate of New York, he knows that each district
nominates and sends its own member; that
Gov. Tilden had no more to do with the appointment of \\ Ilium 31. Tweed as a member
of that Committee than lie has to do with the
man who is supposed
to regulate the moon,
lie was there rightfully a member of the Committee. and at the time he was so acting lie had
not achieved the bad eminence which he subsequently attained and which lie now occupies.
No contribution was ever levied upon 31 r.
Tweed. 31f. Tweed did as other people have
done, as 1 myself have done, and as I have no
doubt the gentleman from Iowa has done, sent
a contribution to the fund required by the Committee to carry on the State election. That was
levying no contribution. Then as to the issue
of that circular, the lie has been nailed here by
my colleague 131 r. Cox.) If any man doubts
whether that declaration of Gov. Tilden. which
lias been read, was published in the Evening
Cost of the Dli of November, ISOS, the tiles are
accessible to them. 1 saw it with my own
I know
eyes; I know it was then published.
that not more than twenty-four hours elapsed
time
the
from the
charge was made in the Evening Tost, and it was lirst made in that paper,
until the denial was ma le in the same paper.
That denial I here insert:—

Gov.

CAKIJ

FROM MR. TILDKX.

1 o 11n* Kditorof the livening Post: My attention
lias been culled to mi article in your journal of lust
a circular to which my name is
appended. 1 hasten to assure you that yoi will not
lo.-e your reputation as critics by assuming, on in
ternal evidence, as you have correctly done, that no
such paper was overwritten, signed, issued or authorized b) me or with anv participation or knowl1 have read it 1'.»i* the lir.-t time
ice mi inv part.
ia your columns; hut I have no reason to believe
that it bad any ,-uch evil purpOM as you suspect.
For myself, 1 i< fused in lsj-1 j<> sign the famous seia t circular relating to Texas, which is celebrated
in the history of the livening Post, though 1 might
have been tempted by tile iliuslrhui- association in
which 1 should have found mvself. Neither before
that nor since have I e\er been concerned in any
circular marked “secret,” “confidential,” or “pri
vale ;" nor shall I be, unless I should adopt that device for tin purpose of getting some valuable truth,
• ii-'guised in such a form, secured a wide
publicity in
tin- I-, veiling Post and all the lb-publican news pa
\
r>.
erv
trulv
S.
,F
Tii.dkn.
p<
yours.
.\ i;\\ Yoi;, November 1, IsMs.

evening containing

<

Mr I n-u r—Was il ever known who perpetrated that forgery on (.iov. Tilden?
Mr. Hewitt Nothing was ever known positively about it except that .Mr. Tweed was probably the person who sent out thal circular. I
have never heard that there i< any positive evidence to that effect. Pad as lie is. unhappy as
lie is to-day for his crimes, l hesitate to charge
him with a new crime without evidence. In
Unit respect I hope the gentleman from Iowa
wiii follow niv example.
Mr. Cannon of Illinois—Does the gentienian
claim that the circular was issued lor an improper purpo-e?
Mr. Hewett—I do not know whether it was.
Mr. Cannon—I believe Mr. Tilden claims in
his letter that it was not impropo.
Mr. Hewed—This was in 1m>s. Subsequently
tlie ring, perhaps beginning their corrupt practices at that time for aught I know u> the contrary. became so poweilul in Now York that
they threatened l<> drive out, and succeeded in
driving out. almost every decent man from the
Democratic party of that city. (iov. Tilden, for
more than three years, like a sleuth-hound upon the scent, followed these people,
patiently,
secretly, diligently, spending that money of
which the gentleman from Iowa thinks lie i- so
par-imonious, with a most liberal band: yes,
with a magnificence of liberality that no private
citizen lias e\cr exhibited in this country in the
—

performance of a public duty not imposed by
any obligations of law. ! was with him in
those transactions; I know wii.r ho did; I
know his untiring efforts day and night; 1
know what an army of clerk- lu* kept bu-\ : 1
know how lie tracked these people lo their dens
of iniquity, and finally dragged them forth to
pubiic execration: and, not .-topping then*, lie
ha> pursued them until they arc cither in prion or in exile, and judgments amounting to
millions of doilors haw been taken against
them, and over .suoo.ooo in one ease has been
restored t > tie. Treasury of I he city of New
York. [Applause.

I have shown a disposition to answer all reasonable questions, and I deline to he interrupt- |
ed any more. Now the gentleman from Iowa—
Mr. Lapham—The gentleman is speaking by
j
the grace of this side of the House.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1876.
Mr. Hewitt—I am not speaking by the grace
of anybody but of my own colleague and of my
constituents. Now, tin; gentleman from Iowa PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
indulged in one insinuation of so mean and despicable a character that I almost hesitate to
WILLIAM H.
refer to it. If he could have blushed—and I
looked into his lace as 1 sat near him on purEDITOR and proprietor.
pose—if he were capable of blushing, he would
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
have blusln d then; but he did not. He insinu- within the
year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
ated that the private fortune of Gov. Tilden bad $3.00.
been acquired by some dishonorable—arid he
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
did not dare to say dishonest, but be implied it of length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
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here to answer. But L can tell that gentleman,
WBatks & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
and I hope his own record is as clear and as
are authorized
for procuring advertisements
good, that Gov. Tilden was called from 1*57 to for the Journal. agents
1*00 into almost every broken-down railway
corporation in the West; that while he found
4Q**Gko. P. kowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
them unable to pay running expenses, be took
at
York, will receive advertisements for this
them in hand, and so administered them that the lowest rates. Their orders will receivepaper,
prompt
iu every ease the bonds, whether first, second attention.
Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
or third mortgage, and the
stock, preferred and
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common, all ultimately went above par; and he
enriched the people that were wise enough and
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
fortunate enough to have secured his services.
date on the colored slips attached to tin* paper. It
1 am personally among the number of those is tlie
only form of receipt now used. For instance,
who were benelitted by bis wise and sagacious 15 May 70, means that the subscription is paid to that
I
far
from
and
so
date.
When a new payment is made, the date will
management;
say,
having
been overpaid in any of these transactions, be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
that his legal fees aiid his personal services REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
wore the cheapest and most poorly rewarded I
forward the sums due
have ever known in a long business career,
dealing in large transactions in all parts of this
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
country and in Europe. I defy these gentlemen
papers changed, must state the Post Otlice to which
to lay their hands upon a dishonest dollar in the
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
possession of Samuel J. Tilden. I say that the it is to go.
people whom he served are his fr.ends to-day,
and Iiis best friends. And it is the service there
administrators, Executors and Guardians
which he rendered to the West, not withstanddesiring they" advertisements published in the .Jouring the insinuation of the gentleman from Iowa, nal
will please so state to the Court.
that will give him the vote of those great Western States within whose borders he reconstructed highways which are to them to-day the ar[Persons desiring Probate Advertising in their
teries of commerce and public blessings, the control to appear in the Jouruul, will need to make
that request of the Court. 1
value of which cannot be properly estimated.
And as through the whole ot his remarkable
career lie lias been the wisest of men, he has
#apS. R. Niles. No. 0 Tremont Street, Boston, is
■t en the truest of friends, he lias been the mo>t
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
and
orders are always recognized.
zealous and earnest of patriots, so to-day he is
the wisest, the most accomplished statesman in
ihe land, and he will by the blessing of God be
tfc'In sending money, state I'll E POS T OFFICE
to which the paper i* sent...-.##
one of the greatest, perhaps the greatest of the
Presidents of the Ended States, because he will
have the opportunity to rescue this Govern
ment from the hands of the incompetent, and
FOU PKKSIDKNT,
dishonest men who have controlled it so long
and made it a reproach in the eyes of the civilized globe. [Great applause.]
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SIMPSON.

Samuel

Ill*
ib-stoti

Washington correspondent
Rost

sketches

this

of the

■

case.

Tilden,

Ni;\v Yuuk.

this campaign, for disciplining the Republican party, fully assured that the Democrats will be on their good behavior, and
will try to make a record the lirst four
1 have nothing against Gen.
years.
Hayes, but 1 leel that lie is a sort of political nonentity that will bo ot no account
in the White House
The ‘reform within
the party’ notion, I think is nonsensical,
without that‘thrashing’to compel reform.
Robeson is enough to sicken a continent,
and it some one would knock Grant in the
head, the country would be benefited.”
[Bangor Democrat.

Mr. Hewitt—The* bare, naked fact, is this:
There was war, “war to the knife,v between
(iov.Tilden and Mr. Tweed; and it ended in
the defeat and exile of Mr. Tweed. [Loud app'ause.] That is all there is about it.
Mr. Davy—Now, will my colleague permit
me to n.«k himMr. llewitt—I will not be catechised.
Mr. Randall—I ask that the gentleman from
New York (Mr. Davy) take his seat. His colleague (Mr. llewitt) declines to be interrupted
further.
The Speaker pro tempore—The Chair must
insist that t he gentleman from New York shall
take his seat.
Mr. Randall (to Mr. Davy)—Take your seat;
you are out of order.
Mr. Davy—Now I ask my colleague-Says tlie Cincinnati Enquirer, “Mr. TilThe Speaker pro tempore—The Chair must den's letter lias warmed the heart of
every
insist take the gentleman from New York (Mr.
western Democrat, and everybody should
Davy) shall take his seat.
to
work
now
for
Tilsuccess.
go
Mr. Davy—Certainly. I bow to the decision
earnestly
of the Chair, but 1 did not propose to yield to den will give us an Administration markthe decision of tiie gentleman from Pennsyl- ed by
economy and reduced taxation, and
vania (Mr. Randall).
thousands of Republicans in Ohio will
Mr. Hewitt—I call this House to witness that
vote with us tins fall.”
I have answered and am willing to answer
every question of a substantive character bear(in tin! occasion of Barman's visit to Dexter
ing upon the merits of this ease which any man
on Wednesday of last week,
can ask me. lint, when gentlemen undertake to
pickpockets did
catechise me about petty matters of details I quite a thriving business. Joint Pease of Welmust decline to answer.
Mr. Speaker, the fact
lington. bad iiis pocket picked of $125 cash, and
is perfectly notorious, and certainly no man in about STOO ill notes. Daniel Cole lost $14, and
his senses, no fair and just man. will ever for Mr. Knowles of Corinna. $140. An old gentlea moment intimate that there was the
slightest man S3 years of age was relieved of bis pocket
intimacy, personal or political, at anv time be- book, containing till the money lie, had. Harris
Hamilton of Parkman, detected one of the light
tween Samuel J. Tilden and William M. Tweed.
There never was, sir. There was that associa- lingered gentry in the act of picking his pocket,
tion which comes from the enforced appoint- when lie seized the scamp by the hair and slapment of men on Committees and of their living
ped him several times in the lace.
in the same community and belonging to the
same patry; but the one man stood in the comMaggie Campbcl'an Ellsworth domestic jumpmunity above and beyond reproach, and the ed into the river from the bridge, last Wednesother was an object of suspicion and finally de- day, with the intention of drowning herself.
testation.
.Sim was seen by two young men. who rescued
Mr. Davy rose.
her.
.Site was despondent, and had several
Mr. Hewitt—I will not be interrupted more. times threatened to take her own life.
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ok
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significance)
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GOVERNOR,

JOHN C. TALBOT,
OK EAST MACHIAS.

For Electors of
At

President and Vice-President

1st
•Jd
::d
dill
5th

Democratic Mass Meeting.
Alter tlic Democratic County Convention had adjourned, on Saturday, a mass

meeting

was

William T

organized
Hayford Hal'..
Colburn, Esq, President of
and Hendricks Club, was
at

the Iilden
called to preside, supported by a list ol
\ ice-Presidents and Secretaries.
Hon. E
f. l’illsbury was then introduced to the
audience, and occupied an hour and a
hall in discussing the issues of the day
His

address

in

excellent temper,
calm, logical, and argumentative.
He
appealed to the Republicans, whom lie
conceded to lie honest in the mass, hut
under bail leadership, to hear and reason
was

for themselves.
The question he asked
ivas, what have the Republicans done to
merit confidence ? There was business

stagnation, depreciated

currency, depraved public morals, and oflivial corruption
for which they are directly
responsible.
And that is nut all

ily growing

The times

are

stead-

Every branch

worse

business is curtailed and

of

depressed—agri-

culture, manufactures, commerce, and
For tiiis condition of
ship building.
tilings tlie Republicans, when questioned,
have no excuse or palliation. They imto

talk

about ilie

war

that ended twelve years
ago. Mr. Dillsbury took up the scare crow ot the rebel

debt

and claims, used by Republican
speakers, and shew that their assumption
forbidden by tlic Constitution of the
Doited States, as well as by those ot the
reconstructed states.
Besides that, no
one. either north or south, eared to impoverish himself further by any such payments.
As

For

Representatives to Congress.

lull

HANSON T. GOA L.
Sheriff—WILLIAM E. COOPER.
of
ESTES.
Probate—JAS(>N
.lodge
Reg. of Probate—A. A. FLE TCHER.
Co. Commissioner—(iOODING G RANT.
Co. Treasurer—RICHARD H. Menin.
Clerk of Courts— W. C. SMALL.

Washington County.
Senators—J AMES R. TALBO T.
GILES M. V ENT WORTH.
S beriff—W A R R E N 11 AT 11 A W A Y.
Treasurer—RUFUS T. CRANE.
Co. Attorney—ARCHIBALD M« ND’HOL.
Judge of Probate—EPHRAIM K. SMART.
Reg. of Probate—PKESCOT I LA WRENCE
Co. Commissioner—MELBOURNE II. WILLEY.

County.

S*-uators- HENRY XV. TOWLM.
WILLIAM T. PEARSON.
ALISlO.N II. LINDSEY.
HARVEY S. WILSON.
Sheriff—Fit A NCI s \V. Ill EE.
ricrk of Courts—GKOROE I SKWALL.
-Judge of Probate—H HOUGH XV. Will I MA.
Treasurer—LEMUEL NASH.
County Attorney—PEREtiRlNE <1. WHITE.
Commissioner—REl REX S. PEE.SCoTT.
If the
shall be assigned to me I should not
fail to exercise the powers with which the law and
Constitution of our country clothe its chief magistrate to protect all it> citizens, whatever their lor
tie r condition, in every political and personal right.
[Tilden’s letter.

duty

>

credit can properly attach to this
promise. Why? Lccause m the elaborate letter of Mr. Tiidoti there cannot he found one
word in condemnation of the massacres of
New Orleans, Vicksburg, (’oushalta and Hamburg; not one word in condemnation of the
fraudulent, election in Mississippi, whereby the
administration of the affairs of a -mvi reign
State was wrested by intimidation and assassination from 1 in* majority by the minority;
not one word in condemnation of tie* thousands of murders committed !>y the lvuklux
Klaus, the White Liners, and the White
Leagues of the South, in pursuance of the
There is
purpose to nullify the Constitution.
nothing in Mr. Tilden's record, nothing in his
character as exhibited in his political lit.-, to
warrant the belief that, as Executive of tinnation, he would enforce the laws against the
assaying of the South. [Prog. Age.
r

(Iov. Tilden’s language is plain enough.
He proposes, if elected, to use, all the
powers with which ho shall be invested,

protect all citizens everywhere. What
more could he do?
The massacres nd
assassinations to which reference is made,
to

olleneesagainst the laws of t he

States
in which they occurred, and in most instances have been proceeded against. The
guilty parties in the Hamburg riot have
been

indicted, and will be tried. The plat-

form

on

which Guv. Ti! den was nominated, and which he in terms adheres to, accepts the Constitution with all its amendments, and pledges support to them, it
would have been as unusual and improper
for (iov. Tilden to select Louisiana or Mis-

sissippi

to assail in

his letter

as

it would

have been to make allusion to any northern state in which disturbances have taken

place.

It is

no

part

of the

duty

selling sutlersliips

and

robbing

of the

President to interfere in the suppression
of lawlessness in a state, except upon demand of the executive.
Mow would it have appeared to the

Age, had Gov. Tildeu made particular allusion to the horrible state of things

This rullianism is by no means an old
and abandoned scheme of vengeance. It
is living and active to-day, as murderous

a

Ihe rendition of

fugitives

by tiie Constitution,

to suc-

One has only to visit the Belfast siioe
to ini reminded of a once
important, but now sadly neglected and almost

factory

extinct branch of

industry in this city,
namely-—ship building. There will lie

ion ml the skiliiil carpenter who lormerlv
wielded the broad axe ami framed the
great hulls that were our pride and Imast;
at his side stands the calker wiio found

employment upon the same, and further
along is the sail maker, blacksmith and
rigger who reaped their harvest from
tiie same source. It is brought in strong
contrast with

chusetts

a

where

recent event
tiie

in

Massa-

shoe-makers

were

taken from the shops, just before an election, and set to work at ship building in
tiie Navy yards. Here the unemployed

ship carpenter is obliged to lieu to the
shoe shops to earn an honest living. And
this is tin; result ot good Republican times.

paid off,

longer

comes

There
at

to the front for his reward.

was a

Rockland

Republican
Saturday,

on

demonstration
ft

was

very
the Hayes and

There was
Wheeler Club—a torch light procession—
Bob. Ingersoll with his “honest God”—a

imposing.

band of music—“that leader of leaders”
Senator Blaine—and various other things.
They aro all happy down there, and think

they have got a sure thing—but Knox
County will come up all right. The De-

presents

miners, James

and Peter Mccrowd of Molly
Maguires, yesterday afternoon, and beaten with
bludgeons, stubbed with knives, and treated to
a shower of bullets. McCaffrey was killed, and
Martin was so terribly injured that he died in a
short time.
were

attacked bv

a

anti

ical bill of fare

designed

polit-

to take the crowd.

page it has portraits of Ilayes and
on the other those of Tilden
and Hendricks—and you takes your choice.
On

one

Wheeler, and

The

following

is

demand recently sent
official in Waldo County,
a

a

state

OF

TIIE REPUBLICAN
C< IMMITTEE.

STATE

penses, you are asked to make a donation to
the State Committee of $0,50 and to promptly
pay it to I. M. Boardman. of Belfast, bv remittance to him.
He will acknowledge the receipt of the same,
and remit the amount to me.
Wim.iam Caldwki.i.,
Treasurer Republican State Committee.
Augusta, Maine.

It

happens that Mr Whittaker who
recently Postmaster, lias left the party

choice extracts—
For more than 3U0 years these blacks were
branded like cattle and whipped as beasts.
Lven tin1 cross of Christ became a
whipping
post. The church stood by and defended the
wiiipper. The slaves were bunted by Democrats on horseback—the same
gentlemen who
are now crying for Tilden and reform.
Lverv
masked raider in the -Si.ntli is for Tilden and
Hendricks to-night. Kvery man that tried to
infect tiie North with contagious diseases, is
for Tilden and reform. 31en that stoic tiie
money ol the government to help the rebel—
even one is for Tilden and Hendricks.
And
they are all for honesty and reform. 'FlintTs a
nice company for a young man to get into, isn't
it?
Samuel ,1. Tilden is a pupil and stock-holder
<>l tile Hemucratie party of tiie citv of New
fork,
[’he 1 Jenincratie party of New York
-Pile a hundred million of the people’s money,
but the friendship of Samuel .1. Tilden was still
theirs. They stole until the people couldn't
pay interest on what they stole.
There is not a state prison in this country
hut votes for Tilden and Hendricks. In the
state prison in Maine last year there was lint
one convict who ever voted
anything but the
Demoeratie ticket—.and I bet a thotisand dollars lie was wrongfully sent up.
And so on to tiie extent of one hour ami
more

is

ment which

to his own

these matters, but lie has

no

exchange

paper—-

It) o’clock Wednc-dav ihore were not less
than 500 men in the street front of 72 Broadway.
They soon tilled tin* oiliee, and tip* crush was so
great that policemen were sent for to preserve
order. The applicants were informed that the
prospective employers wen' Coghill A Son of
Greenock. 21 miles from Glasgow, and that
the two years’ employment would be on the
parochial buildings in Greenock. They were
assured that there was no strike among the
Evidence of compeoperatives in Scotland.
tency and sobriety were required, and lhc\
were informed that they would he
expected to
sign a legal contract to work for two years at
the tales named. No men with families were
taken. Mr. Abbott, who advertises for the
men and passes upon their (pialiti.-ations, is a
master mason, living in New Jersey, and is to
go to Scotland in charge of them.
The) are to
sail on Aug. 2lth.

By

1 he radicals have boasted that tho

to get the

pauper wages that

are

state convention last week,

opinions in
right to act

adopted

t he cross of Christ, when he is thus record-

open and notorious reviler of both.
will quoin horn one of these tracts,

The

b

a

liberty;

spirit of

tyranny.”

all religion is slavery.”
worship is the spirit o[

speech by Hon. K. F. 1’illsbury

kindly

of

Augus-

ta. at II ay ford Hall in the afternoon.

The temporary organization
permanent.
The County Committee
committee on credentials,
17:!

quently reported
whom

were

made

was

made

was

who

delegates,

present but
in the County

two

a

subseall

ol

three

or

was representEvery town
ed. and it was one ol the largest conventions file party lias had tor a number of
yeai s.
< >11 motion,
George White of Winterport, was nominated for first Senator l.\
acclamation.
Messrs. Upton Treat of Frankfort, Otis

llaiTiinan of Stockton, and (ieo. F, Iierrv
a
committee to
receive, sort and count votes tor a second
Senator, i! t (low ot Fiherty, was

o! liurniiatn, were made

seqncntly declared the nominee, Itaviii.c
received nearly all of the votes thrown
Messrs FJi Cook ot Jackson, C A Fills
ot Ballast, and Alex
Cooper ot Sears
moot, were made
count

votes

lor

a

committee

to

sort and

candidate for Sheriff

a

1'liere were three prominent candidates
lor this oilice—Win. F. Cooper of Searsmiint, James W Wallace of Jackson, and
frank 1’ Fames ot Belfast

good deal

of

There

canvassing among

was

a

the friends

of each and it was seen that there would

he

The chair suggestadopted, that

competition.

Some

ed, and

it was altcrwanis

ho taken by towns, the roll ot
called in succession.
Flic result ot tin- first ballot was as follows—
Whole number of votes
u;s
the vote

each

being

Necessary for
Cooper

Will. F.

a

choice

s.i

bad

t!7

1 rank I’ Fames bad
.fames \\ Wallace had
A

,7:;
Ci

T. Moore hail

k

and there

d

clioiee

was

SKlliNti

It

A

1.1,0 I

Whole number of votes
Necessary for a choice

and conservative
race or

ldj
iso

had

Cooper
Fames

77

••

do

Wallace
and

:;a

again

At

there was no choice.

this point ol

Iriemls ol

Ad lace

tin)

proceedings

withdrew his

the

name

friends lor their support
l i'ti>11 Treat id Kranklort, moved that
imtsmueh as Mr ( uoper lacked In three
votes ol the nomination. In- lie declared
the nominee hy acclamation. I Ids created
a
great deal ot excitement and contusion

thanking his

and tiie cries ot ’‘No,1’ •no,* came trom
ali parts ot the room, the Wallace men
calling on their It ionds to vole tor Karnes.
Amid much cotil'ushm the chair c u e I the
roll for til.•rtm;i)

n.u.i

o

t

which resulted as follow s.
Whole number of voles

Necessary
('ooper

l.,u

for a choice

so

had

it.',

Kames

no

tamper, on motion ot Mr. Karnes, was
ted for Governor, accepts in an exceeding- unanimously declared the nominee
Messrs W. T. Colburn of Belfast, A K
ly well considered letter, in which he sav
in' will, if elected, bo Governor of tin- 1' el lows ot 1 ranklort, and \\ A Petullcwhole people, knowing no party, hold- ton ol Nortliport. were made a committee
ing tho scales of justice firmly and impar- to reeeii e, sort and count votes for a can(len. Wade

tially,

and

of Inmost

Hampton,

laboring

who

was

nomina-

for the establishment

government.

didate for Judge of Probate
'The lion
Jason K-tes ot I roy, received all the vole'
ca.-t but one, and \yns declared nominated
nated

for conveyance

S

but

really

and

ensure a

to intimidate the

a

Democrats,

recent resolution ot the House, denounc-

ing

fraud and intimidation at

the polls
But the Democratic resolution called for
the protection of the Courts, ami the President responds by ordering tae military to
be in readiness.

It is believed that this
will react disastrously upon
the administration and its party. The people are tired of this military interference
movement

the smallest pretext,

on

i'leteherot

A. A

Itcgbter

Messrs. 1

Nortliport,

notni

by acclamation

Dickey

Nortliport,

A.

id

Trevett ot Prospect, and
Ltbertv, were appointed

ot

was

of I'riihate

W

t
a

S.

Lewis

eommittee

to receive, sort and count votes for

a can

A war- dnlatc for
Republican victon
The
County Cominissiouci
is pretended to be found in
vote stood as loHows—J. N. Harmon ot

rant lor this

i

and

1 >on Cameron,! irant’s Secretary of A ar.
has issued orders to (Jen. Sherman to hold
in readiness ail troops that can he spared,

South, where they are to
he used ostensibly to protect the ballot,

asylums."

"For more than lii'ty generations the church
has carried the black Hag. With the heart of a
liend she has hated; with the clutch of avarice
she has grasped, with the jaws of a dragon >!ie
lias devoured; pitiless as famine, merciless as
lire, with the conscience of a serpent; >udi is
the history of the church of God."
The church punishes for thinking—“that the
Holy Ghost, is younger than God; that God i>
older than his sou; for speaking of God as
though he had a nose; for denying that Christ
was his own father;
for denying that good
bread could be made of a dead man; for denying that God used his linger fora pen,” etc.
The church itself will before long be driven
to occupy the position of Thomas Paine.
Give any Orthodox Church the power and
to-day they would punish heresy with whip
and chain and tire.
I he (. limvli hares a thinker, precisely lor the
same reason a robber dislikes a shcritfur a thief
despises a prosecuting witness.
file highest type of tin* Orthodox Christian
does not forget; neither does he learn, lie
neither advances nor recedes, lie is a living
fossil embedded in that rock call d faith. He
makes no etlort. to better his condition because
•ill his strength is exhausted in keeping other
people from improving theirs.
Imagine a vine that grows at one end and decays at. another. The end that grows is heresy;
the end that rots is Orthodox.

of the convention and get through
in tiie forenoon in order to listen to a
ness

ex-

The Democratic party of South Carolina, in
convention assembled, announce the following
as its platform of principles:
We declare our
acceptance, in perfect good faith, of the thirlmirteemli
and
teenth,
iifteonth amendments to
the federal Constitution, and accepting and
standing on them, we turn from tile settled and
ii.xcd past to the great living and momentous issues of the present and the future.
We adopt
the platform of principles mnoiineed l>\ the
national Dcmoeratie party recently assembled
at St. Louis, and pledge ourselves to a lull and
hearty eo-operalion in securing the election ni
its distinguished nominees, Samuel J. Tild- n of
New York, ami Thomas A. lleinirieks of Indiana. and believe that under the wise and iu-t
administration of its distinguished reform I. alter, assisted by llie eminently patriotic and able
counselors by whom be will be surrounded,
peace and prosperity will again bless our country, and the disseufioiis, eonfu-iim anil maladministrations of the past eight years will give
place lo concord, good government and a
thorough restoration ol the I ninii. In aenir !anre willi Hie deelHralion of tlial
platform, amt
utterances and acts of our distinguished leader,
we demand a genuine and
thorough reform in
tie’ state of South Carolina, and call on il- ,-itizens, irrespective of race, coho- or previous
condition, lo rally with us to ii< redemption,
for il is evident that substaip i il and lasting reform is impossible within til--ranks of tin- Ifpublican party of this State.

an

‘TnlKlelity

an

—

towards all citizens id' whatever
color. It says—-

gathered into

Democracy of Waldo County had
assembled in convention as the dominant
party in the County, and that it w s proit was
posed t<> retain that position,
deemed necessary to expedite the busi-

paiil

cellent platform
a declaration of the
broadest principles of justice, with sentiments tht! most

e

Roberts thanked the convention and said
that it was the first time in twenty years

The South Carolina Democrats, at their

1 ngorsol 1

hypocrite by standing on the platform
and talking about regard for religion and

W

was

abroad.

the

now

high

tariff would keep Americans from laboring lbr the pauper wages of Kurope. lint
it seems that our artizans arc very glad

a

perfect right

a

employ-

h U V (rood stonecutters and uui-ons to go to
A" /f / Scotland; two years’ work; Hid sig. m-r
hour ; passage paid. .1. \V
ABOTT, 72 liroudwav,
In o’clock Wednesday.

series of inlidet tracts,
the liible. Hod and
shockingly abusive
11 is Providence and works, and full of rehas

seek

to

they

I he t ,Hawing ndvc yi-em nf appear-sl in the
New York Sun on Tt e-day of last week—

style of man to represent them, anyingersoll is chiefly notorious as

religion.

an

abroad

cannot procure at. home.
we copy the
following account

In proof

where.

Christian

going

zens are

been in any ollicial position—not even a
member of Congress, as lias been stated.
The people of Illinois never thought him

viling of the

and

supporter of Tilden ami Reform

Under Democratic rule this country
used to attract mdlions of foreigners to
our shores.
Under radical rule, our citi-

lias made him so distinguished, able, pure
am! exalted, that Mr. Maine brings him
here to teach the people ot Maine their
moral and political duties. He lias never

the author of

was

So they will have to send the missive to
his successor for that little “donation.”

forty minutes speaking, occupying three
columns in the paper
Tho reader may like to know
something
about this lugursoll, ami what it is that

tliti

now a

from

last and were called to order at 10 :.‘i0 by
H. H. Murch, Chairman of the County
Committee. C. C. ltoberts, of Stockton,

that the

Augusta, Aug. It, 1s7(i.
Mr. L. A. Whittaker, I*. M. Unity.'
Dear Sir;
Tile Republican cause in this

was the work of
Whigs as well as Democrats, facts which Ihe speaker found it
convenient to forget. We make a tew

The Democrats of Waldo Comity assembled, by their delegates, at tho Court
House in Belfast, on Saturday forenoon

—

[CONITDKXTIAL.J
ROOMS

required
fugitive law

Democratic Convention.

called to the chair, and Charles Eof Burnham ami Frank A. Greer,
Morgan,
similar summons has been forwardof Belfast, were made secretaries.
Mr.
official in the

supposed

ed to every

“The tendency of orthodox religion to-day is
siasm, and three times three cheers for
toward mental slavery and barbarism.”
1'i'den and Reform.
1
hristianity lias opposed every forward movement ot the human race.
Ot all the religions that have been produced
llii' Democratic Comity Convention, on
by the egotism, the malice, the ignorance and
ambition of man, Presbyterianism is the most
Saturday, was large, enthusiastic, and did hideous.
file Bible is tilled with passages horrible,
up its liti-dnes-s promptly and well. .Mr.
and atrocious.
White, re-nominated for Senator, has unjust
“To be convinced that the Bible is simply
served one term very
and
purely a barbarian invention—read it.*’
acceptably to iiis
“for such a God (the God of the Bible) 1
constituents and creditably to himself.
have no words to express my loathing and conMr. Gove, the other candidate tor Senator, tempt. Away with such a God! (Jive me
•Iupiter rather.”
is a well known citizen of
hiherty. of inThe God of the Christian is one who “is
gotelligence, excellent standing and popu- ing to turn heaven into a kind of religious
museum tilled with Baptist barnacles,
petrified
larity. Mr. Cooper, of Searsmont, who Presbyterians and Methodist mummies.”
“An honest (tod is tin* noblest work of man.”
received the nomination as candidate for
file Jews
ceased to exist as a nation
Sheriff, is a member of the well known and having nohaving
furttier use for a God, our anfirm ot Cooper Bros., carriage manufac- | eestors appropriated him and adopted iheir
devil at the same 111110.**
turers ot that town.it substantial citizen,
“Of what use leave the Gods been to man;**
flic Gods of mon have been manufactured
with the qualifications for a good officer.
after numberless models—Some turned themFor the important office of Judge of Pro- selves into bulls, some into doves, and some inand made love to the beautiful
bate, lion. Jason Fstes of Troy was select- to Holy Ghosts
daughters of men. Some were married—ail
ed. Mr. Kstes is well known to the peo- ought to have been—ami some were old bachelfrom eternity.”
ple of tiie county, having served in tlie ors oinre
tno invention ot steamships and railState Senate, and is a man of discrimina- ways, ilit* Gods have quit tiie business of profamine.
Now and then they kill a child
ducing
ting and clear judgment, and undoubted because il is adored
by its parents. As a rule
integrity. Mr. Fletcher, for Register of they have given up causing accidents on railProbate, was the candidate, at the last roads, exploding boilers and bursting kerosene
lamps. Cholera, yellow lever and'small pox
election, and made a good run. Mr. Grant, are still considered heavenly weapons; but
measles, itch and ague are now attributed to
candidate lor (
itv Commissioner, is a
natural causes. In wars between great nations
citizen ol Prospect, wifli excellent qualifi- the Gods still interfere; but in prize lights, the
best mail with an honest referee, is almost sure
cations tor the pinee. Mr. W.C. Small, of to win."
"The church lias been and still is the great
Stockton, nominated for Clerk of Courts,
robber.*’
is a young man who has just
The church “is an infamous system of supcompleted
his education, and is hold in high estima- pression."
"From the organization of the lirst church
tion lor his abilities. Mr. Moodv, renom- until the present moment, to think
your own
lias been inconsistent with meinberthoughts
inated for County Treasurer, is the present
Fvery member has borne the mark of collar,
incumbent of the office, who has dis- chain or whip."
“The history of the church is infamous—It
charged the duties faithfully and well. has produced
a multitude of devils—made a
1 ho Democracy take the field with an ex- hundred orphans—built more prisons than

ought

exact copy of

to a

was

and the

or

with

no

pre-

text at ail.

Hon. donas, ( 'utting, late associate .Ins
tico of the Supreme ('oiirt of Maine, died

Bangor on Saturday, at the advanced
age ot 71i years. He was a native of New
Hampshire, studied law at Portsmouth,
was for many years law
partner with lion.
j Kdward Kent, and was
appointed to the
( at

}

Thorndike 1-1, 1. B. Thompson Montville.
Hooding Hr,ant ot Prospect 77, anil
Mr. I Irani was nominated.
17,

Kichanl H. M.I. of Bcifast, was uoini
nated lor ( utility 'Treasurer hy .acelamation,
Wni. Berry

ly proposed

nt

liurnliam

w

i-

candidate

un

inimous-

Clerk ol
Courts, hut declined, ami on suggestion
of the chair W. C. Small id Stockton was
tor

a

tor

nomimited hy acclamation.
I pton 'Treat of Frankfort, Jos. Miller
of 1 Jueolnville, and W. D. Smart of Scarsport were appointed a committee on resolutions

to

report

at

the alternoon

mass

meeting.

The several representative districts got
together and elected tin* following as a
committee tor the ensuing year—
| bench in lS.et by (lev. Crosby. He was a county
C
A. Kllis tor the class of Belfast; for
| man ol unsullied
character, an excellent
Winterport and Kranklort, Dr. A li Feljudge, and had hosts of personal friends.
lows ot 1- ranklort; for Liberty, Searsmont,
Congressman Hewitt asserts it as a fact Montville and Freedom, Amos W. Sprout
of his own personal knowledge that Mr
id Montville; lor Nortliport, Lincolnrillu
Tilden, during the war, was twice called and Islcsboro, W. II. Hodges, of Liticolnfor by President Lincoln and went to
ville; for .Jackson, Monroe, ’Troy and
Washington and held cheerful consulta- Prospect. S. s. Trevett of Prospect; lot
Palermo, Knity, Thorndike and liurnliam.
These extracts are not old slanders, tion with him, resulting in the early and Win
Berry ol Burnham; for sw;tnville,
of
the
from
the
Stale
quota
Ixno.x, Waldo, Brooks, Belmont and Morprofessedly made from a book having no rapid idling
of New York.
rill, S. K. Jordon of Belmont; for SearsOur information is derived
existence.
port and Stockton, Hubert Small of Stockfrom the Portland Argus, which has a
copy of the remarkable production, and
makes the extracts fresh from its pages.
It thus appears that tnc Almighty Ruler
of tlie Universe, the Bible and the Christian religion meet with the same reviling
and abuse from this
ocratic party does.

that the DemThere is no doubt

source

that all of them will be able to survive it.
Con.

Maguire, one of the truly loyal
serving a term in the Missouri
penitentiary for whiskey frauds, is going
who is

to open his budget and let out party secrets.
lie publishes a card in the St.

Louis
says

Evening Despatch

in

which he

—

When I again have tlie privilege of meeting
my fellow-citizens, which will be before election, I shall have a little vindicating to do, and
X may be able to show that some would-be Republican leaders, engaged now in preaching
moral reform, ought to have striped suits on,
and, with their heads shaved, be serving out a
term in the Missouri Penitentiary.

The

bolting Republicans of the Fourth
a
rousing convention at Winn
and deiiant as ever. The daily morning mocracy haven’t any whiskey thieves to last week. Speeches were made denuncisteal electioneering funds, but the boys
papers of Wednesday of this week, conatory of Powers, by many prominent Rewill all vote.
tain the following—
publicans. lion. Lyndon Oak of Garland,
A despatch from Port Richmond, Pa., states
was nominated tor
Congress in opposition
The Kairlield Chronicle
a
that two
Martin

Cati'erey,

an

rascal.

book entitled “The
Cods and other Lectures.'’ It says—

which for years existed in the heart of
) lie Republicans of Knox
County held
the State of Pennsylvania, in the Molly
their convention at Rockland on Saturday,
Maguire murders? lit the operations of and made the
following nominations—For
that body of Thugs more murders were
Senator, Joshua 1, Jordan,of Thornaston;
committed than by all the Kit Klttx in the for
Judge of Probate, K M. Wood, of
entire South, and it is notorious that tho
for Register of Probate, P. P,
Camden
Cameron politicians made terms with the
Pierce, of Rockland; Clerk of Courts, G.
assassins to secure their votes.
For their K,
Sleeper, of South Thornaston; for
influence and votes they had pardon and
County Treasurer, O. 15. Kales, of Rockimmunity. Mr. Gowen, President of the land; County Commissioner, Jas. Ginn,
Reading Railroad, who ferreted out and Jr., of Vinalhaven; for Sheriff, A. L.
strangled this horrible nest of criminals, Low, of Rockland. Undo Moses Websaid in one of his arguments to the jury—
ster, if seems, lias been
and no
"I have seen a trusted member of that band
of murderers a Commissioner of the county.
1 have seen this organization wield a political
power in tlie State which lias controlled the
elections of a great Commonwealth. I have
received the information of meetings between
some of tlie highest officers ot the State and the
chief of the murderers, tit which large sums of
money were paid to secure the votes of this infernal Association to turn the tide of a State
election. God knows if ever in the world there
was a revelation as deep and as damning as
that now laid open to >lie people of this Commonwealth for llte first time.”

ol removal lront office.

following,

at the (,'ourt of St. dames as the
great

cellent county ticket, and
ceed at the polls.

Waldo County

Books,

Pocket

individual who iias even the smallest teat
must send in his contributions, on
penalty

clip

ed as

poker player and seller of
fraudulent Hmuta Mine stock.
Mr i’illsbury closed amid great enthu-

Your

'l'ho Radical office holders in Maine will
please he looking over their loose scrip.
The party tax gatherer is abroad. Every

from its columns—
State needs jour immediate assistance. In orThe Democratic party made it the duty of
der to push the campaign with success, to furcitizens to hunt fugitives seeking liberty. Such
nish
and documents, procure a
ajavv would disgrace the statute books of bell. corps newspapers
of speakers, and pay other legitimate exNo man ever voted for such a law. who was not
we

the

American

Hancock County.

were

accom-

soldiers, Rabeock lie at the White
II.vise aiding thieves, Schtnek flourishing

Senators—GEO. T<)LMAN
GEO. REED.
Co. Attorney JOHN B. REDMAN.
Co. Treasun r—W. W. A. 11 EA I'll.
Judge of Probate—II A RYE Y D. HADLOCK.
Co. Commissioners—RICHARD II. CONDON.
R. G. W. DODGE.
Reg. of Probat(—JAMES A. Mt GOWN.

•

boon

feather; but for that House lielknap

would be

Senators—GEORGE WHITE.

No faith

has

would have made it sixty millions. 15ut
lor that same Democratic House the whiskey thieves would now lie nourishing in

County.

Penobscot

what

had reduced government expenses thirty
millions of dollars per year, and but tor
flie. opposition of the Republican Senate

1st Dist.—JOHN M. GOODWIN.
J.l Dist.—S. C. BELCH Fit.
•Id ilist.—ISAAC REED, (shortterm.)
E. K. O’BRIEN, (long t<• rm.)
dfh Dist..—JOHN P. DON WORTH.
5th Dist.—WILLIAM II M<LELLAN.

Waldo

showing

plished by even a partial possession of
flic government by the Democrats, Mr
I’illsbury stated that the present House

Dist.—BIOX BRADBURY.
Dist.—GALEN C. MOSES.
Dist.—J. C- MANSON.
Dist.—HASTINGS STRICKLAND.
Dist.—I AMES R. TALBOT.

slang

which

Large—JOSEPH T1TCOMB,
CHARLES W. ROBERTS.

Draw

Mr. Blaine has imported into Maine
from Illinois, a most extraordinary stump

city,

was

FOU

The Teachings of Robert G. Ingersoll.

Because whatever pospeaker, to help out his canvass. That
litical
it has is against the individual is Robert G.
Ingersoll, of IlliRepublican party, lint when a state of nois. Ifo has
spoken already at Rockland
tilings vastly less slibeking occurs in a and Lewiston, where his harrangues were
southern state—when ignorant negroes,
simply disgraceful in their brutal scurinflamed by the teachings of designing
rility. Such utterances as were made by
white men, engage in a riot and are this “Colonel”
Ingersoll can emanate onslain, our neighbor sees in it a matter to ly from a brainless
buffoon, in whom all
be specifically denounced by a Demoqualities of manhood and decency are
cratic candidate for the Presidency, in his
lacking, llis spcccli at Lewiston, on Monletter ot acceptance ! What an idea of
day, as reported in the Journal of that
the titness of things!
contains such
as the
ance.

mediately begin

remarkable

scene, and says—
Ilcuctt is a slim built man, in lccble health,
with sandy hair, a sandy heard, and a decided
stoop in his shoulders, and is rather insignificant than otherwise in physical appearance,
hut his brain power is known in the house.
Without previous preparation of any sort, oilier
than his personal acquaintance with Tilden for
many years, but surcharged with indignation at
the false charge of Kasson, he rose to vindicate
his friend. His first sentence riveted the attention of the House.
Keeping carefully within
the strict line of parliamentary law, he pro<
cd to administer to Kasson a most terrible
•a'•ligation. Hut the strength of the speech was
the pungent logical and eloquent presentation
of unanswerable facts. Kadi separate statement
made by Kasson was taken up and refuted utterly, either by a card over Tilden's signature,
by a statement in public print, or by the testimony of his ow n personal knowledge. Conger,
carping and critical always, endeavored to
break tin* force of the terrible exposure of Kas'on's malice by interjected questions concerning Tilden's war record. His face, purple with
malignity and indignation, he was constantly
jumping tip. To each question Hewitt had an
irrefutable answer ready, nailing the lie to the
spot. J/apliam and Day of New York tried to
implicate Tilden with Tweed in even some
'light degree. The result was even more disasrous. Hewitt seemed fairly inspired. His feeble
form straightened and towered, and he charged
dow n the aisle toward the Republican side. His
\oice swelled tilt it tilled the whole great space
of tli
hall. Hi- successive refutations were
like toe successive blows of a trip-hammer,
and when he closed with a glow ing tribute to
(he pure statesman whom he had vindicated as
a friend, the Democrats broke torlh in
irrepressible applause, in which the Republicans joined
involuntarily, and which for some minutes the
-peaker could not repress at all. The Democrats forked about him on mass with their
congratulations, while Kasson, pale, silenced,
crushed, sat apart by himself unnoticed. As
the members went out into the light of the just
breaking day, Hewitt's speech was the one topic ot conversation. Ail else was forgotten, and
to-day the united testimony of all who heard it
is that it was the finest effort of Hewitt's life
and the masterpiece ot the session.

Mr. springoi—'That conduct of (iov. Tilden is
warning to all such people, ai.il accounts for
much of the opposition to his election.
Mr. Davy—Will my colleague (Mr. Hewett)
allow me just one question?
Mr. Hewett—Certainly.
Mr. Davy—Did not .Mr. 'Tilden meet Mr.
Tweed as delegah in tin* State Convention
which convened at Rochester a long time after
these occurrences, and alter the frauds of Mr.
Arrival of the Escaped Fenians.
Tweed had been expo-ed, and did Mr. Tilden
rai-e his voice agaiu.-t Mr. 'Tweed taking a seat
The
whaling bark Catalpa, Capt. Anin that Convention?
Mr. Hewitt— My colleague ( M r. Cox) was :t
thony. arrived at New York on Saturday
delegate to that Convention, and can answer from New South Wales with the Fenian
belter than ] can.
prisoners who escaped from that country
Mr. I>av\—I asked the gentleman who is ad- some time
since.
The names of the men
dressing the Ilou>e.
Mr. i Jewett—Certain!) : but I yield to my col- are Michael Harrington, Thomas Darr&gh.
league for an answer to that question, because Janies Wilson, Robert Cranson, Thomas
he was an eye-witness, and an eye-witness is
Henry iiasset, and John J. Ureslin alias
better than anv second hand testimony.
Collins, Thomas Desmond alias Johnson,
<
M r. ox—I wa< a delegate to that ( "nvmtion
John King alias Jones, and Thomas Brenalong with Gov. 'Tilden and the other delegates
nan alias Hail.
'The Catalpa is bound tor
named from the different districts.
New Bedford and only stopped here to
a Member—To which Convention/
Mr. Cox—To the Rochester Convention, to land her Fenian
passengers.
which mv colleague ( Mr. Da\y) has referred.
When the ship arrived despatches were
A Member—Jn what year/
sent, over tiie city to the members of the
Mr. Cox—I think in 1*71.
Mr. Davy—Does my colleague refer to the committee appointed to receive the men,
Judicial Convention or the Suite Convention/
and shortly after daybreak this morning
•Mr. Cox—I refer to tin-only time a Conven- the committee assembled at the
Battery
tion ever met there.
and boarded the vessel.
There was a
Mr. I>av\—(Mi. no; Conventions nut there
Men laughed and
'''•vnl times. The Judicial Convention met whole-souled meeting.
tliere.
wept in turn, but after the first burst of
Mi. < x—Not in r cent years. Let me an- feeling was over, conversation turned on
over Mi
gentleman'.- q x Abm. t know that the adventures and
experience of the parMr. Tilden's <dlorts drov; William M. Tweed
ties.
<M!l of iliat ('onvention.
'The Catalpa is a slow sailer, having
Mr. Davy—I ask'd the gentleman whether
Mix't’iiden raised his voice in that Convention been nearly four months on the
voyage.
against Mix 'Tweed taking iiis seat.
After two months the stock of provisions
Mr. Cox—There was no necessity for his do- i
w'.as so meagre that the men were
put on
ing so, because Mr. Tweed was not in the Conshort allowances.
vention.
'They all arrived in
Mix Hewitt—Mix Tweed had no seat in that 1 good health and spirits, however.
The
Coin entiou.
only unpleasant incident on the voyage
Mr. Davy—Was any resolution passed in that j was the death of Mr.
Farnham, second
Convention against the Tweed delegation tak- i
mate of the bark.
He had for some time
ing seat-/
Mr. Hewitt—The question which the gentle- been in a delicate condition, and was conman asked me was whether Mr. 'I ilden
pro- signed to a watery grave on the 8th of
tested against Mix 'Tweed taking a seat. Mr. August.
Tweed took no seat in that Convention.
One of the most touching incidents of
Mix Davy—'That is not the question put to
the gentleman. 1 asked him whether Mr. Til- the reception of the e.xiles was the meetden ever raised his voice in that Convention ing with William Foley.
Foley was also
a soldier in the British
against Mr. Tweed taking a seat.
army, and had seen
Mr. Randall—He did lot have a seat, there.
hard service. In 180(1 he was tried on a
Mr. Davy—He did have a seal in that Concharge of treason and felony, was found
vention.
Mix llewitt—1 can give a satisfactory answer guilty and sentenced to ten years penal
to the gentleman's question,
lie served his term with the
i can say to him servitude,
that Mr.'Tweed at that, time knew that Gov. men who have now arrived, and knew
Tilden was his hitter enemy, and Gov. Tilden them all
intimately. 'The details of the
knew that Mr. Tweed was trying to crus! him;
The
and, as the gentleman knows perfectly well, if rescue have been fully published.
it had not been for the staunch support and ab- Catalpa sails for New London this evensolute eonlidence which the rural Democracy of ing, as she lias on board 440 barrels of oil.
the State of New York extended to Gov. TilThe utmost enthusiasm prevails among
den he would have been driven from the chairIrishmen of all classes, and it is said that
manship of the State Committee, as Mr. 'Tweed
threatened he should be. Rut be was kept a testimonial will be presented to Capt.
there by the honest Democrats of the State of Anthony.
At noon the hotel was surNew Vurk until lie had pulled down and de- rounded
a large crowd which cheered
by
stroyed this temple of iniquity and driven these and made various
demonstrations, but
scoundrels out of the places they disgraced.
none of tiie escaped Fenians appeared.
Mix Davy rose.
J heir quarters will be at O’Donovan liosMix Hewitt—Now I am not going to be intersa’s until ether arrangements can be made.
rupted and cross-questioned.
Mr. Davy—1 have one more question i would 'Thomas
Darragh, one of the refugees, was
like mv colleague to answer.
and James Wilson was
Mr. Hewitt—I will answer; but I wanttosav Sergeant-Major,
’The other four were
that i am an utterly unpractised speaker, i Color Sergeant.
have never before addressed a body like this privates.
without notes for anything like this length of
time. If gentlemen are putting these questions
The following is an extract from a letter
for the purpose of disconcerting me, they ought
of a Bristow man in Worcester to a friend
to have more respect for themselves.
Mix Davy—1 hope my colleague does not at- in this city :
“My mind is about made up
tribute any such motive to me.
to vote lor Tilden, although 1 hate to; but
A Member (to Mr. Hewitt)—You can hold
I feel that if ever any one needed a thrashyour own very well.
Mr. Davy—I want the naked 4acts of this ing it is the Republican party, and I go, in
a

J.

ok

President Grant has taken no action in
to this matter.
Mr. Ilayes made
no allusion to it in his letter ot
accept-

regard

District had

to Powers.

Charles II. Treat

comes

out

llamingly

for Radicalism—but in the ides of November Charles will bo on the re-Treat.

i he Senate,

just

before its

adjournment,

ton.

passed a bill lor restoring the franking
V vote of thanks was extended to the
privilege. The Republican members seem- chair.
Tiie convention then adjourned as the
ed to forget their declaration in the platclock was striking the hour of noon,
city
form in 187” against that abuse. The
to meet.at Haytord Hall in tiie afternoon.
Democratic House, however, reminded
(ieu. James A. Hall, ol our State, apthem of it by promptly strangling the bill.
pears to have had a lively time at a Re“Live within your income,” said Samuel
publican Hag raising in Lawrence, Mass
J. Tilden to the Secretary of the Treasury
where he attempted to speak.
The Assoin 1805; “there is no royal road tor a
ciated Press report says—
government

more

than for

an

individual

In tlu* crowd about tin* speakers’ stand,num-

corporation.” Had this advice been bering 1200 or ir>oo people, there was a strong
representation of 1 >einocralie Minpathizerswilh
heeded, the people would not have been Tildeii
for President and Tarh.»\ tor member ol

or a

in their

and uncertain

Congress. The political feeling of the throng
was shown strongest after the introduction ol
Gen. James A. Hall of Maine, and for an hour
there was a riintiing tire between Democrats in
He began with the
Mr. Blaine takes Charles II. Treat on the crowd and the speaker.
that whoever had
his pilgrimage through Maine, as a speci- hard-money question, saying
read Tilden’s letter, inconilief as it is with his
record on the specie resumption resolution of
men of tin' good little boy reclaimed from
the New York L gislature, knew that the letter
bad ways by missionary ell'orts, and who meant
nothing else than repudiation. At this
will by and by “put in his thumb and pull point tin1 Democrats interrupted with cheers,
and Hall retoited: “That’s it; you are for reout a plum." The spectacle is one that is
pudiation; 1 knew it." Other passages between the speaker and his adversaries were
very moving—to laughter.
yet livelier. A voice cried, “Old Grant is a
thief.” Hall retorted.
You crawling sycoThe bolting Republicans in the Fourth
phant, you sneaking rebel coward, you scum
District have good timber in the nominee. of God’s earth, hold lip your band; let’s see
von.” At one time the roughs in front of the
Oak is always reliable. Behind its honest stand grew unusually turbulent, and Hall,
leaning forward, said: “1 can come down
strength they can make a good tight there
and smash the bead of every one of you
ot
darkness.
scoundrels. You have got to have the rebel
against the Bowers
cussedness let out of you or you’ll burst.” InSeveral Republican editors are paying quiries were frequent to know about “Jim”
Blaiue, and Hall said that there was not a copgreat attention to lion. John C. Talbot’s perhead loafer in the land who didn’t go into
horse. Mr. C'. had better interfere if he “conniption” tits at Blaine’s name. No reference was made by the speakers to the contest
don’t want mules on his farm.
between Butler and Russell.

impoverished
[N. V.

dition to-day.
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The woods

full of them.
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evening trade lively on Moody’s comer.
Bangor the police are arresting boys for fruit
stealing. Something of the kind would be beneticial
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flirtation is strictly forbidden at the
ground during exercises, and even making
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make raids upon the

ing parties
vegetables in broad day light.
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Convention

untv

1

the officers

Delegates at the pemo-

Saturday, were gentlemen
Bepublioan*.
.-•arching for liquors, it

well

be

are

liaw

to

enterprising

since June

farmers of

5th, 10,500 pounds

the Morrill cheese factory. The factory is
good business and is making an excellen1

ol milk to

doing

a

quality
! he

of cheese.

boys

have commenced their raids
upon the
Our neighbor Frye, Clerk of the Courts,
lias about as much Christian forbearance us mortals
generally, but his devastated trees provoke some
wicked thoughts.
orcluirrij

Attention is called to the notice of M. 11. Cooper,
lumber dealer, who advertises reduced prices in
lumber.'--Non-resident taxes in the town of Stockton an-1 Palermo.-School notice from the
Belfast
school committee.
feams and small steamers

reaping

are now

their

passengers to and from the Camp
Vehicles that will contain two seats are
out, and they can almost be counted by

<-round.

brought

hundreds about the streets.

journeyed through the city towards the camp ground on Tuesday. It consisted
of a hay rick, drawn bv four horses. It was floored
over, rooted with canvas, had a stove and other
furni:ure,

an ••>•■ on some private
j do
i* -aid tin- ardent spirit is dis

Irota which it

of the

one

furnished,

A curious vehicle

heretoldr*1 acted with the
•1

has

harwst, hiking

of the

that thi«-\

■n;i

homas Storer,

1

Morrill,

burglar i- coming -hang some tin
the inside door knot). He can’t get round

::

rain would be ap-

her.

being

Puioii street, each way from Comm.-n ial.

n
1

water

its legs, necessitating the killing of the animal.
Miss Mabel lloix, a young miss, fell overboard
from the Sanford wlmrf
Tuesday, and was promptly
rescued by three young men who jumped in after

venerable hen puts on mournher -priug chickens, because they are not.

\

drinking

to L. A. Knowlton fell through
Lewis’ wharf, Monday, breaking one

on

of

a

Ai-mt this time the
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belonging

the planking

3£lis8i-ssippi.
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upward
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are preparing
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Salmon are occasionally captured in the vicinity.
Tucker last week served one up for the guests of the
American House.

property in this

insecure
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1

horses and carriages.

new
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specialty of

a

birds.
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cat that makes

a

itching humming
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a

good order.

in
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having

near

very

competition among the many teams on Wednesday, got the tare to the Camp Ground down to
ten cents.

deral str«

ut

here.

to-night.

emint

clam bake of a 500 person capacity was partaken

Generalities.

In

second lieu-

a

A

summer.

nace, makes

from

conn1

xHismont.
fhe

is getting toward the end of

of at the Camp (iround Friday.
A vender of roasted peanuts, with torch and fur-

election,

sheriff of Waldo County will

next

It

and

the

was

desirin''

1

an

tempoiary home of about

a

-UM-kiin* s.viU

auip-ineei Iiinr commenced on Monday at Wesleyan
crove. under n.o-t favorable
auspices —good weather
snei a large crowd for tin opening day. As this
popti
lar resort becomes known the attendance increases,

Buried in

There were ten governors at Long Branch
one day this season.
Boston Corbett, who shot Wilkes
hatter in Cleveland, O.

on

Booth, is

President Grant and family arrived at
Branch Saturday afternoon.

a

Long

The greatest century plant of tlie world is
in bloom—the Republic of America.

now

Tlie Rockingham 10 cent savings bank of
Portsmouth, X. I!., will pay <>2 cents on tlie
dollar.
A schooner was boarded near Dix Island. X.
Y.. by river thieves and stripped of everything
valuable.
It is now reported that the health of Representative Alexander II. Stevens is almost fully
restored.
Tlie death of Mr. Kerr is the only case where
a Speaker of the House lias died while
occupying the chair.
A dry sort of place, Boston. It is estimated
that the daily consumption of lager amounts to
(i.OOO dozen bottles.
The Governor has nominated Henry Higgins,
of Kllsworth, and J. J. Watts of Brooks, as
Justices of tlie Peace.
Lieutenant Cameron says that the whole of
Africa is one vast slave field. The trade is increasing instead ol diminishing.
since the work of prosecuting unlicensed li<|or dealers in Boston began a few
daysjago, two
hundred and six liquor shops have been closed.
A negro

taken from jail and hung Thursday at Barbourville, Ya.,bv thirty masked men,
for the alleged outrage of an eight year old girl.
was

Mrs. Win. Morgesson, a widow lady of Bangor, accidentally fell into the cistern in the cellar of her house, Saturday morning and was
drowned.
Castinc is becoming more and more the resort of summer company.
A few days ago six
steamboats made landings at the whart, besides
several yachts.
When you hear a man calling Tilden hard
ask that man if lie is not an oflice-holder
and if liis salary lias not been cut. down, f l)i
troit Free Press.

names,

A .New

Hampshire paper says that there are
2000 deserted farms in that state, and that
homes for that number of families can be readily supplied, provided they are willing to work.

\
a

Weil.

Abe vrrand union Hotel,New
York,opposite
the Grand Central Depot, has over 330 elegantly

which lie

was

attempting

to

recover

a

dipper, by the caving in of the earth
above him. A large gang of men are

digging him out. The well is 30
loot deep.
Frequent intercourse has been held with
Sullivan, his voice being just audible
now

The unfortunate man evinces a wonderful
courage, saying that lie had a taint glimmer of light, and
repeatedly asking the
men to hurry with their work,
lleliel
gangs were constantly laboring with intense zeal, although the soil was sandy
and treacherous and there was momentary danger of caving. Kvcrything worked
well So that at lu o’clock about 20 feet
below the surface had been reached. At
this time there was great excitement, as
the men were apparently within a few feet
or the arch which had thus far
protected
the unfortunate man, who could be faintly
heard asking for more air and saying that
the dirt from above was closing mound
him.
Air pipes were brought to the
grounds and immediately introduced. Sullivan catching hold of tiro same.
At 10:30 this evening Sullivan’s head
was reached and safely uncovered, blankets being used fli protect him from the
fast falling earth, and just one hour later
he was drawn out of his perilous
position
where he had been 11 l-2houvs. Seating
himself in a large dump tub he was speedily drawn L > terra lirina, sale and sound.
Cheer upon cheer greeted him from the
hundreds oi people who were present.
With one wild whoop Sullivan then rushed to the tavern to the
apartments of his
almost Irantio mother and wife, who had
arrived on the scene in response to lele,I'he well
grams announcing his death.
was just, 33 feet
deep, and Sullivan was
buried to feet under the earth, just the
smallest aperture affording him air. One
hundred ..nil sixty tubs of stone and dirt
were tiip wn from the well in three hours.

<
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for the loss of

to recover
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by the town authorities during the small
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while Hreer contended for •‘f'J
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When the alarm
much progress, and

nig scarce, id. lire department, was almost
Mrs. shute was absent at the time, but anmily living in the house says that the lire
i in the hum, and was without doubt an
The furniture
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thought
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with <cii. Phenix; ol Port lurid, bound to
with coal. The schooner sunk

immediately,

time fur the
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crew

then-.- of the Hanford steamers,
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the sad intellitie- sudden death of Mr. Hollis M. A. Poor,
Mr. Poor had

-adelphia.
1

charge
Manufacturing

the Howard

of the

intere-t
1

ce life red.

in the

The starters

h'-

1

he

war, the

Poor,

a

In the
hddren.
ip

1

relapse

weather.

warm

or

Granite

last

race

for

Hoy, by 1). L.

Ih 1 eher. Uelfast: Jim Fbk. by I>r. Fitzgerald, Lexter; Toms H;»y, bv Ld. Gibli.il, Wabnille; Uncle
l»< n, by ('. W. Hi:-hee, <’atndeii, and Little Fred,
by
S. A

-Nye, Fairfield. F. very body was eager to see
Hoy would behave himself, for it is well
understood that it' he can be made to keep his feet,
he is one of the fastest horses in the State. The first
two hears were won by Uncle Hen, Granite
Hoy
breaking badly on each round. On the third heat
(•ranite Hov set tied down and took the lead, making
bow Granite

the fourth Granite
mile without

day.

the

a

Hoy

1-U, winning the heat. In
the lead and trotted the

took

break, in

He also

won

:'u>

l-k\ the best time for

the fifth heat and race, Uncle
third. The Judges were W.

second, Jim Fisk
Marshall, Helfast, Win. Strickland, Hangor, and
John 'Pillock, Hucksport.
Hen

( '.

Speaker Kerr died

;it Alum

Springs

Yu.,

Saturday. ills disease had been a painful and lingering one, but bis last hours
were free from suffering, lie was -10
years

of which

Mr. Poor

of age, a grad (Talc of tins Louisville University. and had served live terms in Con-

gress
Out in Colorado, some railroad men de-

was
was

brought
a

prevent the appointment of a rethey stepped a train, kidnapped
judge and carried him into the moun-

ceiver.
Hie

tains.

so

If it had

son

of

painter by trade, and a man much
community. He leaves a wife and
His remains left Philadelphia Tues-

there

would

happened

have

been

in the South,
a

clamor lor

In tops.
on it be Unit John
Talbot is the much
dreaded Alan on Horseback to whose advent
the country has been looking with so much apprelensiont '.Portland Press.
*

No. but it is probable that his opponent
will be the man Hat on Ills own hack in
about three weeks.

,K>on.

Woman.

k \

A raid

orchard of Win. Kl well,
hi-

absence from

was

made last week

Northport A venue,

on

home.

The next

night

shot gull and laid in waitexpected would return,
rewarded by seeing a man climbing into ail
tree,
faking aim with her shot, gun she

LI well took
be

class

were

ma-

Co. of this

11 exhibition at the
great Lxposltion, and by
"•rgy mi l enterprise had effected some immile*. He is supposed to have died from
liarrho a, a disorder contracted in tin- army

1

(Jilbrcth Maid took

apt. John- i sired to

(

telegraph on Monday brought
!

to be too last for the class

on
her j>: -age from i'angor
was in colli.-ion, when near

<oi

"■

d

Helfast

a

loaded

the thieves who she

>-

d away and down
plumped the man to the
i. and took to his heels. Has any surgeon
died to prospect for a lead mine in that thief's

to the

Observer, two young
men
at Guilford got into
a
light and
blacked each other's eyes, in discussing
the query whether a negro is as good as
anybody, provided he behaves as well as
anybody. I he question is still an open
According

When Haniuin's show

was

at

Dexter,

the people oi the region round about came
uuy mu Lilian uuni |
squall and rain of Sunday, and had j there to see tlieir cousins as well as the
l.ard experience, lie was on his way to I
show. One family had forty visitors, anil
"iM to make
stereoscopic views of the Eastern I another
thirty.
1,111 School Alumni who were
encamped near
"'"them extremity of Islesboro.
The work
Tlie
negro Whipper is determined to
a number of different views, in which
take possession of the South Carolina
Professor Fletcher and a number of inale. and
nii'uuiua mi-

■ iii ii»

Hi*

m

v

re

•'

graduates, who make yearly pilgrimages to
lovely spot.
'■

ii

'i

.\\i>

*"1 made

a

of Main

t

Ski/i
raid

j:i..

officer Samuel

shop, near
Tuesday, ami obtaining

Fred Kimball's

on

street,

Police

on

spiritual comfort in a glass bottle.
I'red discovered tile officer he seized his bot-

i;*antily

of

•"“I succeeded in
"•

throwing them out of the win
withstanding the officers clasping liis arms
‘*'1 him. When liberated, Fred ran up stairs
"ot

threw out

more

bottles which

were

mostly

brok-

One, however, which con'"'1 li'juor was found unbroken, and on
complaint
1
'-i stable
liardiug, Fred was arraigned before
the

"

I*

ground below.

'lice Court

on a

warrant for

’•

Intent to sell. He was fined
T";il* <1 to the ft>. J. Court.
II

ini:

in

Montvli.A

keeping liquors

$50 from which he

young

woman

aged

"ars, named Nellie Kipley, who lived with a
'""d mother in South Montville, committed sui1

on

Thursday alternoon

in True’s Pond.
1

not

l!''

returning,

of last

week, by drown
She left home in the afternoon

fears

were

entertained for her

and search made. On Friday morning her
discovered floating on the surface of the
which is some three-fourths of a mile from
“r
'"other's house. After diligent search her body
|v
Jonnd in eight feet of water. On the day of the
J;‘"ie a sister had mailed a letter written
by the
'"fortunate girl to her lover in California. This
11,18
'xamined and the contents disclosed a suicidal
’"rpose in the mind of the writer, who said she had
’H"n 11 source
of trouble and should not remain
°ngfer* ft is thought she was
slightly insane.
"as

days only.

Mrs. M's success during the last
fourteen years in tin* State of Maine, Las been
unprecedented. A large number of persons
who have sutiered for years from numerous

The Augusta Journal says that Bobbins, the
Annie I), murderer, at tile Insane Hospital,
no pretentious at being crazy;
and is
probably as sane a man, bright, smart and active as there is in Maine.

chronic diseases, have been cured by her, after
having been given up b\ other physicians
Invalids should not fail to consult her at once.

makes

The silk crop is short one-half.

The way to

meet that is for ladies to put but half as many
yards in their dresses, and half as much ribbon
<»n their huts; then they would wear twice as
much as their grandmothers did.

Twelve hundred men, not to mention boys
and horses, are now employed in shipping ice
on tii!- Kennebec river; a hundred vessels are
loading there, and eleven tugs are employed in
towing them to and from their landings.
Tin* house and barn of Capt. John Patterson
of Warren were burned Saturday morning.
The barn was tilled with bay and grain and
was completely destroyed. Loss between $4000
and $.7noo: partly covered by insurance.
William S. Morang’s bouse in Ltibee was feloniously entered, tin* night of the lltb inst.
Morang was awakened by some one walking;
he jumped out ol bed, seized his sword, and in
cutting right and left struck some one, when
two others ran out of the house with the wounded man.
John Towle, with his daughter, Belle
Peterson, and her husband, were arraigned before the Bockland Police Court, last Saturday,
for levying blackmail on Dr. Stevens by charging that he attempted rape upon Mrs. Peterson.
Peterson and his wife were bound over
One

Judgship, and (iov. Chamberlain lias issued a proclamation denouncing his pretensions.
It is

reported that
city, doesn’t

Hon

A. O.

Jewett,

hanker much alter
Hayes, and in fact has a decided leaning
towards Tilden.

of this

| Correspondence

ol the

Journal.J
Kockport, Aug. 21st.
The Democracy of Ibis village ran out a Tilden and Hendricks flag on Saturday, from the
Carleton, Norwood & Co. block. It is a very
handsome one.Messrs. Carleton, Norwood
A Co. launched a first class hark of about 1,000
tons on Saturday last. Everything passed oir
pleasantly, and without the slightest accident.
the master builder, one of Hie
most successful ship builders in our State. I
understand this vessel is not yet named, and it
is not to be wondered at. for this is the fortieth
John Pascal

was

vessel built by and launched from the yards of
Carleton, Norwood it Co. Joseph II. Bowers
was master joiner on the hark referred to, us
he lias been of many before.
Mrs Manchester, the celebrated clairvoyant
physician is visiting Knox County, and will see
patients at the Thorndike House, the lirst ten

days

in

September.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

IIklmon r.—Tin* Democrats of Belmont are reto meet ill Caucus at Morrill’s Hull, in Belon Saturday,
August 'Nth, at <> o’clock I*. M.,
to nominate a candidate for
Representative from
flu classcomposed of Belmont, Morrill, Brooks,
Waldo, Ivnox and Swanville.
Pick Oudkk.

quested
iiion'.,

A

CARD.

Mr. & Mrs. Elliot wish to express thanks to the
citizens of Freedom and vicinity, for the assistance
kindly rendered in saving their lurniture, and other
effects, from tin* late tire at Freedom.
R. ELLIOT.
HARRIET B. ELLIOT,
lws
Freedom, Aug. H, 1*70.

Boston, white pine lumber, 9‘j.fiO; bark llmma 1..
of Stockton,Portland to river Clyde,deals
Partridge,
at a private rate, probably about;.'
shillings- bib'
Annie Gardner, of Cnstine, 214 tons. New York to
Kio Grande, private terms, and back from a Brazilian port, sugar, 20 shillings;
ship C. B. Ilnzchim-,
partially owned in this city, 5,000 bbls. refined nil,
Philadelphia to Antwerp or Bremen, Is. jid.; brig
II. 11.
Wright, of Searsport, to; tons, 4,500 cases refined oil, New York lo Palermo, 25c, and
0,000 cases
do to Gallipoli, 3:ic,; ship
Joseph Fish, of fhomaston, 1,202 tons, s.om) bbls. relined oil, Nc.v York lo
London, 5 shillings; brig D. It. Stockwell, of Ban.
gur, non tons. 2,0 o bbls. refined nil, New fork to
Dublin, 5 shillings; bark Sagadahoc, of Bath, New
York to
Havana, case petroleum, private term.-;
brig David Owen, of Bath, 383 tuns, sugar, < ieidue
go.s to north of llatteras, 55 cts.; brig Long peach
of Bath, New Y ork to Port
Spain, Trinidad, shocks!
Joe. gold; ling Anita
Owen, of Portland, 4s9 ton*
3,000 bbls. refined oil, New York to Liverpool,5s
schr. Lizzie B. Gregg, of Portland, J45
tons, sugar,
Caibarien to north of llatteras,
$5; brig Giles forlng of Y armouth, 404 tons, New York to Cadiz and
tobacco
out
at
hack,
about 37s. (id., and home with
j salt, 7 cts.; schr. Po*t Boy, of Bueksport, before
noied, New Y ork to Martinique and hack, $1,600 and
port charges.

PAINTING, thePAPERING
best

raining done in

A

manner.

A

Belfast, May

M. A. CULLNAN,
Corner of Miller and Cross Sts.
3w40s
10, l»7d.

new

Cattle

Arrivals of -toik at
and Lambs 7oh>; .-wine

1.astern

J

KO. 13, PHENIX ROW,
You

liml

can

tiling

even

comfort in the

Gents' Boots,

to

necessary

shape

Light

you)1

Largo Decline

of

LADIES' BOOTS, SERGE OR KID.
EVERYTHING
A GOOD ASSORTMENT OK

USUALLY

MISSES & CHILDREN’S
SCHOOL BOOTS.

.-500; number \\i .sternCatCattle. Milch Cows and Northern

Maine.

Store Cattle—Not much call for them and but a
tew in market, nearly all the .mnall Cattle being -old
for b**ef.
Milch Cows P.xtra $55uU5;
oidinary $25050 per
lo ad. Most of the Cows oilered in market for sale
of a common grade. Prices for Milch Cows do not
vary much from week to week.
Sheep and Lambs—Light supply from the West.
Sleep costing from bu7 peril). From the North there
was a fair supply,
selling at prices ranging from -1 to
• 1 -2c
per lh.
Swine —No Store Pigs at market. Fat Hogs, baoo
at market; prices 7 I-la7 1 2 per lb.

Pierhead

uninjured.

Missino Vessel.
Brig Juliet C. Clark, 397 tons,
iMiilt at Millhridge, Me., in
18<»3, owned bv YIessrs.
YL limiter & Co. of New York. -Id. from Philadelpina Ylch. 11, in coiumaud of Caj.t Shaw, for llu>ana, and has not since been ln ard from.

W’KUNKSDAY, Aug. lb.
market—Cattle 270(5; Sheep

Cattle Ho.
Prices ot Be* f Cattle
per 100 lhs, live weight— Kxtra quality $5 5ou5
22, tirst quality $5 l-2af> 25;
second quality $l >ri-2al 5o; third
quality a51 Li l-2a
-1 •><>; poorest grade ol coarse
Oxen, Bulls, &c.,
$d 2 5 ad
Brighton Hides (5 1-2c per lit; Brighton Tallow (5a0
per lb. Country Hides.* 1-daOcperlb; Country'fallow 5c per lb.
Calf Skins lOalle per 1!*: Sheared
Sheep skins 25c.
Lamb Skins 50c; Wool Skins $lal 75 each.
\N orking oxen—But a tew pairs oilered in market
lor-ah
I'lie trade for Working Oxen will be light
until Cattle come more plenty from the North and

damage.

Selir. Hattie

MeClintock, at

New Y <»rk from Yliti-

atitlan, reports in a hurricane JJd lilt, lasting J4
hours; lost boat and split sails.

School

Notice.

Whoa! Teamsters!
CAN BE FOUND AT

School Committee will he
-..ocj,... j »}.j. j ;l c,.iw)(.j
day, Sept, ed, at J o’cloi k 1’. M lor the purpose ot
examining all who expert to teach during the l a'l.
Applications for ( ertilir.ates to l*e mad' at no other
time1M i. Humai or s. S. ( <0:.witha:.
-Jus
Belfast, Aug. 2-t, is?*:.
o

I

Geo. W. Purrinirtoii

J.C. THOMPSON & SON’S

purchased

the Carriage making department
in tin* Morison buildingon Washington stm t,
formerly occupied by tin* Perkins Bros., and is now
prepared to do all kinds of work, both light and
heavy, in Carriage and Sleigh making.

HAS

anu

Repairing

AND WILL BE

S

JODDing uone at Short
Notice
TON i'ii thorough carriage maker

....

lias also

same

Li

blacksmith shop.
We fe< l confident that any work left with these
men, will he faithfully and thorough y performed.

THEM

A

CALL

She

show hundreds of testimonials from
persons in the highest standing that she has
cured alter having been given up to die.
can

>

While Mr. Solomon Grier, at Bangor, Thursday. was digging under a rock, for the purpose
of sinking it, the rock, weighing upwards of a
ton, rolled in upon him in such a way that it
required nearly half an hour’s labor to extricate him.
IIis right leg was broken and badly
bruised, and lie was otherwise severely injured.

flu.

!■.)>(.r

[Kockhind

..r

•!.

f f

n >r

will

l.o

i...»•r..rm...t

(iazcttc.

George Wltalen of lUicksport, and dames
Ilall of .Machias, were arrested at (Justine on
llie Idtli. by Sheriff Davies, for entering and
stealing from the schooner Harbinger. Capt. S.
\V. Dodge, while at anchor at Islesboro, on tile
night of the 14lli inst. Nautical instruments,
charts, clothing, &e., were among the ldmider.

Jc.stiee Stevens ordered them to furnish lmil to
Hie amount of $300 each, which they failed to
if) and were committed to Ellsworth to await
the October term of tlie S. J. Court.

Turkish

Atrocities

in

Bulgaria.

[Correspondence of the London News.]
Tata it Hazaudjik, Aug. 1. 1 have just
seen tho town of Batok, with Mr. Schuyler.
Mr. Baring was there yesterday,
llcrc is what 1 saw: On approaching
the town, on a hill there were some dogs.
They ran away, and we found on tiiis
spot a number of skulls scattered about
and one ghastly heap of skeletons with
clothing. 1 counted from the saddle 100
skulls, picked and licked clean, all of women and children.
We entered the town.
On every side were skulls and skeletons
charred among the ruins, or lying entire
where they fell in their clothing. There
were skeletons of girls and women with
long brown hair hanging to the skulls.
Wo approached the church. There these
remains were more frequent, until the
ground was literally covered with skeletons, skulls and putrefying bodies in
clothing. Between the church and the
school there were heaps.
The stencil
was fearful.
We entered the churchyard.
The sight was more dreadful. The whole
churchyard for three feet deep was-festering with dead bodies partly covered—
hands, legs, arms and heads projected in
ghastly confusion. I saw many little
hands, heads and feet of children of three
years of age, and girls with heads covered vviLli beautiful hair.
The church
was still worse.
The floor was covered
with rotting bodies quite uncovered. I
never imagined anything so fearful. There
were boon bodies in the churchyard and
church. We were obliged to hold tobacco In our noses
In the school, a line
building, ;>00 women and children had
been burnt, alive.
All over the town
there were the same scenes. In some
places heaps of bodies buried in shallow
holes had been uncovered by the dogs.
Tlie banks of the little stream were covered with bodies. Many bodies had been
carried to Tatar Bazardjik. a distance of
thirty miles. The town had 9,000 inhabitants.
There now remain 1,200.
Many who escaped had returned recently, weeping and moaning over their
ruined homes.
Their sorrowful wailing could lie heard halt a mile off.
Some were digging out the skeletons
of loved ones.
A woman was sitting
moaning over three small skulls with
Imirs clinging to them, which she had in
her lap. The man who did all this, Achined Aga, has been promoted, and is still
Governor of the district. The newspaper
accounts

were

not

exaggerated,

l’liey

could not be. No crime invented by Turkish ferocity was left uncommitted. Seven
thousand bodies have been lying here
since May 12th, rotting in the sun. preyed
upon by dogs, and Sir Henry Elliot has
never heard that tho authorities demand a
war contribution from tho
remaining inhabitants ot 100,000 piastres. Tho town
formerly paid 1,000.000 piastres. The
harvest is rotting in the fields. The owners are in the churchyards.
The survivors’cattle have been taken by the Turks,
who refuse to restore them. It is impossible to get in the harvest. It is not true
that the Turks are sending help. The inhabitants everywhere complain to Mr.
Schuyler that their cattle are not restored,
and that help is not given.
The statement that the Bulgarians committed atrocities is utterly unfunded and
shamefully false. Mr. Schuyler thinks that
less than two hundred Turks were killed,
nearly all in open combat. There is no
proof yet that a single Turkish woman or
child was killed or violated. The reports
of Mr. Schuyler and Mr. Baring will corroborate this telegram. There is urgent
need of relief for the starving and helpless
families.

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal
S.utuK-vr, No. 8 Main Street.

BELFAST
Corrected

Ity Cn.uti.K8 II.
Flour
3-0.o0iiH.no Corned Beef
Corn
Corn Meal
liye. Meal
live

07u70
7'J
1.00
OOaOO
70
is

The American House. Roston. has ahvavs
been a favorite stopping place, for Hasten* Merchants, and in it.-, ample rotunda the visitor
may always lind representatives of almost
every Slate in the Union. The boot and shoe
trade especially are appreciative participants
in its comforts, and probably more negotiations
in the matter of leather fabrics are made within its walls than in all the other hotels in the
city combined.
Dr. II. A. Lamb of Portland, who discovered
medicines for the cure of every form of Hrysipelas, and the severest forms ol scrofula and diseases of the skin, can be consulted one
day only
the American Hotel, in this city Tuesday,
Aug 2s, and the !*!Mh and Ruth at Renj. Ryder's

at

Hun ml 11
Fork Backlaud
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod

Pollock

Lamb

4a5
Jo
40a50

$5.0Oa5.5i)
*:i.00o:t.50

$125
05
25

$l.:i0a0.C0

MARRIED.
Iii Lineolnville, by Samuel Fletcher,
Ksq., Mr. OsI Ileal ami Miss Hope T.
Sawver, both ot Lin
coln\ ill**.
In West Tremont, .lime 11th, Mr. Nathan A. Ueed
and Miss Lmma A Mitchell, both of Tremont.
In <louldsboro, Aug. LJ, Mr. Fzra It. i’raey to Miss
Matilda \ oung, both of (louldsboro.
In Bluehill, Aug. 1. Sir. William
York, of Bluehill,
to .Mrs. C lara L. Weaver, of Orlaml.
In Hancock, Aug. lj, .Mr. Cieorge W. Butler and
Mi- Sarah I.. Springer, both of Franklin.

car

Among the most agreeable and gratifying
qualities of (ilean's Srmin; Soar are. those

which characterize i! as an article of the toilet.
It solicits and smooths the skin, clear- it of
pimples and discolorations, and makes it look
and feel natural. Sold everywhere.
Boarder—“Has

tie-

red-haired girl com*
awayr'* Landlady: “Yes, sir.*’ Boarder: “l
thought so. 1 found a black hair in the butter
to-da\
Those Who Would Know for themselves
the hi st, treatment of diseases relative to the
generative faculty in man and woman, should
procure the valuable medical works published
by the “Peabody Medical Institute,” Bo-ton,
now* become famous the world over,
in “The
Science of Life, or Self-Presei vation,*' the
causes and cure id nervous
debility, impotence,
sterility, A*c., are discussed in a masterly manner, and the volume should be read by everybody. Another exceedingly valuable work published by the Institute is “Sexual Physiology
of Woman and Her Diseases,” which should
be in the hau ls of every young woman and matron.
“Diseases of the Nerves and Nervous
Maladies'* is the title of another work published by the institute—an exhaustive treatise on
these subjects.
A Hold Medal lias recently
been presented to the anthor of these popular
medical works by the National Medical A-soeiation. Bead the advertisement.

loving British wife's postcripl

A

letter
addressed to her husband in New York: “Dear
I
have
William,
perused the police reports and
morgue returns c\.*ry day. hoping to -cr \ our
name.”
to

a

North Scarsnmiit, Me., Sept. I). PTO.
Dear .Sir,—It gives me very great plei-ure
to inform you of the benefit received from the
use of Peruvian Syrup in
my own family.
My wile, for tin* past ten years, has been in
feeble health—very much debilitated generally.
La.-t spring she concluded to try a bolt e of
Peruvian Syrup, ami was so well pleased
with the result continued its use until three or
four bottles had been used, and she is now in
better health than at any time lor ten years,
and has increased in weigh! Irom 110 pounds to
1-0 1-*J. 1 have employed physicians, and used
a great variety of patent medicines, to the extent of hundreds of dollars, and I know she
received more henetit. from the Peruvian
Syrup than aii tin* rest together.
My sales on the Syrup are very large and constantly increasing, and i do not* hesitate to recommend and »*vcu warrant i; to give satisfaction. If you desire, you arc at lihcrlv to use
this communication as you sec lit, as it gives
me pleasure
to recommend so good an article
to suffering humanity.
Yours truly,
11 mix Pease.

printer who perpetrated this doublebreach-loading,
pun conudrum :
is an old man's farm in Texas like the
focus of a sun-iriass;' Because it's tin* place
where the sou> raise meat.
It

was a

barrelled,

Why

Dyspepsia.
Americans are particularly subject to this
disease and ils effects: such as Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Habitual Costivenoss, Heart
burn, Water brash, coming up ol tin* food,
coated tongue, disagreeable taste in tin* mouth,
palpitation of the Heart and all diseases of the
Stomach and Liver. Two doses of <jreen's
Auhust Flow er w ill relieve you at once, and
there positively i> not a ease in tin* United
States it will not cun*. If you doubt this go to
vour Druggist, K. II. Moody, and get a
Sample
HoUle for U> cents and try it. Regular size To
cents—(>moso*2eow

A Few Things That We Know.
We know Meat a iliseordod stimuli'll or liver
produces more sufl'ering tlian any other cause.
We know that very few physicians are successful in their treatment of these disorders. We
know that DaCosta's Radical cure,
will, without, the shadow ofadouht, almost immediateami
ly relieve
permanently cure all id'these distressing symptoms. We know of thousands
" ho are willing to testify that, what we
say is
true to the letter. We know that if you will
it
a
fair trial you will let us add your name
give
to the ‘•cloud of witnesses.”
Will yon give it a
trial, and do it now? Trial size only 23e. Sold
by W. O Poor .t Sox, sole agents for Belfast,
A. J. Jordan agent for Orlnnd. R. I!. Stover,
agent for Bueksport.
l’rotessor Barkers Pleasant Worm Syrup is
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. N'o
physic required, costs 23 cents. Try it. 1130

DIKIJ.
not tees,beyond the Date, Xante and
mast be paidJ'o r.j

Caked Breasts,

Rheumatism, SciaStiff Joints, Burns,
Scalds, Poisonous Bites, and all flesh, hone and
muscle ailments, can he absolutely cured by
the Centaur Liniments. What the White I,inimen t is for the human family, the Yellow Liniment is for spavined, galled, and lame horses

Swellings, Sprains,

ami animals.

Mothers can secure health for their children and rest for themselves by the list; of Custom, a perfect substitute for Castor Oil. It is
absolutely harmless, and is as pleasant to take
For Wind-Colic, Sour Stomach,
as honey.
Worms or Constipation, for young or old, there
is nothing in existence like it. It is certain, it
is speedy, it is cheap.
3in 2
To

Consumptives.

Tin*

advertiser,

wretired

physician, having providentally discovered,

while

a

in Southern Asia, a very simple
Medical
vegetable remedy lor the speedy and permanent cure
of Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and
all throat and lung affections,—also a positive and
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty
to make it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated
by this motive, he will cheerfully send (free of
charge) to all who desire it, the recipe for preparing,
and full directions for successfully using, this providentally discovered remedy. Those who wish to
avail themselves of the benefits of this discovery
without cost, can do so by return mail, by addressing with stamp naming paper,
Dr. CHARLKS P. MARSHALL,
3m50
33 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Missionary

RECEIVED.

Cheapest

and

Stock
Ladies.

PORT

dust

Buy

AVe have just received a SPLENDID assortlnent of the very LATEST DESIGNS in

half what

one

Aug l'tli, sc!:r Amazon, Warren, Bangor.
Aug l'.Uli, sclii' Almeda, Patter.-on, ll-liing; Win.
fell, Mathews, North Haven: Heo Shattuck, Me.
<
arty, Boston: Hannah, Clark, Bangor; Malabar,
Portland.

Aug -joth, s.-hrs S P Hall, of Bucksport, Chipman, Bucksport, to load for Savannah ; <; L llradlev,
C>f Bucksport,) smith, Bucksport. to loa«i for Savannah; James Holmes, Lyder, Bangor, to load for

Fall Carpetings.

Lark, Roberts, Rockland; Lavant,
(°f Brewer,' Riel:, Bangor. Kmpire. Ryan, Boston;
Volant, Smith, Vimilhaven; sloop llershel, Moodv,

Bangor.

AVe have given great attention to the selection of thr-e Goods, and have consulted tinmany of our patrons in the seieetiou
It is a well known fact that a l irgi
and lirst class stock of Carpetings have never
been kept in Belfast, mid tin- trade have been
obliged to make their purchases abroad, as
heretofore, desirable patterns could not he obtained from the stocks on hand. At the solicitation of manv of our patrons, we have been
induced to add Carpetings t<> our Stock, and
having met with such good success in the sale
of them, we have linen encouraged to make
a
very large purchase, and have now in stock
on exhibition, a splendid assortment of

Aug. Id, sclirs. Mary Cook, fishing grounds; Henl.
Hem, Sn>tier, Salem.
Aug. 17, sclirs. Hannibal, l’end’eton, New York;
Lillian, Ryan, Boston; Win. H. Kadie, Ryder, Bangor; Lalayette. Crockett, < amp ground, with ice;
sloop Commerce, Hicks, Banger; yacht Coquette,
Delano, Camp-ground.
Aug. Is, schr sea Flower, Bates, Hobb’s Landing;
yachts Spray, Boutwell, Bangor; Sea Witch, Ward,
do.; Sallie, I Minton, Pcnohsco'.
Aug lit, schr Amazon, Warr.ni, Bos. m and Townsend.

Jacbin,
ll, New York; Orion,
Aug
Patterson, do.; Laconia, Crockett, l.’ockland; Win.
Jell, Mathews. Bangor.
Aug. 1, brig Almira, Pend eton, B.itli; S. F. Seabury, Trimm, Beaufort, S C ; ona, Coombs, Castine.
schr. Malabar, W< Ish, Portland.
Aug.
Aug. :j:;, sclirs. Lark, Roberts, Rockland; Karl,
Cunningham, W'interport to load for New York;
Lavant, Rich, Bangor ; H L Bradley, Smith, Savau
nab; sloop llershel, Moody, Bangor.
(ietclu

pours.

Ar at Bangor, Aug lb, brig L. Staples, Stowers,
Stockton, to load for Sicily.
Cld from Bangor Aug' lb, brig Fidelia, Atwood,
Palermo.
Ar at Boston

Aug hi, schs F F McDonald, Kane,
Pensacola; Heo K Hatch, (of Pembroke) Murphy,
Havana, where crew were nearly all sick as pre-

noted in Journal.
Ar at New York Aug 14, schs A W Kills, Ferguson, this port; Hi, flattie, McCJimoek, Minatitlan;
17, Ralph Howes, Burgess, Bath; AbbvHale, Darhv,
and Nathan < lillbid, Holmes, this port.
Cld from New York Aug 14, sell Ada W Could,
Lansil, Rio Crumb-; is, brig James Miller, Parker,

viously

Pernambuco.

Bath

Aug Is, schr Charlie Bucki, Foss, Sa-

Ar at Philadelphia Aug 17. ship C B llazeltine,
(iilkey, Reval.
Cld from Darien, Ca. Aug 7, schs David Nichols,
Wyman, and Dione. Warren, Philadelphia.
Ai at New Bedford Aug Hi, sells Helen Murr, Duncan, M Heoi-ge; Wanderer, Coombs, Lincolnville.
Ar at San Francisco Aug lb, bark Wealthy Pendleton, Blanchard, Hong Kong.
Passed through Hell (late, Aug 10, schr Fanny
Fern, Katon, for this port.
FORK I UN FORTS.

Ar. at Liverpool, Aug. 17, ship .lane Fish, Brown*
St. John, N. B.; 19, sclir. Kva May, Andrews, Port-

land.

Ar. at (Queenstown, Aug. 11, brig Tally-ho, Sack
ville, N. II.
Ar. at Havre, Aug 14, sliip Ida Lilly, Curtis, PhilAr at Hamburg, Aug
Point Lobos.
Ar. at Stettin, Aug.

York.

0, ship Louis Walsh, White,
1(5, brig Dirigo, Coffin, New

Shl. from do. 13th, bark Emma C. Eitclilicld, Ilayden, New Y ork.
>ld. from Kostoek, Julv 30, brig Don (Quixote,
Munroe, New York.
Ar. at Cardiff, Aug 14, ship McNear, Carter, London.
Sid. from North Shields, Aug. 17, bark Com. Duponi, of Searsport, Nichols, Kio Janeiro.
Sid. from Almeria, Aug. lo, brig Salista, Griffin,
New York.
Sid. from Gloucester, Kng., Aug. 17. sclir. Louise
A. Orr, Orr, Portland.
Passed Anjier, June 20, brig II. C. Sibley, Colson,
New Y ork for Sourabnya.
Ar. at St. Helena, prior to Aug. 1, ship Premier,
McGilvory, for United Kingdom.
At Point Lobos, July 28, ship P (i Blanchard, McIntyre, Idg. guano for Kurope.
At Demerara, July 25, brig Ann Klilnbeth, Bur
gess, for New York.
Ar. at Batavia,
Aug. 10, ship Castine, Avery, Cardiff.
Ar. at St. John, N. B.
Aug. 10, sclir Fannie Flint,

Warren, Philadelphia.
Ar.

at

Cape Breton, Aug. 21, brig

Brackett, Westport.

At the old stand formerly occupied by M. II.
COOPI.U & t o., and now oth rs to tin* public for CASH Croat Bargains for (todays.
Hemlock Boards,
$10 60

two years ago.

your S\YI rcilP.S now before there is
in the price.

Ladies

a

change

Spruce Boards, good quality,
Extra quality,
Hemlock and Sj»n:ie I,ember all sizes and
lengths up to 40 feet,
Two inch Spruce plunk,
>pruce Juice, random,
('edar Shingles,

F

WFT.T.S,

Hew

I. W.

dimensions with all the uccessary lumber

cut to

oo

to

complete the building.

Iron Ware!
s i<: k

>

0 76
1
*>

A. HAYFORD.

Belfast, Aug. 11, 1x70,

a n i

S no

Barrels Cement,.1 60
so
Lime,
PICKETS AND HAY BOARDS
Mo 1.’ M Hay 1 loops on hand,
$12 00
Hardwood Board- Imiu 1 to 1 :t-4 inch; < edar Posts
from i> to In feet, House Cutters •> to 1" cents per
loot; Floor hoards, plained and jointed, Nice Yard
Boards, plained and shippers, S< »L1> \ 1 < < >" 1‘.
I an also furnish, on -port notice. Hemlock frames

(i R AN! T E

i

10 60

200

norn ornamental .t i'serm..

C a i

10 6u

...

Belt', st, Me.

Something

s on

*’

sending I»y mail tor Switches will be perfectly 'Hti'fied in Price and '•hade

tf

»

1876.

i t

1876.

Read & Remember!
n A\ i;
a*ld« d to
Stock BoN H S ItPTTKit
Pil«*t Bread, Snapall kinds, lam. u Bi-ouit, (iat Meal Biscuit amt
Bunds fresh from Bond's Hackery, Boston. Also
•i
large sortment of Fishing l'ackle, Hooks ami
Lint s, &e.
Al-t> I have just received and shall keep constant
lv on hard a Large and Well-Si hat• d Stock of
my
I.('HACK just
LBS, Soda and Fancy

<t

All Wool E\. Suitors.

SUPERFINE®,

OH

MAIN

STREET.

1 ;iifornisf

S'-ampukii

FOREIGN

DOMESTIC

AND

TORCHES,

FIREWORKS,
Lanterns, Flaps, and every variety

Chinese

Regular Double W arps, I
Houlftle I’oHon {'grains.
-«•

of Campai()n Goods.
supplied 'direct,
s.
Agents •,: 11 in mi n/iirt u /•« /•.>•’ >n

Clubs and individuals
our

or

HYDE &GO.

•»

Mir*, to

11

> i>i. Sc

1)<

ami

>\ r.

ci

STREET,

p

through

Illuminations of sipiares und buildings executed
promptly and at la>\\ mi i-;>.
I lag- for Hag raisings at be>f possible price-,
l’roces-ions suppl'n 1 with lire w orks and ex peril nc
d nu n to manage them. Muni lor price ii-t

Sued

^fl'lSW

i'ku,II y to; M
BOSROIM.

o

/'r.iiiritfor* >•('tin1 /.7/m l.tthnratf-ii.

r

liftings,

u

ci

AUGUSTA,

I

Sardines,
JELLIES,

Pickles,
RAISINS,

NUTS,FIGj3,

hnv I'idcr &' Eider 1
BY

111 i

AM 1 1A

4c.

inegjir

l'OK KAMI IA

l SI..

s i

Parker,

SFOKF.N.
June 25, lat. 00:05, Ion. 20:35, ship India, Patten,
from Liverpool for Wilmington, (Cal.)
June 29, lat. 5 .39, Ion 98:17 K, ship Nancy Pendleton, from Calcutta for London.
July 23, lat. 40 N., Ion. 10 YV, ship Susan Gilmore,
from Newcastle, Kng., for llio Janeiro.
Aug. 11th, lat. 38:14, Ion. 73:40, brig Atlas, from
Philadelphia for Waterford.
Aug. 18, hit. 41 53, Ion. 05, ship Sabino, from Bristol, Kng., for New Orleans.

!'

't

a

&#-Best Five Cent Cigars

MAINE.

School Year opens

Anp. 29,

in the

1876.

ittlv .citfor :lt‘(]uil illyy I'rur: i. :il
Kducation.

Hook-b<

Itn-iuoss

CLOTHS,

particulars,
D. M. WAITT, Principal.

Abbott

Family

Enamel Clothsfor Table Covers
»

Boys.

flic

Last Calll

ings

Terms

on

Has!,

Carpets Strictly Cash.

Geo. W. Burkett

&

who have un-eith-d accounts of b>ug
please call, settle, and save co-t.
It. F. \\ 1.1.LS.
7tf
Aug. 17, ls7f«.

I>ERSON'.s
standing' will
lb

Rooms to IjiCt.
1

Jl.F.ASA.NT ROOMS t,.- I«*t in the bouse owned
by th subscriber on Spring Street, near the
Portland steamboat wharf
People looking for a
good, cheap rent, should call on
2

In the town ot Palermo, in tin*County ot Waltlo, for
tin* year 1875.
riMi'E following list of taxes on real estate of non1_ resident, owners in the town of Palermo, for
the year 1875, in bills committed to S. 15. Jones, Collector of faxes of said town on he fourteenth day
of June, 1875, has been returned by him to me as
unpaid, on tin* ninth day of June, .'<5, by his certiliof that date, and now remains unpaid, and
cat«
notice is hereby given that if the said taxes and ininterest and charges are not paid into the treasury
of said town within eighteen months from the day
of commitment of said bills, so much ot the real
estate as will be sutlicient t<> pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges will, without further notice, be sold at public auction at the
Post Office in said town, on the ninth day of December, 1875, at one o’clock in tin* afternoon.
Names of owners,

description. No. Lot. Yal.
Jackson Kitchen, or unknown, lor
homestead.
$225
John (ireeley, or unknown, for the
Phineas Curtis place.
10u
William Iluzzey, or unknown, for
the Lafayeth Worthiug place.
000
11. liarmond, Lot
117
100
Heirs of Nehemiah Turner for part
Lot.Ill
Heirs of Nehemiah Turner for part
Lot.HO
C. A. Hast for Lots No. 110 and 120
Mary Hall for part of the Emery
Hall place
Stillman Erskine, or unknown, for
half the Abial W. Erskine farm

Benjamin Campbell,

or

Tax.

Hast, Aug. 17,

lb

MRS. MARC A I! FI
ls7f>.
711*

2.7o
10.20
2.70

100

2.70

75
loo

2.03
2.70

100

2.70

570 15.30

unknown,

for homestead
100 2.70
Josiah Bead for Isaac Lewis MNidow Lot.
20
51
Heirs of Erastus Mart* for part of
W. J. Turner Meadow Lot
08
25
James Soule, or unknown, for part
of homestead
llu 2.07
JOHN P. PEBKINS,
Treasurer of Palermo.
3w8*
Palermo, August 15, 1870.

Street,

near

in tin: town of Stockton, in the County of Waldo,
for the year 1>7T>.
Ml K following list of taxes on real estate of non1. resident owners in the town of Stockton, for the
year 1K.», in bills eouunitied to True Creer, Collector of said town, on the first day of dune, lsr.'», lias
been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid
on the third day of Mareli, ls7<», by Ids eertiiicaie of
that date, and now remain unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes and interest and
charges me not paid into the treasury of said town
within eighteen months from the date of the commitment of said hills, so much of the real estate
taxed as will he sullicient to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest ami charges, will, without further notice, lie sold tit public auction, at the
store of C. C. Koberts, in said town, on Saturday,
Hu- thirtieth day of December, A. D. isrii, at two
o’clock in the afternoon.
a

p

~

3

:/■»

±2

*C

_

rs
==■

Name.

Description,

rpilE

Plank,
Boards,

2

cia

22

x

Z, 2

place,

at

1-1. I-I.

$8.00

*•
$8 00 to 10 00
Cedar Shingles,
$1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and 1.00
Good Spruce Shingles, per M.,
$1.50
$12.00 to 21.00
Spruce Clapboards,
ie to 10c
Gutters, per loot,

I have in stock. Ash Lumber (Planed ami .Jointed,) Hard Pine Flooring, Cedar Posts, 0,8, 10 and
12 It., Laths, Cement, Lime, Hair, etc., which can
be sold at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.
M. R. COOPER.
Stf
Belfast, August, 1870.

FORBES,

No. 13 Main Street.
Belfast, .1 une 5, 187<».

closing

Notice.

my Stock on account of poor
health, all persons indebted to me bv note or ac
count, are herein notified that their accounts must
he settled immediately, or they w ill be placed ill the
hands of other parlies for collection.
II. H. FORBES.
P.Mf
Belfast, .June 7*, 1S7<>
am

out

Room

Papers

-AND-

BORDERS
VERY LOW AT

J. C. THOMPSON & SON

~

<

*1

5 ^
~

o’

~

‘PULL

P

-„ | £ 3
o

i

|

VOT7R VEST”!

°

72
are now

5
®5

3

P

9

O

WE and

Wassaum
Hotel
Co., or Fort $11,000 400 100 11,000 il.OoO 50.00 114.40
Ft.Hotel Co.
1 1-1
1
Sam'IDalcor

keag

Stockton,

having a supply of VESTS
furnish

can

our

hands with

work.
1

500

DOWN

~

o

1

unknown.

undersigned has on hand and is constantly
JL receiving supplies of Lumber, Shingles, Luths
and all other kinds of Building Material which he
can sell at prices the very lowest, as below :
Hemlock Timber, per M.,
$10.50
Boards,
$10.00 to 10.50
$0.50 to o.oo
Spruce Joist,

at

40

<"z

Q.

Depot.

Buy is

-'

Special

Non-Resident Taxes.

= O

New Lumber Yard

to

16. I'OUHLS'

31.

As I

Fall Term of Public Schools, for Centra
rpili;
i School District, will commence on Monday'
Aug. ‘_’S, ls;ii, and continue twelve weeks.
II. IF foilUKS, Agent.
7tf
Ib-Hast, Aug. lt>, lS7(i.

NOTICE!

Foot of Main

II A t OIF

NOTICE.

....

M. R. COOPER’S

place

Who oii account of tailing lu alth, propo-'es to
11
out his out ire Stock of HOOTS mo SHOES ;‘t
about tin* original cost at r« i:iil, tin r«-l.y ^ri\ in^ th#*
wean r the Item to of the l,u\Y I’UD id tor (' Vs|J
ami ( ASIBONEY: a< 1 pro] ..-. ;
close up my
business very soon no credit u ill he given.
M
Mock consists ot ail '.lie :i; i..u< -1 1 es of | A
DIES. MISS and (iHIL 0REl\iS’ /'//>, t'/.o’/'H,
and A//) ToM.D Unit!
>7.//»/'/■■;//,s\ HI I
ro.\ s/H '.s, also MEM’S
BOY’S • tl.i
al.-o CA/.T s / /.* I/*
TOOTS, .11.1 \ IS
HI’CM T. S/IttTS, al o * omnioii KIT, THICK,
and ST/.I'T SHOT'S, for coiuinon wear. In fact
the stock i- too mini' rou to mention in detail, and
tin ally, call and « \amine the (tH A/.TTY and /’/!/
cj s, and von will he su
to buv.
\- I propose to
gi' e all COOn T I HC I / A S as long as they LAM
if I am able to attend to bn-imss.
Don’t forget tin

r|

$0.08

Buyers ol

<■

Co.

Nan-Resident Taxes.

Me.

Bools & Shoes

To Let

-o2
JL-*— one lialf of the I bos. ,J. Farrow
bouse,
oil t nion >tr<a t
nice and convenient temun nt.
W. ||. SI MPS< >\
Apply to
Ibdfnst, Aug. 1, lsrtJ.—M:,

•-

The Patterns of Tapestry and Wool Carpetare Pihvatk P.vitkuns, the A(iPNcV
of which wc have for l>elfa*t.
In order to guarantee quality ami Poston
prices on these goods, wc have adopted the
Cash System.

Great inducement to

Me.

A. il. A P»Ib) TT w i i 1 resume t lie charge at t he
opening of the next .-"ion, Sept. •». Adesrs
ahoy e.
w t*

Carpet Lining, W
E
I
-«•

Farmiripton,

Ml!

as

Belfast,
High St.,
tfl

Hoots, Shoos lV: Rubbers

School for

Lillie Glue.

Cotton Felting,

18

Fm circular and lull

specialty

t'avtf

OIL

City.

&KO. ti. WHMX

ping. Penmanship, and English branches

•'■'.In

Meade, Peachy, Boston;

Ar at

were

TAPESTRIES,

SAILK L>.

vannah.

Lumber. Lime. Cement, Sand.&c.

All kinds of HAIR < it >< >1 >>. kept and II A 1II W< »RK
done at short notice.

tastes of
of them.

New York.
Aug tir'd, schs

domestic

they

B

Boston.

L'o, sclirs

The undersigned is de irons of closing out his

FOR

Hemp Carpetings,

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.
h.s K S Wilson, Patterson,
Aug l'itii,
Bangor;
S 1- >eabury,
hi, l inini, Bangor, to loail for Beau
ut, >C,
yacht Coquette, Delano, Bar Harbor:
sloop Commerce, Hicks, Bangor.
Aug 17th, ~<-hs Henry Whitnev, (of Castine,) Shep:u(l, Philadelphia,
Banner. Pattershall, Salem:
Kockyhill, lobby, Kockporl; Harmony, ltyder,
Roothhay; Capitoia, Bruce, fishing grounds; '.Martha I annul, Burges.?, do; Laconia, \of Rockland,
Crockett, Portland; Sea Flower, Bates, Rockland;
.1 »> Drew, (of Belfast,) Kastport and Hioucesti
r, to
load for Jacksonville; yachts Sallie,
Duntou.Camdeu; Spray, Boutwell, New York; Sea \\ itch, Ward

Welsh,

oliVred to the

SI. 50. 2.50. 3.50. 4.00 & 6.00

7wi>

VEWS.

Of

ever

Slock of

r»2 GHAUNCY

adelphia.

tica,

Largest

SWITCHES

Aye

In this city, Aug. gild, Mr. William Sheldon, for
nu ly «it Li ncolnvillc, aged about i>7 vears.
In I»:in"or, Aug. Is, Mary M., wife*of Ansel Lennan, aged 11 years.
In Uo-kl.ind, Aug. 1, .Jenny II, daughter of Chan
I. and Augusta K. l*eek, aged g mouths 7
d!>
day-.
In Kockhmd, Aug. 11. Hannah II., wile of Albert
Wesf, aged go y eat s.
In IbDklund, Aug. la, olive chase,
daughter of
I'i auk
and Hannah Lihhy, aged In inos, go days.
In Thomaston, Aug. 14, Ada, daughter of Jb der
I'ales. K-i|., aged | years.
In Koeklaml, Aug. 11, I rank A., -on of
II. and
0 M. ('liiVord, aged g mom hs and 14 davs.
In St. (ieorge, August 7, .Julia, wife of Frederick
W
Inipies, aged g.'» years.
In Kockport. August Id. of
tvplioid fever, Miss M.
Carrie, second daughter of X. T. and Caroline 1..
1 blind, aged g:; years and b months.
In Thomaston, Aug. la, <;»•<*. <1. Carter,
aged fj.s
years.
In Illlsworth, Aug. 1. Margaret S.
Haskell, wife of
Sewell Haskell, aged Ml years, 1! month-.
In Franklin, Aug. 11, 1 lddie
sou of (leo. I!, and
Ahhie J Uiirbeek, aged g years and g mouths.

iP

Lumber!
Lumber!!

A T

Obituary

n i i

Hair

JEST

ooaoo
12a 15
12a 15
OOuOO
$8.00a 12.00

_

40

CarpetingS Switches!

I2al5

Chicken
Bowl
* loose
l>uck

~%7%T

P R ICE© !

Mrcot.

tf.»

Real

SalO

Turkey

O

OF

l hi*

Fills, Potions and Pungencies.
“V on mv a nuisance. I'll commit, you,'5 said
an offended judge to a noKy person in court.
**\oii have n<» right to commit a nuisance,”
said the olL-ndcr.

SALE

s

BuH Hides
IS Calf Skins
OOaOO Lamb
H Hard Wood
loalT Soft
S;il(i Shorts per ct.
7 lame
0a7 Butter Salt
4 l-’J Blaster

Kggs

THE

.A.T

writer in one of our standard medical jour- Barlej
Outs
nals says; **l was cured of Dropsy in one I! Beans
$1.40al.do
-10 Hay
mortli by using Ilr.vr's Rkmkdy." All Dis- Potatoes, New
0.00u$0.00 Straw
Apples
tjui.00u7.00
eases of the Kidneys, Madder and
Ou00 Washed Wool
l.Tinary Or- 1 >ried Apples
:u
Butter
U0U22 Unwashed
25
gans, arc eu»*ed by Hi nt's Ri:\ii:i>y.
Cheese
A

Belfast, Aug. :i, R70.

lOuOO

Mutton

Building. Washington

13

—AT-

building, and will work in connection with Mr. P
Mr. Maro is also an experienced » a riage-smith of
long experience, and was for years .onman of the

GIVE

X-a

EXTREM ELY

purchased the Blacksmith shop in tin

Morison

IN

O

MIL I‘! KRIXH
of twenty-jive years » xperience, amt lor a number
of years foreman of tin* wood-working
department
of the building where be is now located.

WILLIAM F. MAYO

Superintending
j rpifM'
JC J.j

IN A

KEPT

Furniture Store

SOLD.

hark

Liverpool, Lno., Aug. 7. The ship City of
i>
Brooklyn, Htrriman, from Mobile, collided witli the
pierhead in entering Waterloo Dock to-day, and sus-

Market.

in Prices of

heavy.

or.

MEMORANDA.

tained

Brighton

MAINE HAUK

Wc Have Heard of it!!

JAMES W. CLARK'S

about 1,000 tons, just launched at
Bath, Me., not yet named, and rating :{, ;t, l i, jn
French Lloyds for 10 years, lias been
purchased by
Mr. .John Zittlosen of New York, at $4s,500.

Painting and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and
Sitting Rooms, a specialty. Orders solicited and
will be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction as to
price and work assured by

to answer.

i'

which

Loss

insured for £ 1 P>00.
c

the

Loai-c, of Augusta, and Taiwan! Jones’
th Maid, ol Fairfield. Uest time
4Jj.

the lirst half mile in 1 :14
I lie house. ell and barn on Waldo
Avenue,
Mr-, Harms Shiite, was entire consumed

b

of

races

second money, Victor J. (F. Ferry’sJ third. Fannie
McLellan'-' lourth. liest limeki ln l._\ The most

i.......

.-earsmont.

was

action

carriage

that

excitement.

mare

in

that

at

,...

x

.11 \\cit

Nathaniel (Jreer
m

-tolen

was

in

li<»rs«* and

a

1:111,1
•■>

horse

a

natun

So many of the hotels and restaurants in New
York have lowered their prices that the reduction is likely soon to he made general. The
new scale of prices is near that which prevailed
before the war.

s

thieves still continue their
depreda*
em to vibrate between this
city and
l.a-t week

serious

a

board

ar.

man

and

v

>ustained of such

on

Mrs. Manchester,
The celebrated physician so long and favorably
known, will visit Rockland, Sept. 1st, and can
be consulted at the Thorndike House for ten

Capt. David Lombard of Truro, Mass., so
years of age, illuminated with TOO Chinese lanterns, a long row of tar barrels, and lire works
when Tildei/s letter of acceptance came out. It
is said there are only two Democratic voters in
I hursday
race- wen- the most exciting and elicited
Truro, tin* other being Capt. Lombard’s senior
some applause as tin- fa\orite- came down tin* home i
by two years.
-iretch. The slight rain in the afternoon laid the
We are informed that, the Bodwell Granite
dust and put the track in excellent order. The t! ;."»u !
Co., are the lowest bidders to furnish cut stone
cla• for purses amounting to ^lfio was first on the
for the Atlanta, Ga„ custom house and postdocket. ToimanV- mare Louise, the winner in the
otliee for the sum of $70,000. The rock will he
three minute race, won easily in three .straight heats,
taken from the Spruce Head quarries at which

Co. call the attention of the
and large stock of fall carpet-

one

be tuken

to

money
Grand Union than at any other first-class hotel.
Stages and cars pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the city, and to Philadelphia Depot.
1 vr

"J?

—

There are 240 vessels of nil classes hailing
from Bockland, with an aggregate measurement
of 30,000 tons. There lias neither been any appreciable increase nor diminution since last year

class fora purse of
was won by F.d.
Getcheil’s man-At.son Helle, of Wnterville, and G.
W Jo eii'-i mare 1-Viirb>-, of
Hangor. Hest time

eahi;with liav and in
'ti-

....

I

.x

new

have

v

I

were

I./.

sufficiently

The total purses contended for
amounted to ijon'Mio. The three minute class for
purse of i? llo on Wednesday, was won by ]>. To]

X
''.

injuries

some

oodium have loaded schrs.
1.. PtadP. Hall with liav for bnvannah
Hu., and
d .i! wi
for Xev York. Pitcher &

i;

distance

Trotting Association took place a! the Turk on
W eilnesthiy ami Thursday of last week. 1 In- attend
mice was not large, and the receipt* must fall below
the expenditures, a circumstance not relished by the
numbers. The trolling was very good and created

hopped up
Ii made the

the

at

a-

Pur fount r\ tide ml- should
d Candida!
a good vote.

nu

some

gentleman lying unconscious in the

He revived

Tin. Ka<

refreshing.
t

with tin* carriage road for

and

shower, accompanied by

the windows and

on

ii•

i-i

Sunday morning,

on

smart

a

-i

-•■I ami

*"j

W." and contain about

C.

sidi walks in

a

of

:u

clock

o

twenty

success.

the train and carried to lirooks where medical aid
was procured. His head was
badly cut, and internal

light rain

a

was

'•

a

Darling Cillev,

Kii.i.i'.i).

-\\i>

not

for

keep-

road.

li>jiior.

--I

i.

was

hotel

was

found the old

(

uuningham seized two casks
wharf, luesday, that Jiad
the Poston packet Kinpirc.
1 he

marked

il'

■M

experiment

on

as

square meal lor
afterwards ascertained that the
a crowd who were
camped in
a

.•swan’s

on

tnl tn

oi

tilled with

was

young and became frightened by the
train and ran. Conductor Mace saw the acstopped the train and hacked down and

cident,
k-\

was

The

parallel

runs

evi-

d

1,.

slop pail

Waldo, an oldgentleinan 7l> years of age, was thrown
from a carriage {Saturday afternoon,
receiving serious injuries from the ellects of which he died.
He
was driving home from Freedom, and when two and
a halt miles Jrom Urouks, above the
station, he was
overtaken by the evening train which at this
point

li'lfmt Cornet Hand serenaded \Y. II. Me Lei
DemiH-rat .c nominee of the Fifth (,’ongre--11

a

to have sufficed for

It

nu n.

Thnow\

Lodge ol Ma-ons ami the
generally are requested to meet at Mason1 hursdav afternoon, at 1 o’clock, 1*. M,
i the funeral of Pro. Hollis Poor,

1

".ight

:t'

four hours.

expected.

are

permit work,

much

medicine had

When the

patient belonged to
the vicinity, and were trying to beat the
m-s by t-ating enough at one meal to last

dealers say that it is now a race between
-u and the supply on the Kennebec.
It
't'-r Indds out there will be no
ale if the
then

active emetic..

an

done it'
three

forgo that luxury.

to

w

H< crossed hi> hands over his stomach, and
seemed to be repenting of all his sins at once. His
pain seemed to be so great that the doctor adminis-

reet s.

Democrats of this
a

last

cians.

much

larger protlie travel goes bv water, and conse«juent-

d

1

A

sullering great pain presented himself one
k at tin* office of one of our city
physi-

man

day

:!i-meetin." fails

pleasantest relargest number

pH sent last year on any one day was ten thousand.
It i- thought it will be exceeded this season.

..

CHARTERS OK THE WEEK.

Compiled specially for the Journal.
Poktsmoutii, N. II., Aug. 18. John furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all imSullivan of Newmarket, aged 2l> years, provements. European plan. Carriage hire is
Brig James Miller, of this port, 301 tons, Bahia or
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot vicinity to New York direct, sugar, go shillings and
visiting at Portsmouth Plains, was buried free.
The restaurants supplied with the best. primage; schr, F. K. McDonald, of this port, from
alive tiiis noon in au old well, out of
Boston to Galveston, ice $2.75, thence Pensacola to
Guests can live better for less
at the

50

650

550

0.08

rallies OW'Nt; for MACHINES can
have work.
MONHOE hands who
are ready to work, will please notify us.
CEO. A. QU1MBY & CO.
1150
Belfast. June 15. 1875.
now

TUFF. (1 KEEN,
Treasurer ol'the town of Stockton.
3w8*
1870.
August,

WANTED
wanted of WALTER

Administrator's

Sals.

virtue of a
public auction
the Court of Probate for the
oil
the
lith
Saturday,
County
day of September, A. I>. 1870, at one of the clock in the afterof
the
late
the
homestead
at
Samuel
Y. Runnoon,
nels, in Stockton, the real estate of
he sold at

licence from
WILL
of Waldo,

by

SAMUEL Y. RUNNELS, late of Stockton,
In said County, of Waldo, deceased, intestate, for
the payment of the said deceased’s just debts, charges
of administration and incidental charges; said real
estate consists of the real estate of said deceased in
Stockton, consisting of the homestead of said deceased.
LYDIA RUNNELS,
3w8
Administratrix.
August 11, 1870.

WILK-

INSON who left Natick, Mass., Monday, 17th of
INFORMATION
is about 4 feet
black

April,

high, large

eves, dark
last heard

brown hair, was well dressed, lie was
from in Belfast, in May last. Address.
LOW. WILKINSON,
Box tips, Natick, Mass.
•Bvf»*

imt\ i

vmv% ?!

w k BUSHELS 1‘RIME YELLOW CORN
""
/ just received by Schooner Lizzie Mills.
I O"
The Corn is of excellent quality. For sale LOW.
In store ut Lane's Wharf.
ALBERT CARTER.
ttb
Belfast, Aug. U, 1870.

7*)/

His

Monthly.

Man-Tie wit 11 the waiting foe,
Marjorn \* iti 1 the pa’.e-hrowu hair,
She .'ii' ami e\\in 11;.■ sih s;t place.
she count;'' th«- steps on the outer stair.
Tn ", three, 1 •.•:»-—they j
her door,
fin* patient lace droops i«..v again;
still it i- a< it was bet’ >ie—
Oli! wiil In come inu< ed no more.
Ami an- h*
pray ers all prayed in vain?

Through

the w..: m and tin- winter night,
Marjori-.- w it It the wistful ey e-,
sin- keep' In
lonely lamp alight
i nt ii the stars are dim in the skie.-.
I'iirough tin- gray and tin- shining day
Hit pallid huger', swift and slim,
Set their stitches, nor one astrav,
Though lo r heart it is far away
Over the summer Sea.- with him.
the di.'tant

< H er

summer sea.'

Marjorie's yearning fancies fly;
.Sin-feels the ki's of the island breeze,
Sin- sees the blue of the iropic sky.
l>oes she know, as they come and g<>,*i
fliosi wanes that lap the i.'land shore,
That under their ceaseless ebb and flow
Oolden locks float to and fro—
Tangled locks she will comb no more?
Many a hopeles.' hope she keeps.

Marjorie

w ith the aching heart;
'sometimes she smiles and sometimes she weeps,
At thoughts that all unbidden sturt,
1 can see what the end w ill be
Some day when the Master sends for her,
A voice she know.' will say joyfully,
“i. id is waiting for Marjorie”—
And her lover will be His messenger’

Rejected.
Her little face i' white with woe.
Her downcast ey e.' are wet;
She had not meant to grieve him so,
At least -at least—not yet;
Jt was so pleasant to be wooed.
So hateful to be won,—
Ah! why should many a merry mood
Knd in so drear a one !
She draws tliw curtain back, and peers
I uto the world bevomi1
Toe garden gleams m flowery tiers,
flu* ti'li leap in the pond
lb hind there is a misty hill.
How gray it all has grown!
l*i haps it was her father's will.
Perhaps it is her owp.
—

He turn.' aside—he pleads no more,
Hut goes with drooping head:
A man is often wounded sore
M ho dons a coat of red.
And mi he sadly rides away,
Mow ly o'er hill and plain
Hut. let ii' hope, some other day
lie will ride back again!

Jewels of

Thought

and Devotion.

J USt It lew lltl\>
Ah, -ucll a lew,
Miict* tie- summer moon watched me and you
A
we Jxitered along o’er the golden sand,
Heart in heart and hand in hand;
And tin- waves, in eternal ebb ami flow,
Chitned to your sweet words, soft and low,
Ali me ! such a lew little days ag<>
The steps of Faith
Call on the seeming void, and limi
1 In- rock beneath.
! John (i. \V hittier.

l'u> try must be alliriiiative. It is the piety
intellect. ••Tliui saith the Ford,*’ should
begin the song.

<*1

Any word,
•

uvuiiMane.

very word in language, every
becomes poetic in tile hand of a

<

higher thought.
Tib*

phiio-ophy which

nation receives rules
]'•* religion, poetry, politic-, arts, trades, and
w hole history
a

the port, the world is \irgin soil; all is
practicable; the men arc ready 1"!* virtue: if
is always time to do right.
lo

1 require that the poem should impress me,
that alter J have shut the book if shall recall
me to itself, or that passages should.
so

The only teller of new-, is the poet. When
he sing-, the world listen- with the assurance
that now a secret of (iod is to be spoken.
The poet discovers that what men value as
substances have a higher value as symbols:
that nature is the immense shallow of man.
Characters never change,
opinions alter:
characters arc only developed. [Uisraeii.
Hich and poor live in like abundance—the
former in wealth, and the latter in hope.

[Koxlay.

Honor comes from inward vocation and
hard-won achievement; there is no honor in
donning life as a livery.
If a man is born to eat ami dm k, gratify his
natural propensities and then die to live no
what is he better than a brute? The
dog does all that.
more,

There i-

a

high political wisdom

in the custhe memory of civic virin
the
mii.ils of tin* livglorv

tom yearly to revive
tue and national

[Kossuth.

ing generations.

>•»
scanty is our present allowance of happithat in many situations life could scarcely
l»e supported if hope were not allowed to rehew the presriit hour by pleasures borrowed
from the future. [Johnson.
ness

If

has so bountifully provided
f‘»r our
here, which i< but momenand
for
our temporal wants, which will
tary,
-"on be forgotten, how much more must lie
havo done m the everlasting world! [llosea
Ballou.
our

<

(

reator
xisteiier

The nice, calm, cold thought, which in woshape*, it-e.f -o rapidly that they baldly
know it a> I lioiight, -iioii.d a'lwav s tra\ el to the
lip- via ill'- h-art. J; does -o in those women
whom all love and admire.
Holmes.

men

well if there were fewer heroes; for
1 -. aretby ever heard of any.
except Hercules,
but did more mischief than good. Those overgrown mortals use their will with their right
hand and their reason with their left. [Jeremy
< oilier.
I;

were

ecologists complain that when they want
-penmens of tin* common rocks of a country
they receive curious spars. Just so historians
give us the extraordinary events and omit just
what we want—the every-day life of each particular time and country.* [Whatciy.
We liud but few historians of all ages who
have been diligent enough ill 1 heir search lor
truth. It is their common method to take on
trust what they distribute to the public, l»\
which means a falsehood, once received liom a
famed writer. becomes traditional to posterity.

I Byron.

How manv have found solitude, not as Cicero
all** italic pabulum of the mind, but the nur-e
of their genius!
llo.v many of the world's
most sacred oracles have been uttered like
those of Dooona, from the silence of the
deep
woods.
[Bulwer Lytloii.
•

Philosophy

when the
iii' ii! she
nut to l><

is

a

Tiio

Messenger.

Prom Scribner's

bully that talks very loud

danger is at a distance, but the moj> bard pn-ssicd by the enemy slit; is

found at Jii-r post, but leaves the
brunt of the ba'tle to be borne by her humidor
but steadier comrade. Religion. [Colton.
V* hen we have
only a
i-li- d. for t!ii-» reason,

little we should he satthat those best enjoy
abundance who are contented with the least',
and so that the pains of poverty are removed,
-duple fare can give a relish equal to the most

expensive luxuries.

[Fpicurus.

Ii appears to be an axiom founded on truth
that whoever shows you that he is either in
himself or in his equipage as gaudy as he can
be, conv inces you that lie is more so than lie
can allbrd.
Whenever a mail's expenses ex«.. d his
income, he is indillerent in the degree.

1 Fielding.

There is a Russian proverb which says that
misfortune i- next door to stupidity; and it
will be generally found that men who are constantly lamenting their ill luck are only reaping
the e.ousequeiices of their own neglect, mismanagement, improvidence or want of application.
J Samuel Smiles.

Gov. Tilden's Home.
One of the most elegant private resiliences in New York is that
occupied by
Governor Tilden. It is neither up-town
nor down-town.
It is on the east side of
the city, and, except in its immediate

neighborhood, the location is not fashionable. \\ hat is known as Gramerey Park,
where the Governor lives, was
formerly
very fashionable. Hut trade and foreigners have come in like a Hood anil haveturned the eiegant mansions into stores,
boarding-houses, restaurants and tenement Hats. Hut between Third avenue and
Fourth there is a little oasis. The park
is one ol the best kept in the city.
The
iron lence is radiant with gilt and shines
in the sun as if covered with gold. Around
this square costly dwellings remain and
wealthy and fashionable families live.
Nearly opposite Tilden's house is the
James Harper mansion.
The Harper
brothers must almost run against the Governor as they
go to and fro; and, considering the political cartoons in the Weekly,
such an interview must he slightly embarrassing. The Governor's house is of
brown stone, lour stories and basement,
with a huge oriel window, and everythin''
about it in the linest taste. An old-fashioned silver doorplate bears tlie inscription “S. J. Tilden.'’ 1 lie lot runs tlirom'li
from Twentieth street to Nineteenth. The
lot is kept in exquisite taste after the English order. The rear is guarded
by an
open iron fence so that all Hie neighborhood can enjoy the grounds. Huge trees,
more than half a century old, throw a relreshing shade over the lawn. The grass
is close shaved and rolled and the lawn
is dotted with beds of Hewers. The walks
are carefully rolled;
the windows are
guarded by attractive awnings; fountains
play in the grounds; and there is not a
private residence in New York as attractive and elegant as this home of the Democratic nominee. There aro no children to
muss things, and the whole outlook -is in
apple pie order. Personally the Governor
is very popular and is a neighbor worth
having. [Boston Journal.

Indian

Chiefs.

is a man of medium stature,
about forty-live years ot age. powerfully
built and ol much dignity ol manner, llis
distinguishing characteristic lias been unrelenting hostility to the white race To
sue!) an extent lias lie carried tiiis that the
higher chiefs of the Sioux have looked up
on him as
a sort of brigand; and from
these two causes he lias never figured in

Silting Hull

The

Ku

Klux

The mortal-

The Cniiealtihest Cite.

Reversed.

[Midway (S. C.) Cor. N. V. Sun.]
The white people of South Carolina are
the only people on record who have been
tlie political slaves of their own former
slaves, and those slaves ignorant and
brutal negroes, taught by their leaders to
regard the white race with distrust and
hate. Our entire white population look
upon the State Government as a negro
despotism, and regard every oilice-holder
of that Government, from the Governor
to the. District Trial Justices, as the minion of the most loathsome tyranny to
which any white race has ever been subjected. for ten years the white youth of
Carolina have had no hope or aspiration
beyond that of enjoying personal security. and of being adowed the privilege id
cultivating the few resources spared them
from the great losses of the war.
They
have cultivated a spirit as patient and suitmissive as that of the ox and the mule
that they drive to their plows. They have
submissively paid during eight years, to
a Government of thieves and adventurers,
organized tor the express purpose of robbery and confiscation, 83,000,000 annually, when 8100,000 would have been ample
for all purposes of Government,

ity from heat

Baltimore, though in
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seems

to

CATARRH.
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Bleeding

Lungs
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House for Sale*
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have
been as nothing compared with that of
New York
The New York Iicrald gives
some facts which show that New York is
the most unhealthy city in the world. In
Paris, which is twice as large as New
York, in a humid climate on a plain, the
death rate is 22.4. London is nearly mr
times as large as New York, it is a city
the councils that have been so frequently
densely populated with every farm of misheld between the authorities cl' the War
ery and want, and its death rate, is 17.it
and Indian dep: rtmcnts and Indians,
lela New York the death rate f>r the week
lie
has
visited
Fort
but
I’eck,
casioually
ending July 8 was 47.lib. In other words,
only as a visitor; he lias never drawn
nearly three times as many people die in
rations or annuities.
His followers were
New York as in Loudon. Nor can tills luat one lime but lew—probably not over
attribuled to the general uniieuitliiiiess of
forty or fifty lodges—but among them,
the country. If we go Last—to B .stou—
naturally, lie gathered kindred spirits, a
we find tiic rate 2-1.Ik!, showing that New
band of desperadoes, in fact, who knew
is as healthy as France. If we
England
bill
to
the
and,
whites;
nothing
hostility
go West we find the rate at St, Louis
in numerous skirmishes which this band
26,82, which shows that the generally
have bad with both red and white men,
malarious valley of the Mississippi is
they have never been beaten. Now, there
much healthier than New York, if we
are two things among the Indians, as with
go South we lind that Charleston, in a
us, that go tar to create power—wealth
low country also, and near the rice and
and success. Sitting Hull, through ttie
cotton lands, which arc famous for malalatter, acquired the former; consequently
ria. lias only a rate of 26.bb. This morhis standard did not lack for recruits.
is largely among the children. In
tality
the
more
of
his
lieuAmong
prominent
in New York city over
tenants, for to that dignity, 1 suppose they
i he whites have no control whatever twenty-live days
two thousand children under five years
aspire, or may be said to have raised over the negro. We could only offer him have been
buried, and the report says,
themselves, are the following:
an equal chance with ourselves to work
The direct cause of their death was
The Little Assiniboine is a young man out his destiny. The
and
carpet-bagger
caused by the extreme
cholera
scarcely out of his teens, small in stature, the scalawag can bribe him with our own beat andinfantum,
want of proper liiet and fresh
but lithe and active as a tiger.
He u as lands
Their ideal Governor, Moses, had
air.”
it is among the miserable and
captured by Sitting Hull, in a raid made actually the audacity to advise the negro crowded tenement-house
population of
on the Assiniboines, when a child; was
man
to
Legislature to compel the white
raised by his captor, and is now a sort cf abandon his land by excessive taxation. New York that the iood (in this mortalis found.
adjutant general. Cruel, crafty and un- This ho did in a public message. lienee ity
scrupulous, well educated for an Indian, his wonderful popularity with the negro.
A person who was sent to prison for marrylull ol light, he is a very eliieient aid in They have pursued this policy inflexibly,
ing two wives, excuse 4 himself by saying that
and nothing can divert them from it. wlieii lie had one >hr fought him, but when lie
carrying out the plans ot his chiefs.
Another prominent man is the Kanaeka
Every negro in this State lias bis farm got two they fought eaeli other.
—a
dangerous customer. He speaks Eng- marked out, and is certain he will obtain
"Mrs. Spinks,” observe!
bonnier to his
lish well, and was formerly employed as it if in; can only pile up the taxes high
a mail carrier on the .Missouri river
Tiiis enough. The State is completely bank- landlady, "the equal adjustment of this establie
lishment could
more safelv secured if there
man Is an excellent scout, find front his
rupt. The white people are in tiie same was less hair ill the hash ami more in the matacquaintance with English can prove, and condition, and tiie negroes are nearly tresses."
no doubt has proved, himselt very eliieient
star\ing They are now impatient at the
in learning the intentions of the white slow
A South Carolina paper is railed the Nut
process of taxing out tiie whites, and
shell. HI course it is edited by a "Kernel.''
men and aided in frustrating their designs.
are
eager tor a race conflict, which they
Another deserving of special mention is think bom their great numbers will cerLong Hog. Tall and powerful, standing tain'y enable them to succeed very easily
six leet three inches, in the prime of life, in their
purposes, besides, they are firmthis man is the perfection of Indian beauty
ly persuaded that it is only by net of great,
and manliness, llis bead is as long as It is
grace that our lands were r ot confiscated
Noises in the Head. Nervbody, he being an able thinker, dangerous immediately alter the war. and they bein council as in battle.
He lias loafed lieve that any race conflict will precipious Headache.
Eararound the agencies considerably, but al- tate upon us the United States soldiery,
as
an
that
were
he
to
which
would
result
in
our
and
destruction
ways
enemy, saying
ache. Deafness. Ulcerated
catch white men in "his country'' he secure for them tiie lands, lienee the inSore Throat. Sore Throat.
would kill them.
solence of their bearing and the incessant
Then there are the '1 he Gall, The Drag,
challenges to tiie whites in order to proSwollen Tonsils. TicklIron Dog, and others less prominent. Tim voke a conflict.
first chose his name to express his bitter1 will take the city <>! Charleston. for
Bronchitis,
ness to the whites. Jle is brave; lias withexample, ami will show how many limes
stood a bayonet charge—in fact, had a the most outrageous agressions have been
and
cf the
bayonet thrust through his body—vet suinbitted to by the whites rather than incured
lives.
The Drag is a brave six leet six cur the hostility of tho Tinted States (invinches in height.
eminent.
The whole of these men are known as
in Charleston, some years ago, a base"bad" Indians. Sitting Hull himself is not ball dub from .Savannah was mobbed in The
only .safe and always reliable remedy for tincruel, unless his heart is very bad. lie the streets, the whole city kept in a state immediate relief and
permanent cure oft-.cry symphas been known to let whites go aftr be- of terrorism for a
a
mob
ot
howltom and stage of Catarrh. It is ;i medicine pure us
night by
ing captured.
ing and infuriated black rioters, and noth- distilled water and is obtained entirely by distillaIn the ste- tion of certain herbs and plant-- whereby the essenIn January last, while Major Alderson ing was done to punish them.
vedore strike inoffensive laborers, white tial medicinal principle is alone obtained, while
was Indian agent at Fort Feck, he received from the government a letter, which and black, were driven by a band of black every particle of woody fibre is rejected. It is enhe was ordered to convey to Sitting Bull, savages from their work on the wharves. tirely unlike every other before the public, 'el those
commanding that worthy to come into the The police were too feeble and cowardly who have tried all other remedies are assured on
reservation or consider hiinse.il'an outlaw. to protect them, and tho wharf-owners the honor of the general agents that this medicine
Alder-on was in a quandary. 11 is instruc- atul citizens, rather than assert their has and will accomplish all that i- claimed f<.r it.
rights and protect their workmen, yieldtions were clear and peremptory. Jle sent
tor Mr. S. Hull, but Mr. S. Hull was just ed to tlie demands of the negro mob.
then too busy to visit Feck; so the letter Later the mill-owners of Charleston were From the well-known maker of Yale's
Mammoih Tent.
had, if possible, to be sent to him. A notified that they would not be allowed to
(ientl men,— i hire suli'rml l<n vi ar. from tingentleman of unquestioned bravery, who employ workmen except at certain rates, worst
forms of Act ri: (.a takuh, ok ( t»u»
rm;
could speak the Indian language llueiTtly, and were threatened with the destruction lii.Ai*. that ever dHicted mortal man. Whenever l
of their mills if they disobeyed.
To the took a fresh cold it would settle in mv lead, causing
was sent lor. and (dieted snoo and an esthe most \ iolent sneezing, accompanied witii excort if lie would take the letter to the In- credit of the workmen employed in tlie cessive
discharges from mv eye- and nose. ! .r
dian (amp. After consideration, however, mills, they petitioned for arms to protect days and ilays.my sufiering’ would be intense, ami
the oiler was declined. Said he, "if I themselves and the owners; hut so great dually settling in mv loins and bowels, would, render
my life miserable for a month.
Never, daring all
could see Sitting Hull myself ! believe was the terror inspired by the known fer- mv suffering, was I able to obtain even temporary
of
the
Charleston
that
the
relief
from any medicine 1 ever tried, Threi week'
negroes
my life would be sale; but he would cut ocity
ago. while suffering from the worst attack 1 e\ r
my ears off, sure.”
Finally a party of In- owners dismissed their employes and iiad, I procured a bottle nf SAXimin's Raiu m.
closed their miiIs.
dians
were
Cr;:i: ldi: Catauuh. The reli.-T from the tir-1
with
the
missive,
j
despatched
so gratifui.g that I would
i after it had been
willingly have
During tlie election of Mayor Wagoner dose was
very carefully explained
one hundred dolhtr* to obtain it.
A few dosegiven
and interpreted. Alter an absence ol live the negroes openly avowed their purpose completely cured me. .My head has since Immi
jut
of
the
as
had
done
election,
tree
from
mucous
returned
and
winning
feetly
accumulations,
they
confessed that
my hnatiidays they
and not a symptom of trouble about my
I their "hearts were not
ing
easy,
clubs
and
before,
stones.
'Thu
whites, hack and bowels has
by
big enough’’ to
presented itself. Its effect in
| carry such a message to Sitting
Hull. ('on- though thoroughly prepared, shrank from mv case has been trulv remarkable.
tlie
IT M. YAI.I-:,
conllict
to
which
had
been
invitVery respectfully.
they
sequcntly the benevolent intentions of the
Sail and Awning .Maker,
South Market str< v.
government were never conveyed to the ed by tliejliirbiilent wretches, and called in
| contumacious chief IIere is another anec- the United States soldiers to protect them
dote, to show that, from an Indian stand- in the exurdses of their suffrages. Even ‘‘Could not
keep Anything on hi? Stompoint, Sitting Hull can be magnanimous: the soldiers at the polls could not repress
ach.”
In 187;.) he was coming with a small the turbulence of the aggressive negroes,
have been trnabi d with C t.irrh
band to Heck, and he found, a short dis- and it was not until several had been forGentlemen,—I
over twenty years, and have mffered from :
tiuee trom the fort, three white men lying knocked down and one or two shot that etfects ot't his obnoxious disease. \l tii..u*> I
been unable to keep anything on mv stomach from
asleep under a tree. IHs followers wanted they were rjuelled. For ten years they its effects. After
t.
trving various remedies, j
have had absolute control of this State.
to kill and sealp them on the
and
in laced by M r. ion Id to try your S \\ g. >::!>’• I; \:
sei
spot,
Almost every office is filled by a negro or « m. ft 'UK, and to my great •.irprlse w;. ie.medicure their arms and horses
is
the
pi
relieved. After using one bottle 1 find 1 :n.»
chief would not allow, and stood over scalawag; every jury is made up lor the ately if not
nearly
quite permanently cun !.
most
of
drawn
them til! all his bam! had passed.
part
negroes,
.Most
by negro
II. N. 1)T.\TK1T
Next
respectfully yours.
the
records
in
the
Commissioners;
yet
fort. Sitting Hull walked up to Jury
day,
that
out
of
hundred
criminals
tlie leader, Mr. Campbell, and shook prove
every
Positive Corroboration of Above.
hands. Campbell said he did not know tried and convicted for crime or outrages,
nine-tenths
are negroes.
This may certify that wc have known Mr. Dexter
him. "I am Silting Hull.” was the reply,
for four years, and know his statement, to he true ia
"and 1 gave you your lile. yesterday.”
every particular. We know tiiat he has been a great
"How was this?” said Campbell. The
sullerer, that helms tried
remedies without
A
scrimmage was witnessed, the relief, until we advised himmany
to take the I’aiui ai.
ehiel proceeded to explain in a manner that otherlively in
Kansas
it
<
that
'l i.i:.
This preparation has performed tnauv cures,
day,
City,
appears
sutislicd Campbell that, what he said was Mr.
Moreland, a prosperous merchant id and give tin Bursa I satisfaction.
true, and in gratitude ollered rewards; the
(.Ol'LD BROS..
Very respectfully,
lias a daughter ol whom lie is
place,
Druggists, Iff. Pleasant Street.
hut Sitting Hull declined all such probers!
fond, and who was eagerly
remarkably
and, alter another handshaking, strode
sought after bv a young man whose charaway.
From an old Capo Ann Druggist.
acter was not so winning as his manners
and general appearance. So bad was his
Gentlemen,— l am happv to inform von that >\nI'oiid’s IlAiilCAl. Ct lei; is the bes; rented; for « a
character that Mr. Moreland positively tarrh I
Suffocated in an Old Well.
have ever sold. It gives a nirersuf sati o't
lorbadc his daughter keeping the young tion. / hare not fount/ a r/;*■■
>v
that if did not
1 lu.“ shrieks of a woman aroused the in- man's
at oner, and in many cases a cure is
but
Miss
Moreland
was
performeil by
company;
the use of one bottle. It must soon le.nl ;iil others
habitants of a little settlement in Creen- determined to
reciprocate tile young man’s in the market, l’lease send me another supplv.
btirgh, near White 1‘laius. Westebester aUection in spito of the parental mandate.
ANDRi.W I.Mil.
Respectfully yours,
New
Indore
six
o'clock
fork,
County,
She not only continued to recognize him,
and
in
a
short time but also became engaged to him, and
Wednesday morning,
they
Bach package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
the frame cottage which was known as were
secretly married by the clergyman Dr. Sanlord’s
Inhaling Tube. IT •.•• s!.uo.
Timothy Donovan's home was surrounded who resided in the neighborhood. The For sale by Improved
Druggists everywhere. Wi.KKS
by excited men and women. They soon news did not reach the ears of the fattier l’OTTMK, Boston, uenera! Agents.
learned that Air. Donovan, his son aged until several
days alter the marriage, but
lifteen, and his brother were dead in the when it finally came his rage was intense.
WU.SK SANFORD’S JAMAICA (UNO FR,
well in liie rear of the house.
-Iw*
He attacked his unwelcome son-in-law, for Colds, Chills, and Simple Fevers.
The well was dry. It was
---1
•TT-irmn
runiui
twenty-seven who tied precipitately from his presence,
feet deep, and two feet six inches in dileaving the old man in a frenzy of indigameter at the mouth, and tiie bottom nation. 'I’lie father then ollered his
daughsomething over three feet in diameter. ter the alternative of renouncing lier husTimothy Donovan was a laborer, and fre- band or going from tier father’s house for
quently, within the past few years, had all time. The plucky girl said she had
constructed and cleaned wells, lie was made
up her mind, and she was going
obstinate and daring, and it is said of him with her
husband, and she went. The
The cost of all kinds of Spices can lx* ivdt <*«•<! from
that an employer once paid him Sift to father's wrath was still
unappeased, and **•> to OO |M*rt>(‘nt. Iiv tin* use of onr Cor ipoumls.
his
work
on
a
as
the em- lie sent word to the minister who had tied Sample package for one' kind of Spi. e. with fall di
relinquish
well,
ployer was satisfied that Donavan was too tlie marriage knot that he intended to ections lor using, sent on receipt, of ."ft I
reckless, and would iu all probability thrash him out of
Conn. Spioe Co.,
sigiit at the first oppormeet his death before finishing the job.
■to* 1*7. EE.arifonl. € f.
tunity. Subsequently, meeting the minisOn 1 uesday lie decided that his own ter, Hie old man collared him. The reverwell was too small, and that lie would en- end
gentleman kicked and yelled lustily,
large if and put it in use. lie prepared a but Moreland held oil and pounded. Matblast,, but discovered that he could not ig- ters were getting serious, when the police
nite it. lie lowered lighted shavings, and interfered and the lather was arrested.
the foul air of the well extinguished the The trouble is not oyer
yet. The penalty
llames when about six leet below the sur- for
children under age
preachers
marrying
face. Wednesday morning he aroused his is a severe
one, and Moreland has retained
son Cornelius at 5 o'clock, and
they start- legal counsel for the prosecution of the
ed to lind what the trouble was with the minister.
well. A rope with an attached chain was
lowered and made last at the top. The
Hevon more ol' the Molly Maguire
An overdone of Eliiincr oi'lcn
deranges the
boy clutched the rope and started to de- murderers are to he tried at
once at l’otts- system, firings on flatulency ami wind colic, and subscend into the well. When he had gone
the
to
jects
patient
great
bodily
suilering. A sin He
ville, 1’a. Mr. Gowen, the President of close of
about lifteen feet the unbearable gases sttfthe Heading Railroad, is one of the attorTarrant’s
Seltzer
located him and he fell to the bottom of
Aperient,
for the prosecution, and the testi- will correct the acidity, relieve the pain, carry oirtlu*
the well, dead. The father wildly shouted, neys
to he produced includes the revela- oilending cause, and save* sometimes a long spell of
mony
and ran to the house of his brother, Corillness. Its effects are gentle and thorough, and ittions made by Detective MeParlan, who gcner.il use would
prevent much suilering.
nelius Donovan, ,Jr., across the way. Corwas employed by Mr. Gowen to go
SUM) BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
among
nelius was in bed, but he hurriedly clothe !
the
banditti and learn their
secrets
himself and ran toward the well.
There is little doubt of the conviction of
When he entered the yard lie saw Tim- the accused, who include
among their
othy descending the rope, and when he number several men who have held high
reached the curb and looked into the well oflieial
HOMESTEADS.
positions in Schuylkill county. Mr.
he saw Timothy drop dead to the bottom. Gowen has won
great honor, not only by If you want reliable information, where and how to
Cornelius recklessly seized the rope and his
El nn sti ad
energy and skill in ferreting out these get a client) *' A 81 TS ,or government
S. ,1. UILMURK, Land
swung below. Almost instantly he was assassins, buL in his management of the free, send your address to
and receive gratis
Lawrence,
Kansas,
Commissioner,
prostrate and swung across the bodies of cases against them. His speech at the a copy ofThe Kiin»a« t'antic ■Boniestincd
bis brother and his nephew. Timothy’s trial of Thomas
Munley, a few weeks ago,
housekeeper gave the alarm by screaming was one of the most brilliant forensic efso loud that she was heard a third of a
forts ever made in the State. After two
mile, and Mr. Harmon, who lives close
-■»
terest paid semi-annually in N. Y. Lx
years of tireless efforts, in which tho po
hastened
to
the
change. Security .‘I to O times the loan
by.
place, followed by his liticul power of the State was the chief in
land alone, exclusive of the buildings. No inwife, who, the instant she saw him about obstacle that confronted him. Mr. Gowen vestment safer. No
payments more promptly met.
to go into the well, clutched his
Best of references given. .Send stamp for particuclothing laid hare the murderous conspiracy, ex- lars.
II.
*.
II.
JOIIIVMi
0.11, rai’goiouor of
and hurled him backward on the ground.
posed its political contracts with the Re- Mortgage Loans, Me. I*;ml, TSinitevota.
Frederick Kigler, an express agent, and
the
murderer,
publican leaders, convicted
an expert swimmer, thought that the vicand in tho temple ot justice he told the
tims had been drowned, and he started
story ol the entire subordination of the
Manufactured by the Miller Iron Co. <>t Providence,
down the rope, but when he saw the faces lawiul
authority of the State to the band- R. I., are the best
for the protect ion of houses again-t
of the upturned dead, and knew that there ed criminals who for
years have killed and offensive odors or any obstructions in the trap, or
was no water, he returned.
waste
At length
pipe. Send for testimonials from Practical
plundered with impunity. In one townand Price-List.
brave, strong men went to work and the ship in the Pennsylvania coal region there Plumbers,
Also Manufacturers of Ornamental Iron Work for
bodies were recovered with iron grapples. have been more deliberate murders since Lawns, Gardens, Parks, Cenu teries, .\:e.
Coroner Young of Chappaqua held the in- the close of tin; war than have been comAlso, Milers’ Patent (B inders, for Milling Castings
in Foundries, &c.
quest.
mitted in any one community in any of
^irllluiitratHi Catalogue Nent free.
Timothy Donovan was a widower; he the Southern States.
leaves four small children, the youngest
fyjIND READING. PSYCHOMANCY. FASl’l cination. Soul Charming, Mesmerism,
The loneliest death-bed of these hard times was
and
being hut live months old. Cornelius, the that
of Mr. Converse, of Iowa. He had
Marriage Guide, showing how either sex
his
may fascinate and gain the love and allectiou of any
brother, was married and had one child. entire fortune to the poor, but not a soulgiven
went to
-KX) pages. By mail
bis bedside to bid him so much as a cheap good-by. person they choose instantly.
50 cts. Hunt & Co., KJ0 S. 7th St., Ptiila.
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Liniments I

DEHTISTH’2’1 Sanford’s Steamship Co.,

HOUSE with

STOKY

—for—

|

DR. G-. P. "lombard.

XV quarter of an an acre of land. }
Centrally located, corner of Court i
-and Park Streets; has a small barn |
'in connection, also cistern, stood i

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

well of water, fruit trees, etc. The house has been
fitted to accommodate two families, and has all conveniences lor such.
Person wishing to examine
property or make inquiries will call at Xo. .?.» Court
street.
tl.'l
£jBelfast, July 20, k7t3.

•May >r:II bo loan.! at tin* <>: i stand of
L)r. .Moon-, corner oi' I'limch and
Spring mroots. lias all tno latest
improved instruments lor operating upon teet!., in
eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as per.-ons prefer,
lie has the country right for the use of

White, fertile Human Family.
Yellow, for Horses & Animals.
small
a

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
given to making andinserting

A UAKOE TWO story house
il >ituated on a very sightly spot
at Winterport, lower village, in lull
Rviewof the l.av aud River, with a
orchard and land cmmgh for a large garden,

Particular attention
artiticial teeth.

good

These Liniments are -imply the wonder of the
Their e fleets are little less than marvellous,
world.
yet there are some tilings which they will not do.
will
nor cure cancer or mend broken bones,
They
but they will alway- allay pain. They have straightened lingers, cured chronic rheumatism of many
years standing, and taken the pain from terrible
burns and scalds, which has never been done by any
other article.
'£4»«* \\ Estf<» Liniment i- for the human family. It will drive Uheumati-m, Sciatica and Neuralgia from tin- system; cure Lumbago, Chillhlains,
I’nlsy, Itch, and most Cutaneous Lruptions; it extracts lrost from frozen 1; md> and feet, and tin
of venomous repfiohtJJi iff Idle1* iiii«S
tiles; it subdues swellings, and alhviates pain of
e\ ery kind.
For sprains or bruisi it i the nr^-: potent remedy
ever discovered.
The Centaur Liniment is used
with great ellicucy lor Sore Throat, 3 oniluKhe,
4’aUi‘d ItreiiHH. Fauna he, ami Weak Lack. Tinfollow ing is hat a sampi- ot numerous testimonial.“Ini*!ana lioMi:. .11 r. <In ... May •>, 7::.
“I liiiuk it niv dut\ to inform \ou that 1 have suffered much x*. i:;i .-wolleu lee! and chords. 1 have
not been free from tie-<• swellings in eight-year-.
Now 1 am
well, tlianks to tlu- Centaur
f !e- Liniment ought to be applied warm.
Liniment,
A M ! N LltOW N."
i
Tlie proot is in the trial. 11 is reliabh it is handy,
is
it
elteap, and every mmih should have it.
To tin* -i.’k and bed ridden, the halt and lame, to
the wound- 1 and
,w
-a .,
( nm.- 4:-al !«*

perfectly

To the poor ami distre-s.-d who ha\** spent their
v for worr
l.-ss medicine-, a ho: tie of*’on *«»*>■•
Liniiueat will be give*, without clmrg*-.

well ot water, and a cistern. The aho\e
situation stands cast and adjoining Lawyer Kelley’s
residence. For sale hy
TIMOTHY MAY<>,
April g'.', 1?»75.—thl
Monroe, Waldo Co., Me.

For Sale

iseuast. 1

«

me ieliow Centaur Liniment
is adapted to the tough muscles, cords and thAi of

hors* and animals.
I; lias performed more wonderful curcji of Spavin, Strain,
W,r.d gads,
Scratches, sweeny, and general Lameness, than all
other remedies in existence. Lead what tin gieat
Fxpr* ssue ti sa\ of it:
s

*‘N

i:w

Y«»’:k, .January, Is: |.

“L\ •ary owner of horses liould give the Ci \ : \ci:
LiNi.Mt.Nf a trial. We consider it the he-1 article
ever u- ed ill our 'tables.
“IF .M AL’^IL Supt. Adams F.x. stabh
NA
"1
IT !. 1 /, Supt. I
Lx. Stables, X L
“ALUL11 I s. ul>!X, Supt. Nat. F.x. Stables,NA .”
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which po-'C'^es all the desirable properties of Cas-
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Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
Ho. 13
BELFAST,

of tie*

t mutch and bowels of children.

It

PhenixHow,
....

;Successors

costiv

to

ikode &

flfgpWitness tIn* name* of tientlemen who testify
its extraordinary merits
A. Ilavford, Kstp, K\ .Mayor,
Belfast, Me.
Israel Cox, (ien’l Ins. Agent,
**

sleep

Morison,

DI A I-EKS IN

Si!i|i and Carriage Trimming*, AgririiUnr.il Implement*, I’aint*, ,)ils, c;ia**, ri,e.
No. .V; Main
Street. lielfast, .Mo.
tITi

oTIlKUs.

f V. f id SA’M f II.

I’rqian'i! By

I'nep.

SEAK’Sin )RT. M I
EICnARD II. MOODY
(«(>n«>ral ttgeiu.
Ap.lin ear.

ami
tf 1 ”>

Kill

Mi:

\si.

FOR

A.

SALE

(With

Mcdilvery

lute Hon. Wsn.

for

FXi l.Ll.I.X I
in line ord.

\Nand

r.

FIA.NO, «*!■• <;onp MARK
W ill lie sold at a bargain.

Ap]>!y at the dourna! < Mice.
Ib lfast, Feb.
!>?•'.

tf;»

Paints,Oils & Yavnishns
PITRE LEAD AND OIL

iii ■i.m

mm

...

—

Ilciu Stfrbcrtiscmcnts.

Spice

Compounds.

PATENT

“Did she not return your love ?” inquired
a sympathizing friend of a
young mail who
intimated that he had had some dilliculty
with his sweetheart. “Yes, she returned
it, and that is exactly what the trouble is.
She said she didn’t want it.”

"ilNKsT

■BMMceaBnnBiaMMwuljMiMBBMnBnRMMauKRn

A steamer took out from New York to Liverpool,
the other tiny, 130 head of dressed beef, the same
in air-tight compartments, and lo be placed
in Liverpool as fresh as when killed here.

packed

Mr. Jewell considers himself a martyr; and having been fairly kicked out, he may be regarded as a
toe-martyr. [Hurtford Times.

Hair and Tooth Brushes 1
COMBS OK ALL KINDS.
A

Large Lot Selling

Low at

HERVEX’S JEWELRY STORE.

‘‘National

medical

by the
Association,”

March 3!st, I373.
Tl'ST I»uJ »l i -1»«•! I by tin* PPAPODY

.MI.l'K’AL
lNSTl l l I'll, a new edition id'the celebrated
medical work entitled dir
I PN< l (. I- I.II']-.;
or, SP!,F-PUFSpn\ ATIoN." I; treats upon M \\ii"«»i>, bow lost. !!<,\v regained and perpetuated;
cause ami cure of l..\ lumsted Vitality, I
mpoteiucN l
Premature P -.'iiiif in Man, .-*pi-rmatorrima.or SemInal Lo.-scs (nocturnal a:n! diarne!
Xitn .sis and
Physical Debility. i l jiochoniiria, < l-mmy Forebodings, .Mental Depression, !.•»-«• <d energy. Haggard
( in nt e u a ni’i •,
"idiisie.;i id' Mind a to l I .o' of Memory, Impure State of the IJl>u»d, and all uisea-es
• ; tit or t lie indi.-vi a
ari-ing In mi t !:■.■ Pinions «*
lions or excesses of eallure years.
ll tells you all about the Morale of Hem-rativc
Physiology, the Physiology of .Marriage, oi Wedlock and d'f-priug. Phy leal < '• >i»t ra-ts, l in- Moralit v,
I'.mpiricism, Perversion of M Triage, Conjugal Proci p;
and Friendly < '"iitisid,
Its
Causes and ft:re, Itehi'ems f.-tw'-ru t!io .s.-xes,
Proofs of the Pxpan-iou of \ i.v, Hie Misere-s of
liai-ntdei.ee. Anri- tit ignorance and Prrors, Mi: \\>
<»i l'ii;i:, t'aie of P.ody and Mind.
I'm i. Pi:ixt ts mk Tm.Ar •; d s
1 ’i
\ Idr*
t-- Patients and Invalid Headers, The Author’s Principle-. The price
ol this hook is only s! u-».
i iiis Hook also eomaiii M"i: i. Til \N 1'it r\ p a.
S' taiTioNs for the above named and other diseases,
each one worth more than the price id the book.
1 he Institute also publishes “IMF P1IYMOHOtiY OP WOMAN AND IIPH PISPASPS.” Price
oi).
The best book of tile kind extant.
Also, another valuable medieal work treating exclusively on MK.VI'AL AND MlliVOl S DlsilAS.
MS; more than “Co royal octavo pages, twenty ele
gant engravings, bound in sit: -~tantial muslin. Price
only Sh.oo. Handy enough to pay for printing.
“l iie P.ook for young and middle-aged men to
readjust now, i< the Science of Life, oi >,if pivser
i iie author lias returned from Kurope in
\ation.
excellent health, and is again the ('hie! Consulting
Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute, No.
Pullineh Street, Poston, Ma>s." Hepnhlican .Journal.
“The Science of Pit-' is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary w o k on Physiology ever published.”— Itoston Heiahi.
“Hope nestled in tlie bottom of Pandora’s box,
and hope plume- her Nvings an- w since the issuing
of lhe-e valuable NVOfks, published l»y the Peabody
Medical Institute, Nvhich up- teaching thousands
hoNN to avoid
!ho. maladies that, sap the citadel ol'
life." Philadelphia Fu-pilier.
it should !>•■ read bv the young, the middle-aged
ami even the old." —New York Tribune.
I he first and only Medal ever conferred upon anv
Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to tiie author of these works, March dlst, Is.'b. The presentation was noticed at the time of its occurrence by
the Poston Pres.-, and the leading journals throughout the country.
This nmgnilicent Medal is of solid
gold, set Nvith more than one hundred Im.ia din
liionds of rare brilliancy
“Altogether, in its execution ami the richness of
its materials, and size, this p decidedly the most
noticeable medal ever si ruck in Ibis country for any
purpose whatever. h is well worth the inspection
It was fairly won ami Nvorfhilv
of Numismatists.
l.-i-lowed. ’—Massa'diusett s Ploughman, June :;d,

n l©.
-i

5j;

Physical hil'irmity,

—

A

good

call.

it .) -Catalogue sent on receipt of bo. for postage,
lather of the above Nvorks sent by mail on receipt
of price. Addre-s I'M A ID »I > V MFPICAL l.NSTITP I'M, No. I Pit Much Sf„ Poston, Mas., ojip. He.
vere ilouse.
N. P». The author can he consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring
skill, secrecy and experience. Olilcc hours, u ,\. m.
to C» l*. M•
!y.’5

Danis f Dardsi
Kngraved Centennial Cards, your name on
eaiti, tor g.> cents. Agents wanted. Acquaintance cards 10 cents per pack.
BlSSKI.L & (JO., Sycamore Street,
Auguts:., isrrt.—Ivv.l
Somerville, Mass.

Administratrix’s Sale.
to

a

license

granted l.»y

the lion.

Judge of l’robate for the county of Waldo, I
shall sell at public auction, on the premises, on Saturday, the ninth day of September next, at. -1 o'clock
in the afternoon, all the right, title and interest
which David Durgin, late of Belfast, in said county,
deceased, laid, at the time of his decease, in and to
a certain lot of land situate in said Belfast, at the
corner of Pearl and Cross Streets, and being the
same

lot upon which the

dwelling

house of said de-

ceased formerly stood.
SABA 11 DUB<JIN,
Administratrix of the estate of David Durgin.
18?(i.
JWM)
BKI.FAST, Aug. D,

cheap

are a simple and
I'Kuiuty.
The effect

ELECTRIC BELTS,

ldr pkismatckk
dkhi ti, und the
to the

is

only remedy to be trusted.
dogs.” Send for circular to
physic
4w0
Karr, 8.‘»” Broadway, N. Y,

cure
WOM-

Throw
Dr. J.
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F. RRUGMAN & SON,

with A. B. .Mathew-, Furniture In al
er, No. 7o Main Street,)

Clitirdi M„

ilmir In the Court House,

W here lie is

Furniture

prepared to do all kinds of

Repairing

IXH AT SHORT

&

Upholster-

NOTU’I-:.

And Friers to suit the times. 1 shall make (’oitNirt:
ami 1 > it A I-: c v W«»i;k a specialty.
Having had quite large experience in this branch
of the business, I feel confident I shall 1"' able to
please all who may favor me with a call. I shall be
pleased to "how samples and patterns at any time;
also I. ace Drapery put up in Jin- latest styles.
La.m i:ni:i>et ns in Hreione or Worsted Hoods cut
and made to order.

H. 1SDDY
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
Fiir Inventions. Trade Marks
No. 76 State St.,
I I-B

an

VAyears,
also in

States;

or

m

tftrWork taken from bouses and returned \\itho~
expense.

Hoping

to see all my old friends, and as many new
will favor me with a call at mv new place.
I remain, Kcspect fully,
H Kb. DkI’IBUX.
:imos4«>
Belfast, .June .h, ls7»*,.

ones as

not i

<1 k.

^I^HFS <T. 1{ I 1 FI KS that fora valiialde considera
1 lion 1 iia\e this day given my son, Hi-:<>i:<;k W.
^
m ., his time
during his minority. 1 shall claim
none of his earnings nor
pay any debts of his con-

tracting

after this date.
SAMl l-.l. YOHNH.
>. W. SlirMWAKV, W. I.I.NSi "(ITT.
ls7ti.
:iuT>*
Belmont, .July

PnQBATE NOTIC

$.

extensive

RACHEL CLEMENTS, Administratrix of the
V Estate of Aliuon W. Clements late of Waldo,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having tin-seated her second and final account of Administration
on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, 'That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the ;
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that, they !
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bei- ;
fast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of September next, and shew cause if any they
have, why the same should not be allowed.
WM JM. REST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. i n a.i>, Register.

ar d- of
tile P nit ed
uml «.t lie for

(.’hariereil l»v

termine the validity and utility >! Paten! of Inv entions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touching tin* time. ( opies of t lie claim- -d
any patent fuinMud by remitt mg one dollar. As
signments recorded in \\ ashingtoii.
.NT) Ayenry in the I nitnl Stoles possesses superior
foci/itit s for ohtoiniiit/ /‘otenlsor aseertaininy tIn
poft ntaln/ity of in rent ions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.
T1.STIMUMAWS.
”i regard Mr. Eddy as one <d t he most capable ami
successful practitioners with whom I have had of
licial intercourse.
CHAW* WES MASON,
Com's’r of Patents.”
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man wore <•<«//'petent ami trust
and more capable of putting their applica-

worthy

tions in a form to secure for t Item an early a ml lav or
able consideration at the I’alent (Mice.
El >M l .N 1) BE BKK, late < ’otnVr of Patent-•.*

"Mr. IE II. Eddy has intule for me over I’ll FIMA
applications for Patents, having been sucee^ful in
almost every case. Such iimui-t akable proof of groat
talent and ahilityon his part b ads metorccomuu ml
Al.I. inventors to apply to him to procure their p:itents, as they may be sure ot having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their ea-es ami at ery
reasonable charges.
.JOHN i A(.< AlM .'
lvrr.
Boston.,Ian 1 ls?(W

Canes!

:

an

act

,,t

-in

countries.
Caveats, Specilieation-, A"igu
incuts,and all papers for Patents executedon reason
able terms, with despatch. Wesearclu s made it. d<
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Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.
ror

\m* sii \i:i.mn i-i-.is

II. J I ibbv,
Joint Mussi-v,
J truli Mclfllan,
!•. K.
an,
\V iUi.tiu I(iotil.l, l l.illip It. i;r..\Mi,
W illiam *
I>avis, "N\ i11i:tn Hammond,
W 11. A mlerson, !• rank N v es
I.. l>, Al. Sweat,
A. W Coombs,
Abner Coburn, >kowhei'aii,
Anson I*. Morrill, Keadtield,
Joseph Dane, hennobunk.

1

L. D. M. SWEAT, I’r. i.U
A. W. COOMBS, ■''• «• i-iui '.

1

in

fie l or circular' or inhumation address
A. W. ( OOM US, Secretary, Portland
tl
«

Belfast Hardware Store
lb-fore purchasing vi'iir goods.
I here you will
find tleneral II A UI >\V A UP. PAINI'S, Oils
and YA It X 1 Ml MS, NAILS, DMA.SS,
and
KAllM MIPS i'MH.s, coii'tarily on hand and
for sale at LoWK.sT PlilCMs. Don’t forget
the place, ANdIKK’S, No. 1 l’henix Kow.
lH J
April JO Ln7.‘i.

To tho

A (loot! Assortment of Canes ami Wight Walk-

ing Slicks at
HERVEY’S JEWELRY Store.

People

of

Searsport.

T II A Y M taken tie Ancy of the Mr. I r.\s M ai;
3 lti.i: Wiikks « lark \ 1 crnald. Proprietors. Per
sons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any tie
seription can do so of me :t' cheap as they can buy
any where iti this St atA. T. QUI MU Y.
tfll
Searsport. Sept. If*, 1S75.

GRANITE

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. D. 187(1.

FOR

SALE

:tnios3

A.

A

EBERT B. FERGUSON, Administrator of the
ii. Estate of Jonathan Ferguson, lute of Belfast,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and final account of Administration for
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give no
ticeto all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to he published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Prohate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A truecopy, Attest:—B. P. Field. Register.

t

bsigns.

prac! ice of npw

cont i lines t o sera re Patent
(ireat Britain, 1 ranee,

Canes

i

T

eign

At a l’rolmte Court In-Id at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
August, A. I>. 1870.

l.. I1
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opposite Kilby St., Boston
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SLIPPER CASES AMD TOWEL RACKS
neatly atul at low prices.

in Worsted Work mounted
extra

>
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■

.1
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II Ann M., New 'i

Would respectfully announce 1 o f lie cifizens of Belfast and vicinity that he i- now located on

s-

<

■*

This firm conlidently assure the masters and owners of shijis that they liave the best of facilities tor
executing every branch of slopwork, for both woodmi and iron ships, iu a manner guaranteed to give
satisfaetii n.
tt'id
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JOSEPH SAN30RN, JR.,

me a

i:

1

t'

SANBORN HOUSE,
v. In re lie will hr glad to welcome {hem.
1 he house
is near the depot, well tilted and oilers every inducement Idr a quiet summer resort.

ami

PIONEER.

o

E. -T. MORISOJSr & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast, Mo.

\miounees to his many frinnls that he has
•etunn il ami again taken possession of the
veil known

Gold Medal Awarded to the Anther

Line !

i i

^

"'i'i

Piano for Sale !

Sanborn Mouse.

.miiih COPIED S0L&.

t' iSTI.\K

v\Si

past ten year'

■

Or, SELF-PRESERVATION.

IBl'M'AST

Agent of tile Roston Marine Insurance Fonipany,
For Si.A'.'.spni: r ami Vicinity, ami Am-nt bn-ifm
sale of men PINK I-I'MIUIK ami it M P. F.b\ f
From W. I.. Ft'('KS'
Ship Orders, P.ridg -, Ac.
AI i 11 s at llucksvillc. S. <
7m !
Searsport, Me., April *jf», 1S7C>.

F. MIMS it ffl,, Proprietors.

TiiK SOIKNOK

<

Steamboat

ItOIil-VSOX HOUSE
BUCKSFORT,
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Uockliiinl, every
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HENRY II. GRANT,

l'articular attonlion given in Sowing Maehiee
llopairing. site: intis Uopaiml and liored :o ..iioot
clo-o.
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
Jau. 1*1, is:.;—tf

Revere House.

STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON
CAPT. ORIS B INGRAHAM.

AT

FRENCH’S Sieve Store.

D.

■

Opposite

iil leave Pol l! .ml V'
^(inil.11
33 «>tlnr<anil Friilar
«■ 11
ny* its | 4) 114 Imli
>. nr-pm t.
Uooklaml, < atmli ii, lit :•
''at
poim. liml-mpm t. \\ iuti-rport, llampiu 11 amt P.aim
K-:tu liintr. Inn
Pan mr e\ el
31 omlat
33 «•«!ih'hKm .iis:I Hitlar liiorntng'N at <l» o*t li*
lor

■

DKAI.KK IN A 1.1, KINDS OK

5t.j Boston,

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND.
CAPTAIN C. KILiBY,

1

•*

J. X, MASFIIY a- SONS lb ad v 'I ade <Inrs for
Fainting inferior and exterior oi‘ If.- i- -. p.:; n-,
f ences, Ac. Fall ami see !>• fore pmv V, in _r iYV here.

4 bullmch

0111l.1t

■

AM* M \\ V

Druggist

^2

v

,.

••

MAINE.

>Pe-

rto.

.•iic'port ami 31 .i<-11i-1•> r.
IN-: hi a:; i' ;r, It a
M.
-,
: »>rt.
at 2 l-i oM.kL

morn in.-,

o

n

ie

DEERINQ,

>

ANIMALS.

Harrison flayford, f armer,
1'. M. Moody, IIorso '1 miner,
S. d. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable, Pock land
Kben W.Seavev, Hotel Ki p. r, .\<> s» amp.-ri,
Koliert (I. Ames, '1 eamster,
d W. Black, Input;. Sheri if,
.1. M. Hale & Co., since Props., Idlsworth,
W. L. < leaves, Prop oi ],iv. stable Mockton,

adapted to all ages, but is especially n comto miMhcrN as a reliable remedy for all

children can
ss, croup, X.e.. tin
ami mothers may rest.
.). it. Lose X Co., of lb 1 >cy Street, New York, are
the sole preparer* of Ca-dona, after Dr. Ditcher's
ww

eni.VJ.

James W. Clark

certain, agreeable, absolutely harmies*,
cheap.
.'hould b.* used for wind colic, .-our stomach,

worms,

to

Street,

by mail.

and

have

Main

-1 >!.A I.t.H

free from gi iping.
D:\ amiii I Ditcher,

hKWISTt >N,

1

MAINE.

BELFAST, MAINE.
Particular attention eiveii to ( 'M.i.ei iim;
ami Convey an« ix«;.
I’rouipt attention driven to

to produce, lor his own practice, an
cathartic, pleasant to the taste and

»

>

CIUS.

^

EL

•‘■most 1

el fort

etiVj tive

1

—

i^zisSa

fea

receive

Attorney $ f niiiiseiloi' a( Law,

Communications

deliv

"ill lra\
I* o
I I a a it
't'liuroit.ai la i‘iiinui iif
BO o'l'IiM'k !'■!• i: M k. I :i 15 i.
< a-fillr. i >«•.■!' l-lr, Snljjwifk
W '! an I liar llarl-i11.
M i!i l.r i i

DOMESTIC

THOMPSOnT

Dhy-

paid on

Ellsworth and Bangor.

AND SORF.S ON ALL

r.

perfect substitute, in till cases, for

Castora is the

Spices-

HORSE-FLESH!

at Law!

-ni lU I-: IN-

I Is

bill' imi't lie

llAMFl, I.A.M., Audit.

•.*-,, lN7,i.

INSIDE LINE

lor

F. A.

Castorla,

accompanied by Bill of l.ndini;

i'rcip'lit

Burns’

AND OTIiKR ILLS OF

WALLACE,

Block.

All

„r n,!,..b
Belfast, Mav

ARABIAN

sk
Cst^

II.ill'DEN HUGH, 1’i‘lfast, Ho

Aldon's

l.v

inii't

duplicate.

■■

Law!

GREERr
Attorney i Counsellor at Law,

r., Xt:w Y.*!:k.

s

,

BELFAST.
Ofltce formerly occupied bv 1'. K. Hoyle.

Laboratory of A. ib Rusk A, Co

All frei"lit
in

15.00
14 00

1

14 MAIN

BELFAST,

3.65

...

Mt. Desert. Mackias,

Notice.

E. J O H N SO N

W- F.

$2.50

LOWELL,

CAPT.

AltlUi; F.. I.KFHS, will receive a few
*. v
pupils lor instruct ion upon the l’iauo and Cubinct organ. Special care taken with beginners. For
terms impure at lb Main Stri e{.
Nov. ‘.'a, 1S75- —tfg‘1

him

FARE TO BOSTON,
*•

STKAMIlli

\fiss
JL

to

Johnson,

1 '■
for Bust on every Monday,
.iii. 'Jay, Mini .',lav an.l ''aturday, at »*. 1*. '1.
ltd uniiii", will leave Boston evt ry Monday,
1 u. sday. rimrsday and Friday at 5 I s* 1*. M.

f mos:;?

a

€tP*Al! busine ss entrusted
rompt :it tent ion.

and

,T. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

From f> to 1J Tons liny cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For
further particulars apple to t he subscriber.
HAN’. HAb’ADliN.
ltelfast, Feb. 15, 1'■?<».
tf'O

Attorney

with the

Agents

Capt. J.

Roix,

W

\\

ITV

Globe Mills Standard

Will bo Sold Immediately if Wanted.
Also the property on Milbw Street, now occupied
by 1.endue Colley, consisting of s acres grass bind
with House, Kll, Wood-house and a large Harm

GEO. E.

Daily

Wholesale

at
Attorney
STREET,

CAMBRIDGE,
fvATAHDIN,
Win. R.
P.

Capt.

and Stonington,
Via, Norwich,

Coffees.
Coffees Roasted
Patent Roaster.

STKAMKU

Centennial Tickets via Fall River

Tobaccos. Teas, Molasses

liOMI'.STi: \I> ot the late
.John
liaraaeu situated on
Church >treet, is mr.v ottered for
sale to dost* the estate.
The pro; rtv consist s of over fi.oOO »
left of I.Mild, 1<H» loci on Cl lurch Street, and more !
than 50 feet deep, witIi buildings thereon in good
;
condition.

G.

(iltuCKItS,

SPECIALTIES.

for

I

--

T«. Di.v

Estate

rpin:

Musical

VI.K

PORTLAKD, M K.

Sale I

M<>nmoMMAiiV, Ala., Aug. 17, 1>7I.
••<•! Nit.i mi-:n.--I have ii'cii over one gross of
('<*iisui Siiiiiiii<‘i«t. vellow wrapper. on the
mules ot m\ |daiit.it ion, besides do/« ii' of t he family
Liniment for my negroes.
I w ant to purchase i: at
the w imlesale price, and will thank you m *diip me
by Suva iik,ili steaniei one gros- of. a.-li kind. M. "i'.
A. I
Stewart X Co. will pay your bill on pre, nta
lion.
.1 vv::s I>\i:itn\v.”
‘-Kespectfuily,
The bio* patrons of t his Li nine lit are Farriers and
\ eie;-i>iary >urgeons. i; heal* (.alls. Wounds and
Doll-ev •!, remov. Swelling-.ami i- worth miliioiw
of
I »r* t > Farmers. Fivery-men, Stock-growers. sheep raisers, ami those hav ing horses or cattle.
What a Farrier cannot do for s.’o the Centaur
Liniment will do at a trilling cost.
These Liniments are warranted by t lie proprietors,
and u bottle will be given to any Farrier or l’li\>ieiau who desires to lest them, sold everyw Inn

WIIOLKS

with an Acre ami a halt I
of land for sale or rent. One !
of the new houses on Belmont I
Avenue,
l'erins easy. Enquire of
(.KO. (i. WELLS.
j-. ...
t'f35

!>.

& Co„

mt.amu:

Nos. 17.5 A 177 Commercial Street,

Rent.

or

tfio

Mciieli, Champlin

HOl’SE

mom

<

—

Twu Slrwrs t<B lhe IViite! Fuiir Trips per Week.

by which the process is rendered much less painful

Belfast

Savings Bank.

REMOVED to their

in Custom
HAVE
ceive

House

deposits, placing

Square,

the

new

are
same on

Banking Boom

prepared
interest

to re
on the

days of June, July, August ami Sept ember, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the lirst Mondays of June

lirst

and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 I*. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon.
ASA FAUNCE, Brest.
John II. Quimuy, Trcas.
Belfast June 8th 1871.
tl’

D.

AT

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

American
Main Street,

Hotel.

Belfast, Me.

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors
J. D.

Tuck is it.

B. F.

Tuckkk.

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars'

and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected
House.

Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl3

with the

